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PREFACE.

.

From the liberal patronage and very flattering reception which my former Work
on Knitting, Netting, and Crochet Work has met with, and at the urgent request

of many ladies to undertake another similar volume, I have been induced to present

my subscribers and the public with a Second Series, which I trust, if not more

useful, will be found in no respect inferior to the First. The Receipts given in this

Volume are all entirely new, and have been the subject of long and anxious toil and

intricate calculation; but however laborious the execution of the Work has been,

I trust the practical use of the book will give both satisfaction and pleasure, and

that it will not only be found a book of fashionable amusement to the higher ranks

of society, but also a repertory of useful Receipts to the more humble. It gives

me much pleasure to learn from various quarters that my first effort has been the

means of affording a genteel and easy source of livelihood to many well-disposed

and industrious females, both in the humbler and middle ranks of life ; and at no

period could a work of this kind be more desirable than at present.



PREFACE.

Some ladies imagine it to be absolutely necessary they should know every term

used in this book before they can work a Receipt ; but this is not the case,—they

have only to refer to those terms that are used in the one they intend to work,

which can be done in a minute, by merely reading over the explanation in the Index.

It has been my anxious desire, in composing the directions for working the

different Receipts, to use plain and intelligible language, to avoid ambiguity, and,

even at the risk of much repetition, to impress distinctly the way in which the

examples are to be executed. How far I have been able to succeed in this, those

who have recourse to theWork will be best able to judge. I trust that the Work
may prove as useful as I have anticipated, and that my labours may be crowned

with that reward so much to be prized, the satisfaction of having been useful.

63 George Street, Edinburgh, Nov. 1842.
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INDEX OF SIGNS USED IN THE RECEIPTS.

A, take in three loops into one, by slipping the first loop off backwards, without

knitting ; knit the second and third loops together, then lift the first over the taken-

in loop.

Ar, take in three loops into one, (laying reversed to the take-in three,) by knitting

the first two off from the back part of loops ; slip it on to the left wire, and with the

third loop, which is the next to it on the left wire, lift it over the loop that was taken

in, then slip the taken-in loop on to the right wire again.

y, take in back stitch of three, by slipping off backwards without working the

first, pearl the second and third loops together ; lift over the first slipped one over

> the taken-in loop.

it
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y r, take in back stitch of three, (laying reversed to the take-in back stitch of three,)

by pearling the two first loops together, slip it on to the left wire, and with the third

loop, which is the next to it on the left wire ; lift it over the loop that was taken in,

then slip the taken-in- loop on to the right wire again.

B, a back, ribbed, seam, or pearl stitch, by knitting it off backwards with thread in

front of pin ; all back or pearled stitches must be done so, (having thread in front

before commencing the stitch.)

Bm, make a back stitch like any other ; do not take it off the left pin, but work

another from back part of stitch, so as to make another stitch.

B6, six back stitches ; all figures affixed to the letters are the numbers of stitches to

be worked.

F, bring the thread forward, by passing it under the right wire to the 'front.

j[, pass the thread to the back, by passing it under the right hand wire.

M, make a stitch, by working another stitch from the back part of the loop last

knit, before you take it off the left wire.
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O, make a stitch, by bringing the thread to the front, (by passing it under the

right wire, to the front.)

Ob, make a back or pearled stitch, by casting the thread quite round the wire.

02, bring forward the thread to the front, and again round the wire to the front.

P, a plain stitch or loop.

Pb, a bead stitch.

P2 or P4, two, or four plain stitches or loops, as the figures may be.

Pr, knit one from back part of loop.

S, slip stitch, take off a stitch without working, as if you were going to work a

back stitch.

Sb, slip hack stitch, having thread in front ; all back stitches have the thread m front.

St, a slip stitch taken over the two last worked.

Si, slip a stitch having wool in front, then pass the wool to the back under the le

pin.

VOL. IT.

B
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S2, slip two stitches off without working.

T, take in (or narrow) stitch, by knitting two loops together.

Tr take in, reversed, by knitting two loops together from back part of loops, which

throws the taken-in stitch the reverse way of the plain take-in.

Ti, Take in, by inserting the wire as if you were going to pearl the first loop,

and catch in the other as if you were knitting a plain one ; knit them both off to-

gether.

Ts, take in, by slipping the first loop ; knit the next ; slip the first over the knit

one.

take in back stitch, by pearling two together, having the thread in front.

JP',
take in, back stitch reversed, by pearling first stitch, and slipping it on to the

left wire ; then slip the next to it (on the left wire) over it ; lift back the stitch that

was pearled on to the right wire again.

.
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INDEX OF SIGNS.

x.T, for explanation, see foot note page 42.

Tp, for explanation, see foot note page 123.

L ,
let off half of the double loop altogether

;
you will still have the other half on

the left pin ;
which knit together with the next stitch.

L4, for explanation, see foot note page 155.

A row signifies a row from one end of pm to the other.

A round is a row quite round, when the work is done on more wires than two.

A. plain tow ,
a row all plain stitches.

Bad or pearl row
,
a row worked exactly contrary to the plain row.

Billed row, a row worked alternately a few stitches plain and a few back or pear

stitches.

A front row
,
is worked with the thread behind.

A lad row,
with the thread in front.

Observe, when . back stitch or stitches occur on a front row, you must always
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bring the thread forward in the front ; when the back stitch or stitches are finished

;

pass the thread back to its place.

The same when a plain stitch occurs on a back row
;
pass the thread to the back,

and work ; then bring it forward to its place.

Bring forward, bring the thread in front, so as to make an open stitch.

Cast off, by knitting the two first stitches, slip the first stitch over the second

;

knit a third, and slip the second over the third one ; continue in this way till the

whole is cast off.

£3= Observe, that in all the following receipts where the pattern is marked

“ repeat,” the edge stitches are never repeated.



.

I
RECEIPTS

FOR

KNITTING, NETTING, AND CROCHET WORK.

I KNIT CAPS FOR INVALIDS, OR FOR WEARING AFTER BATHING.

Work with two ivory pins, No. 6.

This is worked with four plies fleecy wool, either white or coloured, one skein is

required.

The Cap is worked in stocking-stitch, with a row of holes round the crown, which

is of a sort of horse-shoe shape ; there are three rows of holes running across the

front, which serve for casers to draw it with, if wished ; after the front is finished.
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the neck stitches are picked up, and a row worked, then a row of holes for a caser, to

correspond with the others on the front. If the cap has been worked in white colour,

plaited worsted for strings, drawn to fit the head, look very well ; some prefer ribbon.

Working Receipt .—Cast on 24 stitches on one pin.

1st Row, S edge stitch, pearl or back.

2nd “ Sb edge stitch, plain.

3rd “ S edge stitch, pearl or back.

4th “ Sb edge stitch, plain.

Repeat in like manner as the above till the 21st, which is a back row.

22nd Row, S edge stitch, P, T, PI 6, Tr, P2.

23rd “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

24th “ S edge stitch, plain.

25th “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

26th “ S edge stitch, P, T, PI 4, Tr, P2.

27th “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

Printed image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit



23THE LADY’S WORK BOOK.

28th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

29th “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

30th “ S edge stitch, P, T, PI 2, Tr, P2.

31st “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

32nd “ S edge stitch, plain.

33rd “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

34th “ S edge stitch, P, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, O, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T ; this

brings you to the end of the crown ; do not break off your thread, but pick

!

up the side loops that are on the left side of the crown with your other

pin ; there should be 17 side loops, the last of these is one of the original

cast-on stitches
;
proceed as follows, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T,

0, T, 0, T, P.

35th Row, Sb edge stitch, B32, 0, x ; this brings you to the end of pin, then pick

up the right side loops of the crown as you did the left ones, and 0, x> 0,

X> °> Jb °» Jb °> X> 0, X, 0, x, 0, x, B.

36th Row, S edge stitch, plain.
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37th Row, Sb edge stitch, B4, *M, B4, M, B4, M, B4, M ; this brings yon to

the top of the left side of the crown, then BIS, which brings you to the

right side of crown, then M, B4, M, B4, M, B4, M, B4, B, edge stitch.

38th “ S edge stitch, plain.

39th “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

40th “ S edge stitch, plain.

41st “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

42d “ S edge stitch, plain.

43d “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

44th “ S edge stitch, plain.

45th “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

46th “ S edge stitch, plain.

47th “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

* This made stitch is done after the four stitches are worked, by lifting on to the left pin the top of the

loop directly under the last stitch worked, then knit it ; when the M comes before the four stitches, you must
knit it before.

7 ;
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48th. Row, S, P2, edge stitch, 0, T, repeat O, T, till you have only one loop knitted

plain.

49th “ Sb edge stitch, pearl or back.

50th “ S edge stitch, plain.

51st “ Sb B3, M, pearl the remainder of the row all but 4 stitches, which work

as before M, B4.

52d “ S edge stitch, plain.

53d “ Sb edge stitch, B4, M, pearl all the remainder of the row all but 5 stitches,

work them as before M, B5.

54th “ S edge stitch, plain.

55th “ Sb edge stitch, as 51st row.

56th “ S edge stitch, plain.

57th “ Sb edge stitch, same as 53d row.

58th “ S, P2, edge stitch, 0, T, repeat 0, T, until you have only 2 stitches ; at

the end of row ; knit them off plain.

..
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59th Row Sb edge stitch, back row.

60th “ S edge stitch, plain.

61st “ Sb edge stitch, as 51st row

62d “ S edge stitch, plain.

63d “ Sb edge stitch, as 53d row.

64th “ S edge stitch, plain.

65th “ Sb edge stitch, as 51st row.

66th “ S edge stitch, plain.

67th “ Sb edge stitch, back row.

68th “ S edge stitch, P3, 0, T, repeat from 0, T ; until you have only 2 or 3

stitches at the end, knit them off plain.

69th “ Sb edge stitch, back row.

70th “ This is the cast off row, which finishes the front. Then, without break-

ing off the thread, pick up the stitches all round the neck part, and

work it plain, until you come to the back of the crown, which are the

w
0^

fi

t

i:

HI
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original cast-on stitches ; work them as follows :—P4, T, A, A, A, A,

T, P4, then the other side of the neck part plain ; this finishes the

first row of neck part.

2d Row, Sb edge stitch, O, T, to end of row, P, edge stitch.

3d “ S edge stitch, plain.

4th “ Cast off.

XI VERY PRETTY KNIT CAP FOR WEARING UNDER THE BONNET.

This cap is merely a forehead and hack, without a crown ; it is worked in Berlin

wool, of two colours, say white and pink, or any other that is preferred ; it is composed

of stripes of colour and white alternately, running along the front. The cap is

finished with ribbon to draw through the caser at top of cap, which is tied in front of

the cap, and another at the neck part, tying at the back. The ribbon that is drawn

in through the front caser is usually double the width of the other, so that the strings

that tie under the chin may he about 1! inch wide. Before putting the ribbon

through the front caser, double the ribbon, as when in it must appear as if it were the

Jf
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same breadth of the other
; it is fastened to fit the width of forehead

; leave sufficientribbon at each side to tie under the chin.

pinI°No!T
ire 4 Sma11 hankS °f Pink

’
and 4 SmaU hailks °f white

> “d 2 ivory

With Pink.
Cast on 94 stitches on one pin.

1st Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

S edge stitch, plain.

With White.
S edge stitch, plain row.

Quite a plain row—Observe this row is worked plain, but instead of put-
ting the thread once round the pin, put it twice round, by this means
it makes the stitch look twice as deep.

T
’
°2

’ ed
f

stitch T—In fitting the two stitches together toorm the T, observe the two loops you knit are those loops that ap-

Printed image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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pear to be the first and third on the pin, but by looking, you will per-

ceive they are only two radical stitches ; the loop round the pin follow-

ing those belong also to the stitch, which is pulled off the pin when

the T is worked. All the Ts in this row are worked in this way.

6th Row, Cast off 6 stitches at beginning of the row ; the remainder of row plain.

—

In this plain row, you will perceive you have alternately a short and a

long stitch ; the first stitch knit ; the second stitch has two loops round

the pin ; work the first loop, and then pull off the second; all the row is

worked in this way as the first and second stitches just described.

7th “ Cast off 6 stitches at the beginning of the row, then tie on the pink wool,

and knit the rest of the row plain.

8th “ S edge stitch, plain.

With White.

9th “ S edge stitch, plain.

10th “ S edge stitch, plain.
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11th Eow *S T, P, edge, ~T, 0, T, 0, P2, repeat,- edge P2 T P12th “ S edge stitch, plain.
G ’ ’ "

!?;!; ;;

edgC,
1

~T, 0, T, 0, P2, repeat,- edge P TP14th “ S edge stitch, plain.
S ’ ' 1 ’

With Pink.
15th •• S, P, T. T, 0, P2, edge-T, 0, T, 0, P2, repeat.-
16th “ S edge stitch, plain.

T
’
T

’ °’ P2 ’
edSe’ —T, 0 ,

T, 0 , P2, repeat,

-

18th * S edge stitch, plain.

With White.

S “
s’pL

PS
’ edSe T

. C, T, °, P2, repeat, edge T, 0, T, 0, T, P

Snd •“

s'edge^atitchfplain.

“T
’ °* T

’ °’^ reP““'- «d*» T' T
> ^

J.
In WOrking thiS 01 any °ther reCeiP t

’ the *** stitches never occur but at the beginning and end of the

edge T, P.

edge T.
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23rd Row, S, T, P, edge, —T, 0, T, 0, P2, repeat,— edge T, 0, T, P

24th “ S edge stitch, plain.

25th “ S, T, edge —T, 0, T, 0, P2, repeat,— edge P, T. P

26th “ S edge stitch, plain.

With Pink.

27th “ S, T, P, T, 0, P2, edge—T, 0, T, 0, P2, repeat,— edge P, T.

28th “ S edge stitch, plain.

29th “ S, T, T, 0, P2, edge, —T, 0, T, 0, P2, repeat,— edge T.

30th “ S edge stitch, plain.

With White-.

31st “ S, P5, edge stitch, —T, 0, T, 0, P2, repeat,— edge T, 0, T, 0, P3.

32nd “ S edge stitch, plain.

33rd “ S, P5, edge, —T, O, T, O, P2, repeat,

—

34th “ S edge stitch, plain.

35th “ S, P5, edge stitch, —T, 0, T, 0, P2, repeat,—

Cast on 24 extra stitches for the neck part of the cap.

edge, P7.

edge, P7-

rinted image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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36th Row, Quite a plain row.

With Pink.

37th “ Quite a plain row.

38th “ Quite a plain row.

With White.

39th “ P8, T, P2, T, P2, T, P2, T, P19, T, P2, T, P2, T, P2, T, the re-

mainder of the row plain-

40th “ Plain row.—Observe this row is worked plain, but instead of putting the

thread once round the pin, put it twice round, by this means it makes

the stitch look twice as deep.

41st “ T, 02, repeat to end of row.—In knitting the two stitches, together

to form the T, observe the two loops you knit are those loops that

appear to be the first and third on the pin, but by looking, you will

perceive they are only two radical stitches ; the loop round the pin

following those belong also to the stitch, which is pulled off the pin

when the T is worked. All the Ts in this row are worked in this way.
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42nd Row, Quite a plain row.—In this plain row, you will perceive you have altern-

ately a short and a long stitch ; the first stitch knit ; the second stitch

has two loops round the pin ; work the first loop, and then pull off

the second. All the row is worked in this way, as the first and second

stitches just described.

With Pinic.

43rd “ Quite a plain row.

44th “ Quite a plain row.

45th “ Cast-off row. This finishes the front part; then join the narrow part of the

neck piece to the other side of the cap, to form the round; then pick up

all the stitches round the back part of cap, with the exception of the

6 cast-off stitches at each side, so as to make a caser to correspond

with the one along the front. When you have picked up your loops,

tie the white wool on the right side of the cap, otherwise the pink

wool will not come in properly.

VOL. II. O
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NECK CASER RECEIPT.

With White.

1st Eow, Quite a plain row.

2nd “ Pick up the innermost of the 6 cast-off stitches, being the stitch next to

the stitch that was last worked ; work it and all the row as 4th

or 40th row of forehead receipt ; at the end of the row, work the

innermost stitch of the 6 cast-off stitches, in the same way, to cor-

respond with the other side.

3rd “ As 5th or 41st row of forehead receipt; but before commencing, and before

finishing the row, pick up the outside stitch of the 6 cast-off stitches

and knit it. Should you have an odd stitch at the end of the row

make the last T with the three loops.

4th “ As 6th or 42d row in forehead receipt
;
pickup the long loop, work2 stitches

in it, (work it first plain, then, before taking it off the left pin, work it

again from the back part of loop) this long loop is between the pink at
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the edge of cap and the last stitch work at the end of row ;
work the

long bop in the same way, and tie on the pink wool 1 10k up and

work 3 pink stitches, which is the edge of cap ;
tins finishes the

5th Row, Plain at the end of the row
;
pick np the 3 remaining loops.

6th Row, Quite a plain row.

7th Row, Cast off.

This finishes the cap.

IV—BRIOCHE CUSHION, OR FOOTSTOOL,

Composed of ten broad stripes and ten smaller m bright gold colour
' ,

the 10a

stripes are worked in scarlet and blue alternately, each stripe being intersected by

rows of blal This brioche, when made up, is exactly shaped like an orange, m-

dentedat top’and bottom, which is doneby the
the
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sew together the original cast on row and the last row of yellow. In making it up,

take a piece of dark coloured skirt-lining, the same length of the middle part of the

work, I mean the whole circumference, then measure the depth, and cut it about two

and a half inches less than it; this lining is quite a straight piece of cloth, and should mea-

sure about one yard and twenty-four inches in length, and in depth twenty-four inches:

join it up, then draw it up at top quite close, it is also drawn up at bottom, and sewed

to a round piece of millboard, covered with the skirt-lining ; the millboard is six and a

half inches in diameter. This inner cushion is stuffed with fine combed wool ; the

work is put over it, and drawn up at top in the same way as the inner lining, at the

bottom, turn in a small piece of the work, as it will be rather longer than the inner

lining, and sew it to the round piece at bottom ; the cushion is finished with a hand-

some tassel and rosette; the tassel has a piece of cord attached to it, which is fastened

quite in the centre of the top where the work is drawn up ; this you fasten down with

packthread, with a large needle, down through the top and through the millboard

;

this is to sink the top, then sew on the rosette, which should be about four and a

half inches in diameter, and made as a bell-pull rosette, in the same colours as the
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stool is composed of. A piece of leather cut in the shape of the millboard is sewn on

the top of the millboard to cover it.

The colours are arranged for working as follows :

—

FIRST WORKING OF RECEIPT.

Black, six rows.

Scarlet, broad.

Black, six rows.

Yellow, narrow.

SECOND WORKING OF RECEIPT.

Black, six rows.

Mazarine Blue, broad.

Black, six rows.

Yellow, narrow.

These worked four more times form the Brioche.

The brioche is worked with double German wool. Two and a quarter ounce of

scarlet, two and a quarter ounce of blue, one and a quarter gold colour, one and a

half of black are required, and a pair of ivory pins, No. 7

.

Working Receipt.

Cast on 135 stitches with Black wool.

1st Bow, *0, S, T, repeat to top.

* To make this 0, at the beginning of a row, you must have the thread in front before commencing;
in repeating it during the row, you bring the thread in front between the wires.
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2d Row, *0, S, T, repeat to bottom.

Sd Row, *0, S, T, repeat to top.

4th Row, *0, S, T, repeat to bottom.

5tli Row, *0, S, T, repeat to top.

6th Row, *0, S, T, repeat to bottom.

With Bed.
7th Row, *0, S, T, repeat to top.

8th Row, O, S, T, repeat to bottom, all but fthree stitches.

9th Row, O, S, T, repeat to top, all but •{•three stitches.

10th Row, O, S, T, repeat to bottom, leaving fthree more stitches in addition to

the other three stitches that were left before.

11th Row, 0, S, T, repeat to top, leaving fthree stitches in addition to the other

three stitches that are left before.

+ Leave the three stitches unworked on the left hand pin, then take the left hand pin into the right
hand, and, of course, the right wire into the left hand, and work to top as before, having the thread in
tront before commencing the first stitch, so as to form the O.

B
m
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12th Eow, 0, S, T, repeat to bottom, leaving -f-three more stitches in addition to

the six left before.

13th Eow, 0, S, T, repeat to top, leaving -(-three more stitches in addition to the

six left before.

Continue working as above, always leaving three more stitches unworked

every row, in addition to those left before, until you have worked the

25th row.

26th Eow, *0, S, T, quite to the bottom. This finishes the scarlet division.

With Black.

27th Eow, *0, S, T, repeat to top.

28th Eow, *0, S, T, repeat to bottom.

29th Eow, *0, S, T, repeat to top.

30th Eow, *0, S, T, repeat to bottom.

31st Eow, *0, S, T, repeat to top.

32d Eow, *0, S, T, repeat to bottom.
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With Bright Gold Colour.

Sod Bow, *0, S, T, repeat to top.

34th Bow, 0, S, T, repeat to bottom, all but -[-three stitches.

35th Bow, 0, S, T, repeat to top, all but -[-three stitches.

36th Bow, 0, S, T, repeat to bottom, leaving -[-three additional stitches to the three

that were left before.

37th Bow, 0, S, T, repeat to top, leaving -[-three more stitches in addition to the

three left before.

38th Bow, 0, S, T, repeat to bottom, leaving -[-three more stitches in addition to

the six left before.

39th Bow, 0, S, T, repeat to top, leaving -{-three more stitches in addition to the

six left before.

40th Bow, 0, S, T, repeat to bottom, leaving -[-three more stitches in addition to

the nine left before.

41 st Bow, O, S, T, repeat to top, leaving -f-three more stitches in addition to the

nine left before.
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42d Row, 0, S, T, repeat to bottom, leaving -[-three more stitches in addition to the

twelve left before.

43d Row, 0, S, T, repeat to top, leaving tthree more stitches in addition to the

twelve left before.

44th Eow, 0, S, T, quite to bottom.

This finishes Gold Colour.

The above Receipt worked nine more times forms the Brioche, with this change,

—

every alternate time the Receipt is worked substitute the mazarine blue colour for

the red, as will be seen by observing the arrangement of colours.

NEW PATTERN.

V DIAMOND OF CLOSE WORK, SURROUNDED WITH A ROW OF HOLES GOING

IN A WAVE PATTERN.

Cast on 20 stitches for each pattern.

This pattern was taken from a lacc stocking worked in Malta ; the stitch being
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as novel as the pattern is pretty. Many of the following stitches were taken from

the same source.

1st Rounds P, O, P3, lT,* P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, O, T, T ; repeat all round.

2nd Round, P, O, P, T, 0, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P2, T ; repeat all round.

3rd Round, P2, O, P4, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, T ; repeat all round.

4th Round, P3, O, P, 0, T, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, T ; repeat all round.

5th Round, P, O, T, P, O, P4, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P2, T ; repeat all round.

6th Round. P5, O, P, T, O, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, T ; repeat all round.

7th Round, P, T, O, lT, P, 0, P4, lT, P, lT, P, lT, T ; repeat all round.

8th Round, P3, lT, P2, 0, P, 0, T, P, lT, P, lT, P2, T ; repeat all round.

9th Round, P, O, T, lT, P3, O, P4, lT, P, lT, P, T ; repeat all round.

10th Round, P3, lT, P, lT, P, O, P, T, O, P, lT, P, lT, T ; repeat all round.

• lT is worked by picking up from the front, on the point of the right-hand wire, not the side loop, but

the stitch just under the first of the two loops that you begin T with, (the picked-up loop being the stitch

directly under it in the row below,) then work the two loops of the common T ; by this you have the picked-up

loop and the T loop on the right-hand wire ; this completes the lT stitch ; only observe in all the following

rows the picked-up stitch is worked exactly as before, with this difference, the loop you pick up is exactly in

the same place as before, but you must be particular to observe that it is the one that pulls the second loop

on the left wire, or that which pulls the last stitch on the right wire. This you will easily see by looking at

the wrong side of the knitting, whether it draws with the two stitches before-mentioned, or not.
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11 tli Round, P, T, 0, lT, P, lT, P2, O, P4, lT, P2, T; repeat all round.

12th Round, P3, lT, P, lT, P3, 0, P, O, T, P, lT, P, T; repeat all round.

13th Round, P, O, T, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, 0, P4, lT, T; repeat all round.

14th Round, P3, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P2, O, P, T, 0, P2, T ; repeat all round.

15th Round, P, T, O, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P3, O, P4, T; repeat all round.

16th Round, P3, lT, P, j.T, P, lT, P, lT, P, O, P, O, T, T ; repeat all round.

17th Round, P, O, T, i/f, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P2, O, P2, T; repeat allround.

18th Round, P3, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P3, O, P, T ; repeat all round.

19th Round, P,* T, 0, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, O, T, P, O, P, Tr ; repeat all round.

20th Round, P,* P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, P3, O, P2, Tr; repeat all round.

21st Round, P,* lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, T, O, P, O, P3, Tr ; repeat all round.

22nd Round, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, P3, O, P, T, O, P, Tr ; repeat with the other wires

thus:—P2, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, P3, 0, P, T, O, P, Tr.

23rd Round, P,* P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, O, T, P, O, P5, Tr ; repeat all round.

* This plain stitch only occurs at the beginning of the row, and is never worked again during the round,

and must be lifted on to the wire you have just concluded the 1 8th round with, (as it is required to knit the

Tr at the end of the 19th round,) in consequence of which, you will perceive you are deficient a stitch at the

end of the first and second wires. This stitch must, of course, be taken from off the following wire. This

note applies to all those marked P*.
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24th Round, P,* lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, P3, O, P3, O, T, P, Tr ; repeat all round.

25th Round, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, T, O, P, O, P, lT, P4, Tr ; repeat with the following wires

thus,—P2, lT, P, lT, P, T, O, P O, P, lT, P4, Tr.

26th Round, P,* P, lT, P, lT, P, P3, O, P2, lT, P, T, O, P, Tr ; repeat all round.

27th Round, P,* i.T, P, lT, P, 0, T, P, O, P3, lT, P4, Tr ; repeat all round.

28th Round, lT, P, lT, P, P3, 0, P, lT, P, lT, P, O, T, P, Tr; repeat with the other wires

thus, P2, lT, P, P3, 0, P, lT, P, lT, P, O, T, P, Tr.

29th Round, P>* P, lT, P, T, 0, P, 0, P2, lT, P, lT, P4, Tr ; repeat all round.

30th Round, P,* lT, P, P3, 0, P3, lT, P, lT, P, T, O, P, Tr ; repeat all round.

31st Round, lT, P, O, T, P, 0, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P4, Tr
;
repeat with the other wires

thus,—P2, O, T, P, O, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P4, Tr.

32nd Round, P,* P4, O, P2, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, O, T, P, Tr ; repeat all round.

33rd Round, P,* T, O, P, O, P3, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P4, Tr ; repeat all round.

34th Round, P,* P2, O, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, T, O, P, Tr ; repeat all round.

35th Round, P,* P, O, P2, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P, lT, P4, Tr ; repeat all round.

Repeat from first row.
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VI VERY PRETTY OPEN STITCH.

It can be worked for stockings, cuffs, mittens, caps, purses, or any other article that

can he worked on four wires. This pattern consists of open diamonds, and alternately

narrow stripes of open stitch running down, if for cuffs or stockings, use Taylor’s

cotton, No. 30. wires No. 22.

Cast on 16 stitches for every pattern you may wish.

1st Round, P, 0, A, 0, P5, 0, A, 0, P4, repeat all round.

2nd Round, T, 0, P, 0, T, P2, T, 0, P3, 0, Tr, P2, repeat all round.

3rd Round, P, 0, A, 0, P2, T, 0, P, T, 0, P2, 0, Tr, P, repeat all round.

4th Round, T, 0, P, 0, T, T, 0, P7, 0, T, repeat all round.

5th Round, P, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, T, P3, T, 0, P2, repeat all round.

6th Round, T, 0, P, 0, T, P3, 0, T, P, T, 0, P3, repeat all round.

Repeat from first round.
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VII VERY PRETTY STITCH FOR FOUR WIRES.

If for stockings, Taylor’s cotton, No. SO. wires, No. 22.

Cast on 12 stitches for each pattern you wish.

1st Bound, P2, T, P2, 0, P6, repeat all round.

2nd Bound, P, T, P2, 0, P7, repeat all round.

3rd Bound, T, P2, 0, P8, repeat all round.

4th Bound, P6, 0, P2, Tr, P2, repeat all round.

5th Bound, P7, 0, P2, Tr, P, repeat all round.

6th Bound, P8, 0, P2, Tr, repeat all round.

Eepeat from first round.

VIII OPEN STITCH FOR FOUR WIRES.—SORT OF SMALL OPEN LEAF.

Cast on 9 stitches for each pattern you wish.

1st Bound, P, 0, P, 0, P5, T, repeat all round.

2nd Bound, P8, T, repeat all round.

3rd Bound, P2, 0, P, 0, P4, T, repeat all round.
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4th Round, P8, T, repeat all round.

5th Round, PS, 0, P, 0, P3, T, repeat all round.

6th Round, P8, T, repeat all round.

7th Round, P4, 0, P, 0, P2, T, repeat all round.

8th Round, P8, T, repeat all round.

9th Round, P5, 0, P, 0, P, T, repeat all round.

10th Round, P8, T, repeat all round.

11th Round, P6, 0, P, 0, T, repeat all round.

12th Round, P8, T, repeat all round.

IX—VERY BEAUTIFUL OPEN STITCH.

The pattern is a row of open diamonds and three rows of a kind of wave pattern,

alternately running downwards. The cotton and wires the same as the previous

pattern for fine work.

Cast on 29 stitches for each pattern you wish.

1st Round, P5, O, A, 0, P5, 0, Tr, P6, 0, Tr, P6, repeat all round.
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2nd Eound, P3, T, 0, P3, 0, Tr, P3, 0, P, Tr, P5, 0, P, Tr, P5, repeat all round.

3rd Eound, P2, T, 0, P5, 0, Tr, P2, 0, P2, Tr, P4, 0, P2, Tr, P4, repeat all

round.

4th Eound, P, T, 0, P7, 0, Tr, P, 0, P3, Tr, P3, 0, P3, Tr, P3, repeat all

round.

5th Eound, T, 0, P3, 0, A, 0, P3, O, Tr, 0, P4, Tr, P2, 0, P4, Tr, P2, repeat

all round.

6th Eound, P2, O, Tr, P5, T, 0, P2, 0, P5, Tr, P, 0, P5, Tr, P, repeat all round.

7th Eound, P3, 0, Tr, P3, T, 0, P9, T, 0, P6, T, 0, repeat all round.

8th Eound, P4, 0, Tr, P, T, 0, P9, T, P, 0, P5, T, P, 0, repeat all round.

9th Eound, P5, 0, A, 0, P9, T, P2, 0, P4, T, P2, 0, repeat all round.

10th Eound, P3, T, 0, PS, 0, Tr, P6, T, P3, O, P3, T, P3, 0, repeat all round.

11th Eound, P2, T, 0, P5, 0, Tr, P4, T, P4, 0, P2, T, P4, 0, repeat all round.

12th Eound, P, T, 0, P7, 0, Tr, P2, T, P5, 0, P, T, P5, 0, repeat all round.

13th Eound, T, 0, PS, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, P6, 0, Tr, P6, repeat all round.

14th Eound, P2, 0, Tr, P5, T, 0, P2, 0, P, Tr, P5, 0, P, Tr, P5, repeat all round.
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15th Round, P3, 0, Tr, P3, T, 0, P3, 0, P2, Tr, P4, 0, P2, Tr, P4, repeat all

round.

16th Round, P4, 0, Tr, P, T, 0, P4, 0, P3, Tr, P3, 0, P3, Tr, P3, repeat all round.

17th Round, P5, O, A, 0, P5, 0, P4, Tr, P2, 0, P4, Tr, P2, repeat all round.

18th Round, P3, T, 0, P3, 0, Tr, P3, O, P5, Tr, P, 0, P5, Tr, P, repeat all round.

19th Round, P2, T, O, P5, 0, Tr, P8, T, 0, P6, T, 0, repeat all round.

20th Round, P, T, O, P7, 0, Tr, P6, T, P, O, P5, T, P, O, repeat all round.

21st Round, T, 0, P3, 0, A, O, P3, 0, Tr, P4, T, P2, 0, P4, T, P2, O, repeat

all round.

22nd Round, P2, 0, Tr, P5, T, O, P5, T, P3, 0, P3, T, P3, 0, repeat all round.

23rd Round, P3, 0, Tr, P3, T, 0, P5, T, P4, 0, P2, T, P4, O, repeat all round.

24th Round, P4, O, Tr, P, T, O, P5, T, P5, 0, P, T, P5, 0, repeat all round.

Repeat from first round.

VOL. II. B
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X—TRIANGULAR STITCH.

SOMETHING LIKE ONE IN PAGE 217 OF FIRST VOLUME.

Very pretty for Stockings, &c. Use four wires.

Cast on 27 stitches for each pattern you wish.

1st Round, P, 0 Tr, PI 8, T, 0, P, O, A, 0, repeat all round.

2nd Round, O, Ti, O, Tr, PI 6, T, 0, T, O, P3, repeat all round.

3rd Round, P, 0, Ti, 0, Tr, P14, T, O, T, 0, P, O, A, O, repeat all round.

4th Round, O, Ti, O, Ti, O, Tr, P12, T, O, T, 0, T, 0, P3, repeat all round.

5th Round, P, O, Ti, O, Ti, 0, Tr, P10, T, O, T, O, T, 0, P, O, A, O, repeat all

round.

6th Round, O, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Tr, P8, T ,0, T, 0, T, 0, T, O, P3, repeat all

round.

7th Round, P, 0, Ti, O, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Tr, P6, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P, 0, A, 0,

repeat all round.
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8th Bound, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, O, Ti, 0, Tr, P*. T, 0, T, O, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, PS,

9th Bound, pXkU.To,

T

i, 0, Ti, 0 Tr, P2, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P,

,, Bound, 0,^°o;To," , 0, Ti, 0, Tr, T, 0, T, 0, T, O, T, 0, T,

0, T, 0, P3, repeat all round.

Bepeat from first round.

X!. VERY PRETTY SMALL OPEN PATTERN FOR FOUR WIRES.

Oast on six stitches for each pattern required.

1st Bound, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, repeat all round.

2nd Bound, plain.

3rd Bound, P2, 0, A, 0, P, repeat all round.

4th Bound, plain.

5th Bound, P2, T, 0, P2, repeat all round.
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6th Round, plain, and one* more stitch.

7th Round, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, repeat all round.

8th Round, plain, all but two-|- stitches.

9th Round, A, 0, P3, 0, repeat all round.

10th Round, plain, all but one* stitch.

1 1th Round, T, 0, P4, repeat all round.

12th Round, plain, and one* more stitch.

Repeat from first round.

XII VERY PRETTY SHORT KNIT PURSE.

It is worked with shaded purse twist, say blue and fawn colour. The Purse is

commenced at top and taken in at the bottom, in four divisions ; the intakes are

* This one more stitch, after the plain round is worked, must be worked from off the next wire on to the

wire you have just concluded the plain round with. Then work as 7 th round till you have finished the three

wires, as they terminate the 7th round.

+ Having worked the plain round all but two stitches, they are left so as to get the pattern properly on

next round. Lift them on to the following wire, as they are required to commence the A of the 9th round.
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wrought at the commencement of each of the four wires. The stitches that are

originally cast on the wires are never moved off until the whole is finished. This

Purse can be very quickly wrought, and is very durable. It should not, however,

be done very tight, as all knitting in silk, when tight, is very apt to give way, hav-

ing little or no elasticity.

One skein of shaded purse twist, of the common size, and five wires of No. 19,

are required.

Cast on 18 stitches on each of the four wires, in all 72 stitches, and work with

the fifth wire, as follows :
—

1st Round, plain.

2nd Round, 0, Ts, repeat all round.

Repeat as the above two lines until you have worked them 23 more times,

making in all 48 rounds ; then begin to take in, and work as follows :

—

49th Round, Tr, PI 6, repeat with the other three wires as this.

50th Round, Tr, P15, repeat with the other three wires as this.

Continue working as the above two rounds, taking in each round until each wire
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is reduced to Tr, P3 ; then draw up the loops with a needle, and fasten it. Damp
it, and pin it out to dry. Finish it with a snap and tassel.

XIV LONG KNIT PURSE.

This purse is worked in mazarine blue and gold twist. It is composed of three blue

stripes and three gold at each end, the centre being all blue ; the gold stripe is less

than half the breadth of the blue ; the blue stripes resemble the wrong side of stock-

ing-stitch, the gold a simple open stitch, as following receipt will show. When the

purse is finished, sew it up on the wrong side, leaving three and a half inches in the

centre, for open part ; draw up the two ends, and turn it out. Finish it with gilt tassels

and sliders. Three hanks of twist, and three small reels of gold twist. No. 1, are re-

quired, and two wires of No. 19.

Cast on 78 stitches.

1st Row, plain.

2nd Row, plain.

3rd Row, pearl.
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Repeat from first row two more times, then work with blue about five inches

plain ; then work the receipt three times as before, with this difference,

begin at the 18th row, and work each row of the receipt successively from

it to the first row. Cast it off.

XV.—CHINA RIBBON LONG PURSE.

This purse is very pretty, hut requires some skill in knitting, as the ribbon must

be knit quite flat, for when two rows are thus knit, it looks as if it were plaited. One
piece of purple shaded ribbon, and one piece of plain emerald green, and two ivory

pins No. 10, are required.

Cast on 44 stitches with the purple ; this cast- on row is of no consequence if twisted,

as it is cut off when the purse is knit. Before commencing the first row, place the

ribbon you are knitting with quite flat over the fore-finger of the left hand, just as

you would hold the thread for Crotchet or Tambour work, (the Germans gene-

rally knit in this way) ; be careful to have the dark edge of the ribbon next to the
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point of the finger ; then begin the first row. Yon will perceive, on looking, the stitch

just knit on to the right-hand pin has the dark side of the ribbon to the point of it

;

again arrange the ribbon on your left hand finger as before, for by working off the

stitch it has turned it. If properly held, you do not again require to move the

ribbon in this row. Be sure to observe that every stitch on the right hand pin has

the dark part of the ribbon to the point of it.

2nd Bow as first, only observe the light edge of ribbon must be laid to the point

of the left-hand fore-finger, just the reverse of last row, and on the point of the right

hand pin the light edge of ribbon. When the stitch is worked on, it will be to the point

of pin ; again arrange the ribbon on your left hand finger as before, for by working

the first stitch of the row, it has turned it. Keep alway during this row the light edge

of ribbon on the point of the left hand finger, and all the stitches on the right hand

pin ; the light shade will be to the point of it.

Bepeat the above two rows three more times, which gives you 8 rows of purple, or

4 ridges, having the two dark edges of ribbon meeting in the centre of every ridge

;

now tie on the green ribbon, and work 6 rows with green in the same way as you
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have done the 8 in purple ; again tie* on the purple ; work 8 rows with it as before

;

then 22 rows of green for the centre of purse, and 8 rows of purple as before, then

6 of green and 8 of purple. This finishes the nitting part. Thread a chenille needle

with a piece of the purple ribbon ; lift each loop off the pin on to the ribbon, and

leave it there ; cut away the cast-on row, and do the same with it, lifting every loop

on to the ribbon, and leave it. Sew up the purse on the wrong side with a piece of

the ribbon, 11 ridges of the purple and green, being careful to make the ridges meet,

—this, of course, must be done at each side of the purse. Then draw up the loops

quite close together that were left on the ribbons, and tie each ribbon very firmly

;

turn out the purse, and add tassels and rings ; the rings must be very large. These

(which we get made purposely for those purses,) can be sent, if required, per post,

to any part of Great Britain.

It is almost superfluous to add a working receipt to this, as I have already en-

* The ties of every colour must be on one side of the purse. I deem it necessary to make this remark,

as some persons have tied them on differently, by neglecting to work the proper number of rows.
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deavoured to describe it as distinctly as possible; however, I shall give it here, for

those who prefer it to the descriptive account.

Oast on 44 stitches with purple ribbon.

1st Row, plain, with dark edge of ribbon to the point of the left hand fore-finger.

2nd Row, plain, with light edge of ribbon to the point of the left hand fore-finger.

Repeat as first and second rows three more times.

9th Row, as first row, 1
’

, b with green.
10th Row, as second row, )

Repeat as first and second rows two more times.

15th Row, as first row, 1 7
’

,
b with purple.

1 6th Row, as second row, )

Repeat as first and second rows three more times.

23rd Row, as first row, >
’ b with green.

24th Row, as second row, J

Repeat as first and second rows ten more times.
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45th Row, as first row, 1 . 7

D i f with purple.
46th Row, as second row, J

Repeat as first and second rows three more times.

53rd Row, as first row, 1 . .

_ , ,

,

. r with qreen.
54th Row, as second row, J

^

Repeat as first and second rows two more times.

59th Row, as first row, ) ,

60th Row, aa second row, I
^

Repeat as first and second rows three more times.

This finishes the knitting part. Lift the loops off the pin on to a piece of ribbon,

and finish it as before described.

XVI VERY BEAUTIFUL LITTLE GERMAN KNIT SHOE, FOR A BABY.

This Shoe is shaped in the upper like a leather shoe with strap behind ; the sole is

worked in garter stitch, shaped in every way like a shoe sole ; the upper of the Shoe is

worked in stocking stitch, having a pattern worked in shades of blue on a fawn ground

;

the remainder of the upper is spotted with the palest shade of blue, and the top and
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Shoe is narrowed every row

up the front of the forefoot, by taking in ; the three middle stitches are plain ; then

taken in again. This is repeated every row until the Shoe is finished. Ten small

skeins of fawn-coloured Berlin wool, six of light blue, four of second shade, and two

of third shade. Seven short wires of No. 17 are required—if the Shoe is for a stout

child, use No. 16 wires. This Shoe is all worked in double wool. The sole is worked

on two wires ; when it is finished, the stitches are all lifted up round the sole ; one

wire is used for the toe part, and two for the side, one for the heel, then two for the

other side, and work with the seventh,—as the following receipt, at the proper place,

will explain. Oast on 11 stitches with shoe colour for the sole part.

Working Receipt.

1st Bow, S edge stitch, plain.

2nd Bow, S edge stitch, *M, P9, •J'M, P.

* This made stitch- is lifted from the row below; it is the loop exactly under the slipped stitch which

you have just now slipped on to the right hand wire.

f This made stitch is lifted as the former, but is the loop exactly below the plain stitch, which is now
on to the right hand wire.
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3rd Row, S edge stitch, plain.

4th. Row, S edge stitch, plain.

6th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

6th Row, S edge stitch, *M, Pll, fM, P.

7th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

8th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

9th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

10th Row, S edge stitch, *M, P13, fM, P.

11th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

12th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

13th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

14th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

1 5th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

* This made stitch is lifted from the row below ; it is the loop exactly under the slipped stitch which you
have just now slipped on to the right hand wire.

-f-
This made stitch is lifted as the former, but is the loop exactly below the plain stitch, which is now on

to the right hand wire.
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16th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

17th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

18th Row, S edge stitch, T, Pll, T, P.

19th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

20th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

21st Row, S edge stitch, plain.

!

22nd Row, S edge stitch, T, P9, T, P.

23rd Row, S edge stitch, plain, and 22 more plain rows.

46th Row, S edge stitch, *M, Pll, fM, P.

47th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

48th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

!

49th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

50th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

I

* This made stitch is lifted from the row below ; it is the loop exactly under the slipped stitch which you

have just now slipped on to the right hand wire.

f This made stitch is lifted as the former, but is the loop exactly below the plain stitch, which is now on

to the right hand wire.
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51st Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

52nd Eow, S edge stitch, *M, P13, *f*M, P.

53rd Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

54th Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

55th Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

56th Eow, S edge stitch, *M, P15, -f-M, P.

57th Eow, S edge stitch, plain and 20 more rows.

78th Eow, S edge stitch, T, P13, T, P.

79th Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

80th Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

81st Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

82nd Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

83rd Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

* This made stitch is lifted from the row below
; it is the loop exactly under the slipped stitch which you

have just now slipped on to the right hand wire.

+ This made stitch is lifted as the former, but is the loop exactly below the plain stitch, which is now on

to the right hand.
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84th Row, S edge stitch, T, Pll, T, P.

85th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

86th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

87th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

88th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

89th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

90th Row, S edge stitch, T, P9, T, P.

91st Row, S edge stitch, plain, and 7 more rows ; which finishes the sole part of

Shoe, making in all 98 rows, or 49 ridges.

The Upper of Shoe commences

1st Round, PI 3; this is for toe part ; then take another wire, and pick up and work

a stitch between each ridge of the side of sole ; this must be done on

two wires as before described, having 29 stitches on the first wire,

and 20 on the other ; then with the fourth wire work the 11 original

Vol n
cast-on stitches, which are for heel part ; with the fifth wire pick up
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and work 20 stitches ; with the sixth wire pick up and work 29

stitches ; this finishes the first round.

2nd Round, P13, for toe part; *M, P5, M, P5, M, P5, M, P32, M, P2
;

this

finishes one side.-|-

M, Pll, M ; this is heel part.

P2, M, P32, M, P5, M, P5, M, P5, M ; this is the other side of sole,

and finishes the second round.

3rd Round, plain.

4th Round, P3, T, P3, Tr, F8; this is toe part.

P6, P in light blue, P5, P in light blue ; repeat all round P5, and P
in light blue, until you come to the last 6 stitches, work them plain

as the other side ; this finishes the fourth round.

5th Round, P2, T, P3, Tr, P2
;

this is toe part.

* This made stitch is picked up from the row below before you work the plain stitche3.

f If you have worked according to the receipt, you must have in all down the side 54 stitches. This

must be particularly attended to, as otherwise the pattern will go wrong. When the heel stitches are

wrought, including the two made stitches, there will be 13 stitches for heel part.
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*P5, P3 light blue, P3
;
repeat all round, P3 light blue and P3, until

you come to the 5 last stitches, work them plain as the other side.

6th Round, P, T, P, -J-P light blue stitch, P, Tr, P ; this is toe part.

P4, P5, second shade of blue, P, P5, second shade of blue; repeat all

round P, P5 second shade of blue, until you come to the last 4 stitches,

work them plain as the other side.

7th Round, T, P, jS light blue, P, Tr ; this is toe part.

P4, P5, second shade of blue, P, P5, in second shade of blue; repeat all

round P, P5, in second shade of blue, until you come to the last 4

stitches, work them plain as the other side.

* As there are two colours in each row, when you work with one, you must carry on the other. Suppose

you have five stitches of shoe colour, and one of blue ; you must, consequently, bring along the blue after you
have wrought them, which would make a long loop at the back—(this I do not, but I work the first stitch plain);

—then put the blue wool over the forefinger of the left hand, and work the two stitches of shoe colour, then

insert the pin, as usual, into the next loop, but observe to put the point of the pin underneath the blue wool

on the forefinger of the left hand before you work it off ; then work the next stitch plain, which will be over the

wool on the forefinger of left hand, then every alternate stitch as second and third stitch described;—by doing

this there are no long loops in the wrong side.

Before working this light blue stitch, wind the thread twice round the wire to make a long loop, as it

has to be lifted off for four successive rounds, without being worked, as described in working receipt.

$ This is the long loop put twice round the wire in former round; slip it off as one stitch only; do not work it.
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8th Round, *T, P, f'S light blue, P, JTr; this is toe part.

P4, P3, third shade of blue, P3, P3, third shade of blue, repeat all round

P3, P3, third shade of blue, until you come to the last 4 stitches,

work them plain as the other side.

9th Round, *T, P, -J-S, light blue, P, JTr ; this is toe part.

P3, P, third shade of blue, P, P, third shade of blue, repeat all round

P3, P, third shade of blue, P, P, third shade of blue, until you come

to the 3 last stitches, work them plain as at other side.

10th Round, *T, P3, jTr ; this is toe part.

P2, third shade of blue, P3, P3, third shade of blue,P3, repeat all round

P3, third shade of blue, P3, until you come to the 2 last stitches,

work them as the other side.

• Before working this stitch, the first loop must be taken from off the side wire, it being the last stitch

that was worked on it.

+ This is the long loop that was twice put round the wire in the former round
;

slip it off as one stitch

only, hut do not work it.

J In order to work this T, you must take the stitch as before from off the other side wire, and Tr

with it and the loop you have. Every succeeding round is taken in this way,
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11th Round, *T, P3, JTr ; this is toe part ; all the rest of the round plain.

12th Round, *T, P3, JTr ; this is toe part ; all the rest of the round plain.

13th Round, *T, P, ||Pj light blue, P, |Tr ; this is toe part.

P2, P, light blue, P3, P, light blue, repeat allround P3, P, light blue

until you come to the 2 last stitches, work them plain. as other side.

14th Round, *T, P, -J-S, light blue, P, JTr; this is toe part.

P, -f*S, light blue, P3, S, light blue, repeat all round P3, S, light blue

until you come to the last stitch, work it plain.

15th Round, *T, P, S, light blue, P, £Tr, all the rest of the round plain.

1 6th Round, *T, P. S, light blue ; P, ^Tr ; this is toe part.

* Before working this stitch, the first loop must be taken from off the side wire, it being the last stitch

that was worked on it.

$ In order to work this T, you must take the stitch as before from off the other side wire, and Tr
with it and the loop you have. Every succeeding round is taken in this way.

||
Before working this light blue stitch, wind the wool twice round the wire, to make a long loop, as

it has to be lifted off for four successive rounds, without being worked, as described in working receipt,

t All the blue stitches on this row are slipped, and not worked until next round.
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P, P, light blue, P3, P, light blue, repeat all round P3, P, light blue,

until you come to the last stitch, work it as the other side.

17th Round, *T, P3, jTr; this is toe part.

S, light blue, P3, S, light blue, repeat all round P3, S, light blue.

18th Round, *T, P3, +Tr ; this is toe part; all the rest of the round plain.

19th Round, *T, P3, |Tr; this is toe part.

P, light blue, P3, P, light blue, repeat all round P3, P, light blue.

20th Round, *T, P, j|P, light blue, P, jTr ; this is toe part.

P3, S, blue, repeat all round P3, S, blue, until you come to the

3 last stitches, work them plain as other side.

21st Round, *T, P, S, light blue, P, jTr
;

this is toe part, the rest of round plain.

* Before working this stitch, the first loop must be taken from off the side wire, it being the last stitch that

was worked on it.
[

J In order to work this T, you must take the stitch as before from off the other side wire, and Tr with it

and the loop you have. Every succeeding round is taken in this way.

||
Before working this light blue stitch, wind the wool twice round the wire to make a long loop, as it has

to be lifted off for four successive rounds, without being worked, as described in working receipt.
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22nd Round, *T, P, S, light blue, P, ^Tr.

P8, P, light blue, P3, P, light blue, repeat all round until you come

to the 3 last stitches, work them plain as other side.

23rd Round, *T, P, S, light blue, P, JTr ; this is toe-part.

P2, S, light blue, P3, S, light blue, repeat all round, PS, S, light

blue, until you come to the last 2 stitches, work them plain as other

side.

With second Blue for top part.

24th Round, *T, P8, jTr ; this is toe-part ; the rest- of round plain ; work the 25th

and following rounds.

25th Round, T, PS, Tr ; this is toe-part.

P32, T, P3, T, P7, T, P3, T, P32.

26th Round, T, P3, Tr ; this is toe-part
;
pearl the rest of round.

* Before working this stitch, the first loop must be taken from off the side wire, it being the last stitch that

was worked on it.

t In order to work this T, you must take the stitch as before from off the other side wire, and Tr with it

and the loop you have. Every succeeding round is taken in this way.
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27th Round, T, P3, Tr ; this is toe-part
;
plain the rest of round.

28th Round, cast off 5 toe-stitches, then cast off 26 of the side stitch B ; 26 stitches

for heel ; then castoff 26 stitches for other side of shoe ; break off the

wool and fasten it neatly down with a needle. Tie on the wool to the

right side of heel.

29th Row, P26, cast on 12 extra stitches for strap.

30th Row, P38, cast on 12 extra stitches for other side of strap.

31st Row, P50.

32nd Row, P2, T, *03, repeat to end all but 4 stitches, work them thus, T, P2.

33rd Row, plain.

34th Row, plain.

35th Row, plain.

36th Row, cast off.

This finishes the shoe. Draw a ribbon through the holes to tie it with.

• 03, is worked by passing the wool three times round the wire, in order to make a very long stitch

in the next row ; when working this stitch in the next row, you only work one of the loops that are round

the pin, the others are pulled off without working.
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XVII GERMAN KNIT BOOT, FOR A BABY.

(more suitable for a boy than a girl.)

This Boot is worked in white and blue stripes round the top, the leg part all blue,

the instep in stripes of blue and white alternately, the top of shoe part a stripe of

blue and white alternately, and the remainder of it in blue. Work with 2 wires

No. 1 8, and two additional wires at the instep ;—if wished a large size, use wires

No. 17-

Cast on 66 stitches on one wire, with white wool, and work 5 plain rows ;
then

with blue 4 rows.

Working Receipt.

Cast on 66 stitches with white wool.

1st Row, S edge stitch, P65 ; repeat this row 4 more times.

With Blue.

6th Row, S edge stitch, P65 ; repeat this row 3 more times.
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With White.

10th Eow, S edge stitch, P65 ; repeat this row 8 more times.

With Blue.

14th Row, S edge stitch, P65 ; repeat this row 39 more times.

With White.

54th Row, S edge stitch, P65 ; repeat this row 2 more times.

57th Row, S edge stitch, P, O, T, O, repeat 0, T, to end of row, finishing with P.

58th Row, S edge stitch, P65 ; repeat this row once more.

With Blue.

60th Row, S edge stitch, P65 • repeat this row 3 more times.

Arrange for foot part, by dividing the work into three equal parts, having on eacn

of the three wires 22 stitches ; with a fourth wire work the centre, or instep, in

stripes of white and blue, taking in at the beginning and end of each first row of

white stripe, until your number is reduced to 8 stitches, as following receipt will

show. Tie on the white wool on the first stitch of instep wire, and work as follows.
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1NSTE1' RECEIPT.

With White.

1st Row, S edge stitch, T, PI 6, T, P.

2nd Row, S edge stitch, PI 9 ; repeat this row 2 more times.

With Blue.

5th Row, S edge stitch, PI 9.

6th Row, S edge stitch, PI 9 ; repeat this row 2 more times.

With White.

9th Row, S edge stitch, T, P14, T, P.

1 Oth Row, S edge stitch, PI 7 ; repeat this row 2 more times

With Blue.

13th Row, S edge stitch, PI 7.

14th Row, S edge stitch, PI 7; repeat this row 2 more times.

With White.

17th Row, S edge stitch, T, PI 2, T, P.

18th Row, S edge stitch, PI 5 ;
repeat this row 2 more times.
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With Blue.
21st Row, S edge stitch, P15.
22nd Row, S edge stitch, P15 ; repeat this row 2 more times.

With White.
25th Row, S edge stitch, T, PIO, T, P.
26th Row, S edge stitch, P13 ; repeat this row 2 more times.

With Blue.
29th Row, S edge stitch, PI 3.

30th Row, S edge stitch, P13
; repeat this row 2 more times.

With White.
33rd Row, S edge stitch, T, P3, T, P.
34th Row, S edge stitch, P12 ; repeat this row 2 more times.

With Blue.
37th Row, S edge stitch, Pll.
38th Row, S edge stitch, Pll ; repeat this row 2 more times.
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With White.

41st Row, S edge stitch, T, P6, T, P.

42nd Row, S edge stitch, P9 ; repeat this row 2 more times.

With Blue.

45th Row, S edge stitch, P9.

46th Row, S edge stitch, P9 ; repeat this row 2 more times.

With White.

49th Row, S edge stitch, T, P4, T, P.

50th Row, S edge stitch, P7 ; repeat this row 2 more times.

With Blue.

53rd Row, S edge stitch, P7.

54th Row, S edge stitch, P7 ; repeat this row 2 more times. This finishes the instep

part.

Break off the wool, leave the stitches on the wire ; tie on the white wool to the

right hand side of the heel, and work the 22 stitches that are on the heel

wire ; then pick up and work every stitch along the side of the instep, and

J
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work the 8 stitches off the instep wire ; then pick up and work the other

side stitches of the instep, then the left hand side of heel, as following receipt

will show.

FOOT RECEIPT.

With White.

1st Row, S edge stitch, P21
;
pick up and work the 28 for side of instep, then the

8 stitches for instep ones, then the 28 for the other side of instep, lastly the

other heel wire. You should have in this row 108 stitches in all,

2nd Row, S edge stitch, plain row ; repeat this row two more times.

With Blue.

5th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

6th Row, S edge stitch, plain ;
repeat as 6th row two more times.

With White.

9th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

10th Row, S edge stitch, plain ; repeat as 10th row two more times.
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With Blue.

13th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

14th Row, S edge stitch, plain; repeat as 14th row six more times.

21st Row, S edge stitch, P3, Ts, P26, Ts, P13, T, PIO, Ts, PI 3, T, P26, T, P4.

22nd Row, S edge stitch, plain.

23rd Row, S edge stitch, P3, Ts, P25, Ts, PI]
,
T, PIO, Ts, Pll, T, P25, T, P4.

24th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

25th Row, S edge stitch, P3, Ts, P24, Ts, P9, T, PIO, Ts, P9, T, P24, T, P4
26th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

27th Row, S edge stitch, P3, Ts, P23, Ts, P7, T, PIO, Ts, P7, T, P23, T, P4.

28th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

29th Row, S edge stitch, P3, Ts, P22, Ts, P5, T, PIO, Ts, P5, T, P22, T, P4.

30th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

31st Row, S edge stitch, P3, Ts, P21, Ts, P3, T, PIO, T, P3, T, P21, T, P4.

32nd Row, S edge stitch, plain ; repeat as this plain row 8 more times, then cast it

off as the heel of a stocking.
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XVIII—KNIT UNDER-DRESS FOR A CHILD,

FROM EIGHTEEN MONTHS TO TWO YEARS OLD. ACCORDING TO SIZE OP PINS DSED.

This dress (which is chemise and drawers all in one) is low at the neck part, and has

short sleeves. The sleeves are knit separately, and are sewn or knit in afterwards. At
the top of the body part, and also round the bottom of the sleeves, there is a row of

holes for a ribbon to draw through. This dress is commenced at the bottom of the

leg part, with eighteen rows of two pearl and two plain stitches ; all the other part

of the dress is done in garter stitch.

It is worked on two pins, and afterwards sewn up, as following receipt will describe.

Three ivory pins with knobs, No. 7 or 8, according to the loose or tight style of the

worker, and two hanks of white fleecy Lady Betty, are required.

Cast on 50 stitches for bottom of leg part.

1 st Eow, S B, P2, edge stitch, work B2, and P2, to end of row.

2nd Eow, S B, P2, edge stitch, work B2, and P2, to end of row.

Eepeat as 1st and 2nd row 8 more times.
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1 9th Row, S, P3, edge stitch, M* plain the remainder of the row, edge M-f- P3.

20th Row, S edge stitch, plain the remainder of the row ; repeat as 19th and 20th

rows 12 more times.

45th Row, S edge stitch, plain all the remainder of the row.

46th Row, S edge stitch, plain all the remainder of the row ; repeat as 45th and 46th

rows 23 more times. You will now have 92 rows from the cast-on

row, this concludes the first leg part ; do not cast it off, but leave it

on the pin until you have worked the other leg exactly as this, all but

the 92nd row, which row is worked after the legs are tied together

;

this is done by tying the wool of the first leg and the ball you are knit-

ting with together ; then take the pin on which the first leg is on, into

your right hand, and work all the stitches on to it off from the second

leg you have just concluded ; this makes up for the 92nd row. Both

legs are now on one pin.

* M, This stitch is made by picking up a stitch directly under the last stitch knit ; it is lifted up on the

point of tile left hand pin, and wrought.

t M, This made stitch is worked exactly in the same way as the other, only the picked up stitch is exactly

under the stitch before tire last three plain stitches.

VOL. II. y
F
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93rd Row, S, P3, T edge, remainder of row plain, all but edge T, P3.

94th Row, S edge, remainder of row plain.

S, P3, T edge, P36, T ;t leave the remainder of the row on to the left

hand pin without working, then turn the work, by taking the left

hand pin into the right hand, and the right hand pin into the left

hand ; then slip the first stitch that is on the left hand pin, before you

pass the wool to the back, as it makes a neater stitch ; work all the

remaining 39 stitches on the left hand plain, which brings you again

to the edge of the back part.

S, P3, T edge stitch, P39, T ;j turn the work, and repeat exactly as

before, slipping the first loop on the left hand pin ; all the others

plain to the edge of back part. Work on in this way four more

times, always working three more stitches off the left hand pin each

time before the T is worked.

£ T, By turning in this wav, it makes a row more to the hack than to the fron
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95th Bow, S, P3, T edge stitch ; work plain on to the centre all but eight stitches ;

work them thus, T, P4, T, the remainder of the row plain ; this brings

you to the other edge of the back part. Then work this other side

exactly as the side you have just done, by recommencing the S, P3,

T edge, P36, T,§ &c. &c. which you know is, of course, exactly fol-

lowing the 94th row.

96th Row, S edge stitch, work plain on to the centre all but four stitches ; work

them thus, JB4, remainder of row plain.

97th Bow, S, P8, T edge stitch, work plain on to the centre all but four stitches ;

work them thus, P4, the remainder of the row plain, edge T, P3.

98th Row, S edge stitch, work plain on to the centre all but four stitches ;
work

them thus, B4, remainder of the row plain.

99th Row, S, P3, T edge stitch, work plain to the centre all but eight stitches ; work

them thus, T, P4, T, remainder of the row plain, edge T, PS.

Repeat from 96 to 99 rows, six more times.

§ This T comes three stitches beyond the former T in the row before this.
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124tli Eow, S edge stitch, the remainder of row plain.

Eepeat as this row five more times.

180th Eow, divide your stitches into four ; take an extra pin, and lift the first quarter

on to it ; this is for one side of the back ; work it backward and forward

until you have 14 ridges, or 28 rows, then cast it off; this is the first half

of the back. Then lift the two next quarters on to the extra pin, and work

them off in the same way you did the back
;
they are for the front, and are

knit all in one piece ; when you have worked the 14 ridges, cast it off. Then

work the other side of back as you did the first, cast it off. Then join up the

leg part, commencing at the bottom of leg part, and sewing up to the top of

the outlets ; sew up the back part, commencing at the first intake, to the

very top.

Cast on 36 stitches for Sleeve.

1st Eow, S edge stitch, plain.

2nd Eow, S edge stitch, 02, T, repeat to end.

3rd Eow, S edge stitch, plain.
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4th Row, S edge stitch, P2, M, remainder of the row plain all but three stitches,

edge M, PS.

5th Row, S edge stitch, plain.

Repeat as 4th and 5th rows fifteen more times, then cast it off ; work the other

sleeve, then sew them in, leaving about a third of the sleeve for the shoulder

part ; then pick up all the cast-off stitches, commencing at the first back,

then the shoulder part of the sleeve, and along the front, then the other

shoulder, finish with the other side of the back ; work one plain row, then

a row of T, 02, all round, which is for the ribbon to draw it with, then one

plain round, then cast it off.

XIX RICH LONG KNIT PURSE,

Worked in gold beads and dark brown purse twist.

This Purse is knit in a simple open stitch, having three gold beads between each

of the open stitches. The beads are only introduced at each end of the Purse ; the

centre is all wrought in purse twist.
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Thread on each hank of silk about three or four rows of beads before commencing.

Three or four hanks of second size of twist, and twelve rows of No. 7 gold beads,

and two wires of No. 21, are required.

Cast on 114 stitches.

1st Eow, B, T, 0, P ; repeat this to the end of the row, edge B, P.

2nd Bow, B, T, 0, P,—*B, then simply slip the 3 beads close down to the last stitch

worked ; then work as follows, T, 0, P, repeat from *B eight more times

;

then work without beads, B, T, 0, P ; repeat that eight more times again

with beads, as before *B ; then simply slip three beads close down to

the last stitch worked, and work as follows, T, 0, P ; repeat from *B
eight more times, edge B, P.

Bepeat as first and second rows until you have worked about six inches, then cast

it off.

When worked, damp and stretch it out to dry, then join it up, by sewing the cast-on

and the cast-off rows together, leaving about one-third of it open in the centre of the

purse, to admit the money ; draw it up at each end
;
add rings and tassels to suit.
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XX VERY STRONG AND BEAUTIFUL LONG KNIT PURSE,

This Purse is worked in steel beads and mazarine blue purse twist. It is com-

posed of a simple open stitch, with one steel bead between each of the open stitches,

all throughout ; it is cast on at one end of the Purse, and cast off at the other.

This Purse may be worked in shades of silk, say three shades ;
shades of green

look well, also shades of scarlet. Commence with the darkest ; work four rows of

it ; four rows of second, and- then four rows of light, four rows of second, and four

rows of darkest ; so repeat in this way, advancing and receding with the shades,

until you have got nine inches worked ; then cast it off.

Thread on the beads on the twist before commencing. Four hanks common
sized purse twist, and twenty-four rows of No. 1 1 steel beads, and two wires of No.

19, are required.
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Cast on 56 stitches.

1st Row, *0, ; repeat to end of row.

2nd Row, Bead, -f-0, j,,
Bead, 0, ; repeat Bead, 0, jr

,
to end of row.

Repeat as 1st and 2nd rows, until you have about 9 inches worked; then cast it

off.

When worked, damp and pin it out to dry ; sew up the two edges together,

leaving about one-third of them open, to admit the money ; draw up the cast-on row,

and then draw up the cast off row. Add tassels and ripgs of steel to suit.

• To make this 0, at the beginning of the row, you must bring the thread in front, before commencing to

work the j,; in repeating the 0, throughout the row, bring the thread to the front, then in the common way.

-f Before working this 0, pass a bead quite up to the edge stitch, then bring the thread in front as before,

and work the j, ; in repeating the 0, throughout this row, pass a bead quite up to the last stitch, then bring

the thread in front, then
j,, in the common way,
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XXI—VERY PRETTY HOOD FOR A BABY.

This Hood is for a girl. It has a horse-shoe crown, and a little bonnet front

;

and, when knit, is drawn with very narrow satin ribbon. There are two ribbons

drawn through the two open rows round the back part of the horse-shoe crown, then

three on the front part of it ; the first and second of which is drawn a little, the

third is drawn to fit the head ; then two more on the little front part. The ribbon

next to the one that is made to fit the head, is made a little wider, and the next

still wider ; this is to form a sort of little open front. The ribbons of each row tie

in front, then round the edge of the front. There are six rows of net work on the six

ridges* next the last ribbon on the front. The six outside ridges are left plain, to form

a hemmed inside ; hut, before it is hemmed down, there is a piece of very stout wire

ribbon sewed inside, just underneath the first row of net work, which will be quite

at the edge of the Hood when the six ridges are turned inside and hemmed down.

This hem is just the breadth of those ridges that were net ; so, consequently, the

* A ridge is two rows of knitting.
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cast-off edge meets the first open row on the front of the Hood. Line it with persian,

same colour as the ribbon ; let the lining come to meet the hem, which will be about

an inch from the edge. The lining is about a finger-length and a half deep, and

three finger lengths and a half long ; then simply sew up about three inches for the

back part, and draw up the remainder. This forms a sort of little cap ; sew it in,

as before described, in the front and all round the back, and also at the top of the

crown, and round that part where the ribbon draws to fit the head ; then finish with

a pretty little rosette with two long ends. Two ivory pins of No. 10, and li oz. of

German wool, are required.

Oast on 5 stitches for Crown.

1st Row, S, edge stitch, plain, and 20 more rows.

22nd Row, S, edge stitch, T, P2.

23rd Row, S, edge stitch, T, P.

24th Row, S, edge stitch, T.

25th Row, S, edge stitch, T ; this finishes the centre part of the Crown
;
pick up 12

stitches down the side of the Crown, knitting them as you pick them up.
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26th Row, S, edge stitch, plain, till you come to the other side of the Crown-piece ;

then pick up 13 stitches instead of 12 as on the other side.

27th Row, S, edge stitch, plain
;
in this row you should have 26 stitches.

28th Row, S, edge stitch,* plain, and 4 more rows.

33rd Row, S, edge stitch,* P, O ; repeat P, 0, to end.

34th Row, S, edge stitch, plain ; repeat this row 5 more times.

40th Row, S, edge stitch, *plain, and 2 more rows.

43rd Row, S, edge stitch, *P, 0 ; repeat P, O, to end.

44th Row, S, edge stitch, plain, and 1 more row.

46th Row, S, edge stitch, pearl or back row.

47th Row, S, edge stitch, P, T, the rest of the row plain, all but edge T.

48th Row, S, edge stitch, B, jr
,
pearl the rest of the row, edge j, ; repeat as 47th

and 48th rows 5 more times ; then lift and work the 12 stitches down

the side that has been taken in.

* All the rows marked with a star, are to be knit with double wool.
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49th Row, S, edge stitch ; rest of the row plain, then lift up and work the twelve

stitches at the other side, where it has been taken in.

50th Row, S, edge stitch, pearl or hack row.

51st Row, S, edge stitch, T, 0 ; repeat T, 0, to end of row, edge T.

52nd Row, S, edge stitch, T ; repeat T, to end of row.

53rd Row, S, edge stitch, *plain, and 2 rows more.

56th Row, S, edge stitch, P, 0; repeat P, 0, to end of row, edge P.

57th Row, S, edge stitch, T, P2; repeat T, P2, to end of row.

58th Row, S, edge stitch, plain, and 2 more rows.

61st Row, S, edge stitch, §plain, until you come to the tenth stitch from the centre,

then work them thus, T, T, T, T, T, again with the remainder of

the row, T, T, T, T, T ; rest of the row plain.

62nd Row, S, edge stitch, plain, and 2 more rows.

65th Row, S, edge stitch, O, P ; repeat O, P, to end of row.

* All the rows marked with a star, are to be knit in double wool.

§ In this row you take in 10 times, exactly in the centre of the row.
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66th Row, S, edge stitch, plain.

67th Row, S, edge stitch, T ; repeat T, to end of row.

68th Row, S, edge stitch, plain, and 2 more rows.

71st Row, S, edge stitch, 0, P ; repeat 0, P, to end of row.

72nd Row, S, edge stitch, plain.

73rd Row, S, edge stitch, T ; repeat T, to end of row.

74th Row, S, edge stitch, plain, and 2 more rows.

77th Row, S, edge stitch, O, P, to end of row.

78th Row, S, edge stitch, plain.

79th Row, S, edge stitch, T ; repeat T, to end of row-

80th Row, S, edge stitch, plain.

81st Row, S, edge stitch ; in working this row you must pick up and work twenty-

five additional stitches, in this way work two or three plain stitches ;

then pick up a stitch from the row below on to point of left hand pin,

and work it, and so on to the end ; this picking up from the row

is to prevent making a hole.
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82nd Row, S, edge stitcli, plain.

83rd Row, S, edge stitch, plain, all but four stitches from the centre, work them

thus ; T, T, then T, T, rest of row plain.

84th Row, S, edge stitch, plain, and 20 more rows.

104th Row, cast off.

FOR CURTAIN,

Pick up between the third open row, from the front along the back, to the third

row at the other side, 46 stitches.

1st Row, S, edge stitch, plain.

2nd Row, S, edge stitch, P, 0 ;
repeat P, 0, to end of row.

3rd Row, S, edge stitch, plain, and 31 more rows.

Now pick up the loops on the side of the curtain, and work them up.

35th Row, S, edge stitch, plain, until you come to the other side of the curtain
;
pick

up and work the other side loops.

36th Row, S, edge stitch, 0, T ; repeat 0, T, to end of row.

37th Row, S, edge stitch, plain, and two more rows.
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38th Row, S, edge stitch, 0, T ; repeat 0, T, to end of row.

39th Row, S, edge stitch, plain, and six more rows ;
cast it off ; sew the ends of the

curtain that are detached from the Hood, to meet the first open row from

the front.

46tli Row, cast off.

The Hood should then be washed, according to the directions given at the end of

No. XXIV. page 118. When quite dry, net six rows of netting on the outside

of the front, with double wool, and a mesh about three-fourths of an inch in breadth.

The row you commence on is the exact middle one of the plain piece at the edge of

the front. Work a net stitch into each loop of that ridge, and in the five succeeding

ridges do the same ; the end of last ridge brings you to the open row. When this

is done, sew a piece of wire ribbon inside, just under the first row of netting, to

keep out the front, as described before ; then hem down the plain piece at the edge,

making the cast-off edge meet the first row of holes on the inside of the front.
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XXII SQUARE FOR A COUNTERPANE, &c.

This Square is composed of a star in the centre, and a diced border all round.

When you have worked as many squares as you think sufficient for the size of cover,

join them together, then add the border, which will be the next in succession to this

receipt. Little tufts of white cotton, after it is made up, are sewn on each corner

of the squares. Use two wires No. 16, and cotton No. 6, called Dutch twist, of

which it requires about half an ounce for each square.

Cast on 50 stitches.

1st Row, P2 edge—B2, P2 ; repeat B2, P2, to end of row.

2nd Row, B2 edge—P2, B2 ; repeat P2, B2, to end of row.

3rd Row, B2 edge—P2, B2 ; repeat P2, B2, to end of row.

4th Row, P2 edge—B2, P2 ; repeat B2, P2, to end of row.

Repeat as the above four rows two more times.

13th Row, P2, B2, P2, B2—rest plain all but 8 stitches, for the other side of border

work them thus, B2, P2, B2, P2.
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14th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2—B9, P, B14, P, B9—P2, B2, P2, B2.

15th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, P2, B2,

P2, B2.

16th Row, P2, B2, P2, B2—B9, P2 B12, P2, B9—B2, P2, B2, P2.

17th Row, P2, B2, P2, B2—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, P2, B2,

P2, B2.

18th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2—B9, P3, BIO, P3, B9—P2, B2, P2, B2.

19th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, P2, B2,

P2, B2.

20th Row, P2, B2, P2, B2—B9, P4, B8, P4, B9—B2, P2, B2, P2.

21st Row, P2, B2, P2, B2—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, B2, P2,

B2, P2<

22nd Row, B2, P2, B2, P2—B9, P5, B6, P5, B9—P2, B2, P2, B2.

23rd Row, B2, P2, B2, P2—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, P2, B2,

P2, B2.

24th Row, P2, B2, P2, B2—B9, P6, B4, P6, B9—B2, P2, B2, P2.

VOL. II.
a
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25th Row, P2, B2, P2, B2—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, B2, P2,

B2, P2.

26th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2—B9, P7, B2, P7, B9—P2, B2, P2, B2.

27tlr Row, B2, P2, B2, P2,—rest plain all but 8 stitches
;
work them thus, P2,

B2, P2, B2.

28th Row, P2, B2, P2, B2,—B9, PI 6, B9,—B2, P2, B2, P2.

29th Row, P2, B2, P2, B2,—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, B2,

P2, B2, P2.

SOth Row, B2, P2, B2, P2,—B, P15, B2, P15, B,—P2, B2, P2, B2.

31st Row, B2, P2, B2, P2,—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, P2,

B2, P2, B2.

32nd Row, P2, B2, P2, B2,—B2, P13, B4, PI 3, B2,—B2, P2, B2, P2.

33rd Row, P2, B2, P2, B2,—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, B2,

P2, B2, P2.

34th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2,—B3, Pll, B6, Pll, B3,—P2, B2, P2, B2.

35th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2,_P15, B4, P15,—P2, B2, P2, B2.
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52nd Row, P2, B2, P2, B2,—B5, P7, B3, P4, B3, P7, B5,—B2, P2, B2, P2.

53rd Bow, P2, B2, P2, B2,—P15, B4, P15,—B2, P2, B2, P2.

54th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2-B4, P9, B2, P4, B2, P9, B4.—P2, B2, P2, B2.

55th Bow, B2, P2, B2, P2,—P15, B4, P15,—P2, B2, P2, B2.

56th Bow, P2, B2, P2, B2,—B3, Pll, B, P4, B, Pll, B3—B2, P2, B2, P2.

57th Bow, P2, B2, P2, B2,—rest plain all but 8 stitches; work them thus, B2.

P2, B2, P2.

58th Bow, B2, P2, B2, P2,—B2, P13, B4, P13, B2,—P2, B2, P2, B2.

59th Bow, B2, P2, B2, P2,—rest plain all but S stitches ; work them thus P2,

B2, P2, B2.

60th Bow, P2, B2, P2, B2,—B, P15, B2, PI 5, B,—B2, P2, B2, P2.

61st Bow, P2, B2, P2, B2,—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, B2,

P2, B2, P2.

62nd Bow, B2, P2, B2, P2—B9, P16, B9—P2, B2, P2, B2.

63rd Bow, B2, P2, B2, P2—rest plain all but 8 stitches; work them thus, P2, B2,

P2, B2.
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64th Row, P2, B2, P2, B2—B9, P7, B2, P7, B9—B2, P2, B2, P2.

65th Row, P2, B2, P2, B2—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, B2, P2,

B2, P2.

66th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2—B9, P6, B4, P6, B9—P2, B2, P2, B2.

67tli Row, B2, P2, B2, P2—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, P2, B2,

P2, B2.

68th Row, PS, BS, PS, BS—B9, P5, B6, P5, B9—BS, PS, BS, PS.

69th Row, PS, BS, P2, B2—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, BS, PS,

BS, P2.

70th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2—B9, P4, B8, P4, B9—P2, B2, P2, B2.

71st Row, BS, PS, B2, PS—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, PS, BS,

P2, B2.

72nd Row, PS, BS, PS, BS—B9, P3, BIO, P3, B9—BS, PS, BS, PS.

73rd Row, P2, B2, P2, B2—rest plain all but 8 stitches ; work them thus, B2, P2,

BS, P2.

74th Row, BS, P2, BS, P2—B9, P2, BIS, PS, B9—PS, B2, PS, BS.
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75th Eow, B2, P2, B2, P2—rest plain all but 8 stitches; thus, P2, B2, P2, B2
76th Eow, P2, B2, P2, B2—B9, P, B14, P, B9—B2, P2, B2, P2.

77th Eow, P2, B2, P2, B2—-rest plain all but 8 stitches ; thus, B2, P2, B2, P2.

78th Eow, B2 edge—P2, B2 ; repeat P2, B2, to end of row.

79th Eow, B2 edge—P2, B2 ; repeat P2, B2, to end of row.

80th Eow, P2 edge—B2, P2 ; repeat B2, P2, to end of row.

81st Eow, P2 edge—B2, P2 ; repeat B2, P2, to end of row.

82nd Eow, B2 edge—P2, B2 ; repeat P2, B2, to end of row.

88rd Eow, B2 edge—P2, B2 ;
repeat P2, B2, to end of row.

84th Eow, P2 edge.—B2, P2 ; repeat B2, P2, to end of row.

85th Eow, P2 edge—B2, P2 ; repeat B2, P2, to end of row.

86th Eow, B2 edge— P2, B2 ; repeat P2, B2, to end of row.

87th Eow, B2 edge—P2, B2 ; repeat P2, B2, to end of row.

88th Eow, P2 edge—B2, P2 ; repeat B2, P2, to end of row.

89th Eow, P2 edge— B2, P2 ; repeat P2, B2, to end of row.

90th Eow, cast off.

Printecnmag^ngmsed by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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XXIII BORDER FOR COUNTERPANE,

Consisting of six open stitches running along, intersected by a wave of garter

stitch running across them at intervals.

Cast on 87 stitches for Border of Counterpane.

1st Bow, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2 edge—P63—edge P2, B2, P2, B2.

2nd Bow, P2, B2, P2, B2 edge—P63—edge -P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2.

3rd Bow, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2 edge—P 63—edge B2, P2, B2, P2.

4tli Bow, B2, P2, B2, P2 edge—P63—edge B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2.

5th Bow, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2 edge—P63—edge P2, B2, P2, B2.

6th Bow, P2, B2, P2, B2 edge—P63—edge P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2.

7th Bow, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2 edge—P63—edge B2, P2, B2, P2.

8th Bow, B2, P2, B2, P2 edge—JTr, P8, 0, P, 0, P3, A, P3, 0, P, 0, P3 Tr;

repeat from JTr two more times— edge B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2.

9th Bow, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2 edge—jj/, B3, 0, B, 0, B3, y, B3,

O, B, 0, B3, ^r ; repeat from Jjr two more times—'edge P2, B2, P2, B2.
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10th Row, P2 B2, P2, B2 edgo-tTr, PS, 0, P, 0, PS, A, PS, 0, P, 0, PS, Tr;
repeat from |Tr two more times—edge P2, B2, P2 B2 P2 R9 P9 no

h

Vb o\T
F2

’ m’ w
'
P2 11 ;? m,

12th Row, k,’pi, bVk ifoTo,PrMoBVo,’X Tr

2
;'

_ „ . _
repeat from £Tr two more times—edge B2, P2, B2, P2 B2 P2 R9 P9

13th Row P2, B2 P2, B2, P2, B2, -P2, B2 edge-Jjr, B3, 0, B, 0, B3, y,’ BS,'

i rtii, t> ’ „
; rePeat from +Tr two more times—edge P2, B2, P2 B214th Rw

’ P
V/’

P2
’ 332 ^r, P3, 0, P, 0, PS, A, p| 0, P,o!^

lepeat irom + 1 two more times—edge P2, B2 P2 B2 P2 B9 Po ro
Sth Row, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2 edgoJpssAdgfL P2 B2 P216th Row, B2, P2, B2, P2 edge—P53—edge B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2,’ P2,

Repeat from first row.
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XXIV HANDSOME SQUARE KNIT SHAWL,
OP A THIN LACE-LIKE FABRIC.

This Shawl is exactly in appearance like the Shetland Shawls, only the centre

stitch is more novel than any of them I have ever seen. The border is composed of

diamonds, surrounded by open work ; the middle or centre stitch, is the same stitch

as the Open Mitten, described in First Yolume, as also that of the Lace Cap, p. 222

of Appendix to First Volume. This Shawl may be worked with Shetland wool, or

two plies super-fleecy, or very fine “ Lady Betty,” or any other fine twisted wool, of

which 8 hanks are required; and 2 ivory pins of No. 4, about 13 inches long.

Coloured ivory is preferable to white, as the stitches are more distinctly seen on

them.

If wished, this receipt may all be worked without the plain rows that intervene be

tween the open ones—and it makes the work much thinner if they are left out
;

(or,

all the pearl rows, like the Shetland Shawls, may be worked plain rows.)

If you work it without the pearl rows, you must commence as the first open row
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is written in this receipt, and work it ; but the second is commenced at the contrary-

side, working from right hand to left
; and so repeat as those rows all throughout

the receipt.

Oast on 244 stitches.

1st Row, plain.

2nd Row, pearl or back.

3rd Row, plain.

4th Row, pearl or back.

5th Row, plain.

6th Row, pearl or back.

7th Row, P6 edge stitches—O, T, O, T, 0, T, 0, T, P4—$T, O, P, O, T—P4, T, O, T, O, T, 0.

T, O, T, 0, T, 0, T, O, P6—repeat from the mark + 7 more times ; then T, O, P, O,

T,—P4, T, O, T, O, T, O, T, O—P6 edge stitches.

8th Row, pearl or back.

9th Row, P6 edge stitches-P, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, P4—$T, 0, P3, O, T—P4, T, 0, T, O, T, 0,

T, O, T, 0, T, O, P6—repeat from the mark % 7 more times ;
then T, O, P3, 0, T,

—P4, T, O, T, 0, T, 0, P—P6 edge stitches.

10th Row, pearl or hack.
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11th Row, PG edge stitches—0, T, O, T, 0, T, P4—JT, O, P5, O, T—P4, T, O, T, O, T, O, T,

0, T, 0, P6—repeat from the mark J 7 more times ; then T, O, P5, O, T—P4, T, O,

T, O, T, 0,—PG edge stitches.

1 2th Row, pearl or hack.

13th Row, PG edge stitches_P, 0, T, O, T, P4—+T, 0, P, T, O, P, 0, T, P, O, T—P4, T, O, T,

0, T, 0, T, O, P6—repeat from the mark J 7 more times; then T, O, P, T, 0, P,

O, T, P, 0, T—P4, T, 0, T, 0, P—PG edge stitches.

14th Row, pearl or back.

15th Row, P6 edge stitches—O, T, O, T, P4—+T, O, P, T, 0, P3, O, T, P, 0, T—P4, T, O, T,

O, T, O, P6—repeat from the mark J 7 more times ; then T, 0, P, T, O, P3, O, T,

P, O, T—P4, T, 0, T, 0—P6 edge stitches.

1 6th Row, pearl or back.

17th Row, P6 edge stitches—P, 0, T, P4—JT, 0, P, T, 0, Pa, 0, T, P, 0, T—P4, T, 0, T, O,

P6—repeat from the mark f 7 more times ; then T, O, P, T, O, Pa, O, T, P, O, T

—

P4, T, O, P—P6 edge stitches.

18th Row, pearl or back.

19th Row, P6 edge stitches—0, T, P4—+T, O, P, T, 0, P, T, O, P, O, T, P, 0, T, P, O, T-P4,

T, O, P6—repeat from the mark 7 more times; then T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, O, P, O,

T, P, O, T, P, 0, T—P4, T, 0—P6 edge stitches.

20th Row, pearl or back.
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21st Row, P« edge stitches—Po—JT, O, P, T, O, P, T, O, P3, O, T, P, O, T, P, O, T,—P10,
—repeat from the mark ;£ 7 more times ; then T, O, P, T, O, P, T, O, P3, O, T, P,

O, T, P, O, T—P5—P6 edge stitches.

22nd Row, pearl or back.

23rd Row, P6 edge stitches—P4—-{T, O, P, T, O, P, T, 0, P5, O, T, P, O, T, P, O, T P8
repeat from the mark $ 7 more times

; then T, O, P, T, O, P, T, O, P5, 0, T, P, O
T, P, O, T—P4—P6 edge stitches.

24th Row, pearl or back.

25th Row) P6 edge stitches—P3—£T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, P7, O, T, P, O, T, P, O, T—PS-
repeat from the mark + 7 more times ; then T, O, P, T, O, P, T, O, P7, 0> T, P, O,

T, P, 0, T—P3—P6 edge stitches.

26th Row, pearl or back.

27th Row, P6 edge stitches—P2—£T, O, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, P9, O, T, P, O, T, P, 0, T—P4

—

repeat from the mark £ 7 more times ;
then T, O, P, T, O, P, T, 0, P9, O, T, P, O,

T, P, O, T—P2—P6 edge stitches.

28th Row, pearl or back.

29th Row, P6 edge stitches—P4—$0, T, P, O, T, P, O, T, P5, T, O, P, T, O, P, T, O—P8

—

repeat from the mark £ 7 more times
;
then O, T, P, O, T, P, O, T, P5, T, O, P, T,

O, P, T, 0—P4—F6 edge stitches.

30th Row, pearl or back.

Printed image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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31st Row, F6 edge stitches—P5—$0, T, P, O, T, P, O, T, P3, T, O, P, T, O, P, T, 0—P10—

.

repeat from the mark $ 7 more times
;
then 0, T, P, O, T, P, O, T, P3, T, O, P, T,

O, P, T, 0—P5—PG edge stitches.

32nd Row, pearl or back.

33rd Row, P6 edge stitches—PG—JO, T, P, O, T, P, 0, T, P, T, O, P, T, 0, P, T, 0—PI2—
repeat from the mark J 7 more times ; then 0, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, T, 0,

P, T, 0—P6—P6 edge stitches.

34th Row, pearl or back.

35th Row, P6 edge stitches—0, T, P5—+G, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, A, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0—PG, 0, T,

P6—repeat from the mark J 7 more times
;
then 0, T, P, O, T, P, 0, A, 0, P, T, 0, P,

T, 0,—P5, T 0—PG edge stitches.

36th Row, pearl or back.

37th Row, P6 edge stitches—0, T, P6—JO, T, P, O, T, P3, T, 0, P, T, 0—P6, O, T, 0, T, P6

—

repeat from the mark J 7 more times
;
then O, T, P, 0, T, P3, T, 0, P, T, O—P6, T,

O—PG edge stitches.

38th Row, pearl or back.

39th Row, PG edge stitches—O, T, O, T, P5—+0, T, P, O, T, P, T, O, P, T, O—P6, 0, T, 0, T,

0, T, PG—repeat from the mark J 7 more times; then 0, T, P, O, T, P, T, O, P, T,

O—F5, T, O, T, 0—P6 edge stitches.
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40th Row, pearl or back.

41st Row, P6 edge stitches—O, T, O, T, P6—+0, T, P, O, A, 0, P, T, O—P6, O, T, 0, T, 0, T,

0, T, P6—repeat from the mark J 7 more times ; then 0, T, P, O, A, 0, P, T, 0—P6,

T, 0, T, O—P6 edge stitches.

4‘2nd Row, pearl or back.

43rd Row, P6 edge stitches—O, T, 0, T, 0, T, P5—+0, T, P3, T, O—P6, O, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0,

T, O, T, P6—repeat from the mark J 7 more times ; then O, T, P3, T, 0—P5, T, O,

T, 0, T, O—P6 edge stitches.

44th Row, pearl or back.

45th Row, P6 edge stitches—0, T, O, T, O, T, P6—JO, T, P, T, 0—P6, 0, T, O, T, 0, T, O,

T, 0, T, O, T, P6—repeat from the mark J 7 more times ; then O, T, P, T, 0—P6, T,

0, T, O, T, O,—P6 edge stitchse.

46th Row, pearl or back.

47th Row, P6 edge stitches—0, T, O, T, O, T, O, T, P5—JO, A, 0—P6, O, T, 0, T, O, T, 0,

T, O, T, 0, T, O, T, P6—repeat from the mark % 7 more times ; then 0, A, O—P5, T,

O, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0—P6 edge stitches.

48th Row, pearl or back.

49th Row, plain.

50th Row, pearl or back.

51st Row, plain.
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Before commencing the next row, reckon your number of stitches- If you have

made no mistakes, you will have 244 stitches. Should you, by any mishap, have

more or less, you must consequently take them in, or make some stitches, to bring

it to the original number cast on ; if you have to increase them, they must be done

without making a hole, by picking up on the point of the left hand pin a stitch from

the row below, and knit it ; this should be done in the centre part of the Shawl,

and the stitches wrought apart from each other, in order they may not be perceived.

52nd Row, B6 edge stitches—B29, j,,* rest of the row plain, all but 37 stitches ; work them thus, x>

B29—B6 edge stitches. Observe to take in twice in working the plain part, so as to have

four intakes in the row.

In the following row the middle stitch of Shawl commences.

53rd Row, P6 edge stitches—0, T, O, T, O, T, O, T, P4—T, 0, P, 0, T—P4, T, O, T, O, T, O,

T, O—P4, T, P2— 1|
0, T, O, T, O, P, 0, P2, T, P4, T, P2—repeat from the nfark

||

8 more times ; then O, T, O, T, O, P, O, P2, T—O, T, O, T, 0,'T, O, T, P4—T, 0,

P, O, T—P4, T, 0, T, O, T, O, T, O—P6 edge stitches.

54th Row, pearl or back.

* You must take in 4 times, in order to make the centre stitch work in properly.

rinted image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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55tli Row, P6 edge stitches—P, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, P4—T, O, P3' QT—P4, T, O, T, 0, T, O, P—
P3,T, P2— 1[0, T, O, T, 0, P3, O, P2, T, P2, T, P2—repeat from the mark

||
8 more

times, then O, T, O, T, 0, P3, O, P, T—P, O, T, 0, T, 0, T, P4—T, O, P3, O, T—
P4, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P—P6 edge stitches.

56 th Row, pearl or back.

57th Row, P6 edge stitches—0, T, 0, T, 0, T, P4—T, 0, P5, 0, T—P4, T, 0, T, 0, T, O—T, T,

P2— 1|0, T, 0, T, 0, P5, 0, P2, T, T, P2—repeat from the mark
||
8 more times ; then

O, T, 0, T, 0, P5, 0, P2—0, T, 0, T, 0, T, P4—T, 0, P5, 0, T—P4, T, O, T, 0,

T, 0—P6 edge stitches.

58th Row, pearl or hack.

59th Row, P6 edge stitches—P, 0, T, 0, T, P4—T, 0, P, T, O, P, O, T, P, 0, T—P4, T, 0, T, 0,

P—T, P2, 0, P— 1|0, T, 0, T, 0, P2 T, P4, T, P2, 0, P—repeat from the mark
||
8

more times
;
then 0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, P4—P, 0, T, 0, T, P4—T, 0, P, T, 0, P, 0,

T, P, 0, T—P4, T, 0, T, 0, P—P6 edge stitches.

60tli flow, pearl or back.

61st Row, P6 edge stitches—0, T, 0, T, P4—T, 0, P, T, O, P3, 0, T, P, 0, T—P4, T, 0, T, 0

—T, P, 0, P3— 1|0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, P2, T, P2, 0, P3—repeat from the mark
||

8

more times, then 0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, P3—0, T, 0, T, P4—T, 0, P, T, 0, P3, O,

T, P, 0, T—P4, T, 0, T, 0—P6 edge stitches.
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62nd Row,

63rd Row,

64th Row,

65th Row,

66th Row,

67th Row,

68th Row
69th Row,

VOL. II.

pearl or back
0 P T, 0, P5, 0, T, P, 0, T_P4, T, 0, P-P2, 0,

« “«Tt

0

K Tfn, 0 rl-„pe« r,™ <1. -,k II
«-». *».

o!x!'°; 1:% i p, «: t.v-t, ». * T, «, «, o, T ,
r, », t_«. t. ».

p P6 edge stitches.

pearl or back. „ n T p o, T P4.

0, T, P, 0, T, P, O, T—P4, T, 0—P6 edge stitches.

CSiii-M-T, 0. r, T, 0, P, T. O. P3, O. T. P, o T, P, 0 T-P^l
t.t rn n rr n P"5 0 P2 T P2 T, P2—repeat from the mark

||
8 mo ,

P. t! 0, P, T. 0, PS. O. T. P, O. T, P,

o, T—P5—P6 edge stitches.

fc P4-T, 0. P, T, O, P. T, 0. P», O, T, P. 0 T. P, T »-

0%S-M-L 0%,\ o. i, i, 0, P«, 0, T, P, o, T, P, 0, T-P.-PO*

'tinted image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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70tli Row, pearl or back.

71st Row, P6 edge stitches, P3—T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0,P7, 0, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, T—P3—T, P2, 0, P—
|| 0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, P4, T, P2, 0, P ; repeat from

||
8 more times, then 0, T, 0, T, 0,

P2, T, P4,—P3—T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P, 0, T, P,0, T—P3—PG edge stitches.

72nd Row, pearl or hack.

73rd Row, P6 edge stitches, P2—T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, P9, 0, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, T—P2—T, P, 0, P3,

||0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, P2, T, P2, 0, P3 ; repeat from
||
8 more times, then 0, T, 0, T, 0,

P2, T, P3—P2—T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, P9, 0, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, T—P2—P6 edge stitches.

74th Row, pearl or back.

75th Row, PG edge stitches, P4—0, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, T, P5, T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0—P4—P2, 0, P5,

||0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, T, P2, 0, P5 ; repeat from
||
8 more times, then 0, T, 0, T, 0, P2,

T, T—P4—0, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, T, P5, T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0—P4—PG—edge stitches.

76th Row, pearl or hack.

77th Row, P6 edge stitches, P5—0, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, T, P3, T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0—Po—P4, T, P2,

||0, T, 0, T, 0, P, O, P2, T, P4, T, P2 ; repeat from
||
8 more times ; then 0, T, 0, T, 0,

P, 0, P2, T—P5—0, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, T, P3, T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0—P5—PG edge

stitches.

78th Row, pearl or back.

79th Row, PG edge stitches, PG—0, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0—P6—P3, T, P2,

||0, T, 0, T, 0, P3, 0, P2, T, P2, T, P2 ; repeat from
||
8 more times ; then 0, T, 0, T, 0,
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P3,
o, P, T—P6—0, T, P, 0, T, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, P, T, 0-PG-P6 edge

stitches.

80th Row, pearl or back.
"P T ft P T O—P7—T, T, P2—110, T, 0,

81st Row, P6 edge stitches, P7—0, T, P, 0, T, ^ , , , » 5 5 J 5 5

O T 0 T 0 P5 0 P2,
T O P 5 O P 9 T T, P*2 ;

repeat from
||
8 more times; then 0, 1, G, 1, G, , ,

r,-o t, r', o,’t, r, o, a, o, r, t, o, r, t, o-ri-rs *.
82nd Row, pearl or back

T 0 , P, T, O-PG, T, 0-T, P2, 0, P-||0,
83rd Row, P6 edge stitches, 0, T, P6—0, T, P, O, , > ’ ’ ’

’ n T 0 T 0 P2
T O T O Po T P4 T, P2, 0, P ;

repeat from
||
8 more times ;

then 0, T, 0, 1, U, r ,

I] p^O T Poio, T, P, O, T, P3, T, 0, P, T, O-PG, T, O-PG edge stitches.

84th Row, pearl or hack. p^TOT 0—T, P, 0,

85th Row, PG edge stitches, 0, T, 0, T, P5-0, T, P, O, T, P, T, 0, P, T, 0-P5, T, 0, , > ’

p,j nn T O T 0 P2 T P2, T, P2, 0, P3 ;
repeat from ||8 more times, then

, , ,

P.-O.T, P, 0, T. P, T, 0, P,T, 0-P5, T, O, T, O-PO

edge stitches.

86th Row, pearl or back. ^ m „ tip -n n t n P9 O P5—
87th Row, PG edge stitches, 0, T, 0, T, PG-O, T, P, 0, A, 0, P, T, O-PG, T, T ’ '““ \°’

0 p„
MO T O T O P2 T T P2, O, P5 ;

repeat from
II
8 more times ;

then 0,1,1, , ,

f’io, i 0, T%G_0, T, P,0, A, 0, P, T, O-PG, T, 0, T, O-PG edge stitches.

88th Row, pearl or back.



89th Row, P6 edge stitches, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, P5—0, T, P3, T, O—P5, T, O, T, 0, T, 0—P4, T, P2—
|| 0, T, 0, T, 0, P, 0, P2, T, P4, T, P2 ; repeat from

||
8 more times ; then 0, T, 0, T, O,

P, 0, P2, T—0, T, 0, T, 0, T, P5—0, T, P3, T, 0—P5, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0—P6
edge stitches.

90th Row, pearl or back.

91st Row, P6 edge stitches, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, P6—0, T, P, T, 0—P6, T, O, T, 0, T, 0—P3, T, P2

—

||
0,T, 0, T, 0, P3, 0, P2, T, P2, T, P2 ; repeat from

||
8 more times ; then 0, T, 0, T, 0,

P3, 0, P, T—O, T, 0, T, 0, T, P6—0, T, P, T, 0-.P6, T, 0, T, O, T, 0—P6 edge stitches.

92nd Row, pearl or back.

93rd Row, P6 edge stitches, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, P5—0, A, 0—P5, T, 0, T, O, T, 0, T, 0—T, T,

P2— || 0, T, 0, T, 0, P5, 0, P2, T, T, P2 ; repeat from
|| 8 more times ; then 0, T, 0, T, 0,

PS, O, P2«—O, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, P5—0, A, 0—P5, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0—P6
edge stitches.

94th Row, pearl or back.

95th Row, P6 edge stitches, P29—T, P2, 0, P—1|0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, P4, T, P2, 0, P ; repeat from
||
8

more times ; then 0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, P4—P29—P6 edge stitches.

96th Row, pearl or back.

97th Row, P6 edge stitches, P29—T, P, 0, P3— 1|0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, P2, T, P2, 0, P3 ; repeat from

||
8 more times

; then 0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, P3—P29—P6 edge stitches.

98tli Row, pearl or back.
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99th Row, P6 edge stitches, P29—P2, 0, P-5— 1)0, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, T, P2, 0, P5 ; repeat from
||
8 more

times ; then O, T, 0, T, 0, P2, T, T—P29—P6 edge stitches.

100th Row, pearl or back.

Repeat from the 53rd row five more times ; but observe, before finishing the fifth

time, that you omit the 100th row. This row is only left out in the fifth time of

working, as you require on that row to make four more stitches, to make up for the

four intakes that were in the 52nd row, otherwise the border cannot be worked in

properly. Instead of the 100th row, work the following :

—

B6 edge stitches, B29, M, B29, M ; rest of row plain, all hut 64 stitches : work them thus, M,

B29, M, B29 ; B6 edge stitches.

Then work the receipt exactly as it is from the 3rd row to the 51st row; then

add two more rows, the first a pearl row, the last a plain ; then cast off the Shawl.

Either add a knit or knotted fringe. The most simple knit fringe I know of, is the

one described in Receipt No. X. Yol. I. which is very suitable for this kind of

Shawl. I shall endeavour to give a description of a knotted fringe, which certainly

looks much the better of the two, in the next following receipt ; though I am doubt-

ful if I can explain it so as to be clearly understood by all knitters.
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DIRECTIONS FOR WASHING A KNIT WOOLLEN SHAWL.

When the Shawl is finished, it should be washed in water a little more than luke-

warm, with white soap, which is preferable to any other. The white soap should be

boiled and mixed up in the water before the Shawl is put into it. It is necessary to

wash in two waters; and in rinsing, the water must also be above lukewarm, so as to

keep the pores of the wool open, to clear it entirely of the soap, otherwise it will get

thick and hard. Take about one pint and a half of warm water, and put about two

table spoonfuls of dissolved gum arabic into it
;
(the gum may be had at a druggists,

ready dissolved.) Mix the water and gum well together ; dip in the Shawl, and squeeze

it two or three times in it, so as to take equally all over it ; then wring it well out of

this, and again wring it in clean linen cloths
;
pin it square out until thoroughly dry,

on a carpet, with a clean sheet or table-cloth under it.

All open wool knitting should be dressed in this fashion.
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XXV.—KNOTTED FRINGE FOR SHAWLS, &c. &c.

This fringe at top resembles 4 rows of netting ; the fringe part is about half a

quarter in depth when it is finished. Mode of working.—Pin the cast-off edge of the

Shawl straight out on a table that has a cover on it, or on anything which will prevent

its shifting ; thread a blunt pointed rug needle with double wool, say about two yards

long ; insert the point of the needle from the back through the first loop above the

cast-off row, draw it through the loop ; leave about 7 inches of the thread at the back

part, and the same in front ; cut it off
;

(do this in every alternate stitch ;)
take the

front and back rows, draw them straight together between the thumb and fore-finger

of the right hand ; with the left hand, hold the top of the thread quite close to the

cast-off row, between the thumb and fore-finger. Now raise the right hand with the

ends of the thread in it, pass it over the thumb and the wool of the left hand ; this,

you will perceive, forms a loop on the left thumb ; then lift the fore-finger of the left

hand, and with it pass the ends that were in the right hand through the loop now form-

ed on the thumb
; with the fore-finger and thumb of right hand pull the ends through
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it to the front, draw the loop quite close up to the cast-off row. This is the way all the

knots are done in the fringe. You now have four threads hanging together ; repeat

as this in every alternate stitch to the end of the row. The second row of knots

come between those of the first row, consequently, you must take half of the threads

of the first knot, and half of the second, and tie them together. You should knot

it about one-fourth of an inch farther down the thread, which makes a large loop as

if it were net. Work as second row two more times, always taking half of the

threads from one knot and half from the next, and tie them together as before. By
this you have four rows of knots. Should the ends be uneven, they must be cut all

of one length.

XXVI STRONG OPEN KNIT LONG PURSE.

Four hanks of second sized purse silk, and two wires of No. 17 are required.

Cast on 100 stitches.—(There are four stitches in each pattern.)

1st Row, Ts, 0, P, B ; every row in this purse is the same.

Work on until you have about nine inches done ;
cast it off ; damp, and pin it out
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until dry, and sew up three inches at each side ; then draw up first the cast-on and

then the cast-off rows ; add tassels and sliders.

XXVII ANOTHER SIMPLE AND STRONG STITCH FOR A LONG PURSE,
WITH STEEL BEADS INSERTED.

Four hanks of dark myrtle green purse silk of common size, two wires of No. 18,

and twelve rows of steel beads, are required. Thread the beads on each hank before

commencing.

Cast on 90 stitches.

1st Row, 0, T, P2 ; repeat to end.

2nd Row, 0, T
;
pass a bead quite down to the last stitch, then P2 repeat to end

of row.

Repeat as the above two rows, until you have about nine inches or more ; cast it

off
;
join it up as the former purse.

XXVIII SHADED KNIT BAG.

This bag is worked with eight shades of Berlin wool. Knit from dark to light, and
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from light to dark, as following receipt will show. Three hanks' of each shade of

wool, and two ivory wires of No. 8, are required ; work with double wool.

Oast on 70 stitches.

1st Row, plain, with darkest wool ; and three more plain rows.

5th Row, B edge stitch, 0, ; repeat 0, j[, to end of row ; B edge stitch.

6th Row, plain.

7th Row, plain.

8th Row, plain ; second shade.

9th Row, *B2 edge stitch, 0, ; repeat 0, j^, to end of row ; B edge stitch.

10th Row, plain.

11th Row, plain.

12th Row, plain ; third shade.

13th Row, B edge stitch, 0, j, ; repeat 0, j,, to end of row ; B edge stitch.

14th Row, plain.

15th Row, plain.

* Observe, second, fourth, sixth, and eighth shades, you work always two stitches before commencing.
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Repeat successively as second and third shades have been described ; having

worked the eighth shade, work the shade back again, beginning with the seventh,

then the sixth, fifth, fourth, third, second, and first ; cast it off ; damp, and pin it

out until dry ; then double up the bag, and sew up the sides ; draw a silk cord tc

suit the colour ; add tassels, one at each side of the bag.

XXIX KNIT BAG OF PURSE CORD,
(not fukse twist.)

This Bag may be worked in any colour, and may either be lined or not, according

to taste. It makes a very pretty street Bag when lined. Two pieces of cord, 36

yards in length, and two wires No. 14, are required.

Cast on 50 stitches.

1st Row, plain, and 5 more rows.

7th Row, P3, edge stitches, 0, Tp* ; repeat 0, Tp, to end of row—P2 edge stitches.

* This take-in is not worked in the usual way, hut by inserting the wire through the first loop, ana

catching in the second in the common way ;
pull it through the first, then knit it. It is only the second

loop that is knit (not both)
;
but both loops are taken off the left wire after this is done.
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8th Row, plain.

9th Row, P3 edge stitches, 0, Tp ; repeat 0, Tp, to end of row—P2 edge stitches.

Repeat from first row, until you have about three-eighths of a yard worked.

Then finish by six rows plain- Cast it off, and join up the sides.

XXX—KNIT PURSE.

This Purse is similar to No. XX. with the exception of being thinner and more

elastic. The beads, instead of being on the open part, as the former, are knit in with

the jp, on the row following the bead row, as following receipt will describe.

Three hanks of purse silk of the third size, and 16 rows of steel beads of No. 7,

and two wires, No. 18, are required. String the beads on the silk before commen-

cing.

Cast on 65 stitches.

1st Row, B edge stitches,—0, j,,—repeat to end.

2nd Row, B edge stitches,—pass a bead down to the last stitch. Knit the 0, jj5
—

Repeat to the end of row, passing the bead down, and then working the

°> I-
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3rd Eow, as first.—Observe to keep the beads all at the back when working the

plain row.

4th Eow, as second.

The Purse is all worked in this way. When you have about nine inches worked,

cast it off ; finish as described before, in No. XX.

XXXI COMFORT EITHER FOR A LADY OR GENTLEMAN.

This Comfort is worked in double Berlin white wool, the ends in seven shades of

scarlet.

Commence with the darkest shade, and work four rows with it, and the same with

each in succession up to the light shade, then back from light to dark ; all the centre

part of Comfort in white ; then work the other end as the one described. This

Comfort should be about two yards long. Sixpence worth of each shade, and about

two ounces of white, and two pins of No. 10, are required.

Cast on 59 stitches with darkest shade.
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1st Row, B5 edge stitches, 0, B ; repeat 0, jj: B, to end of row, all but B3
edge stitches.

2nd Row, pearl or back.

3rd Row, B7 edge stitches, 0, j,, B ; repeat 0, j,, B, to end of row, all but B4 edge

stitches.

4th Row, B6 edge stitches, 0, B ; repeat 0, B, to end of row, all but B5 edge

stitches.

Then repeat from first row with each shade in sucession, as before described.

XXXII—HANDSOME KNIT BAG.

This Bag is composed of waves of steel beads on a brown ground ; it is commenced

at top, and finished by taking in at the bottom of the Bag. Finish it with steel

tassels, one at each side, and one at bottom, and a steel cord made of beads to draw

it at top. Six hanks of extra coarse purse twist, and two dozen rows of beads are

required ; 5 wires of No. 1 7. Thread the beads on the silk before working.
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Cast on 144 stitches, being 12 patterns, that is, 36 on each of the 4 wires, and

work with the fifth.

1st Round, pearl before working the stitch, pass a bead quite close up to the last

loop on the wire ; this must be done every stitch.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, as first.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round, as first.

6th Round, plain.

7th Round, as first.

8th Round, plain.

9th Round, A, P4, 0, P, 0, P4 ; repeat all round.

10th Round, plain,* all but one stitch.

* Plain all but one stitcli. That stitch is the last one that is on the last wire of this round
;

it is lifted

from off that wire, without being worked, on to the next or first wire of the 9th round, as it is required

on it to work the A at the beginning of that round, as will be seen by working.
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11th Round, A, P4, 0, P, 0, P4 ; repeat all round.-)-

12th Round, as 8th, all but one stitch.

Repeat as the 4 last rounds 4 more times, in all 20 rounds, after the

bead part ; then

29th Round, as first.

30th Round, plain.

31st Round, as first.

32nd Round, plain.

33rd Round, as first.

34th Round, plain.

35th Round, as first.

36th Round, plain.

Repeat from 9th round 3 more times ; then commence to take in as follows

1st Round of intakes, T, PI 6, T ,P1 6 ; this finishes first wire ; the other 3 as this.

f At the end of each wire you will have one stitch too many ; lift it on to the following wire, as it

is required to work the A at the beginning of that wire ; the last wire will be quit correct.
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2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round of intakes, T, PI 5, T, PI 5 ; this finishes first wire; the other 3 as this.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round of intakes, T, PI 4, T, P14 ; this finishes first wire ; the other 3 as this.

6th Round, plain.

It must be taken-in in this way every other round until it is reduced to T, P, T,

P, on each wire ; then draw it up, as before described, with a needle ; add the tassel,

and make it up.

XXXIII.—PRETTY SHORT PURSE.

The foregoing Receipt makes a very pretty Short Purse.

Cast on 72 stitches in all ; and work with five wires. Three' hanks second-sized

silk, and 12 rows of beads are required ; finish with a steel snap and a tassel.

VOL. II. i

I
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XXXIV KNIT EDGING FOR PETTICOATS, CUFFS, &c. &c.

This is an improved version of No. 142 in the Appendix, Yol. I. For fine pur-

poses, use Taylor’s cotton, No. 40, and wires No. 21 ; if it be required strong, use

coarser cotton and larger wires.

Oast on 7 stitches.

1st Row, S, P2, 0, T, 02, T.

2nd Row, 0, P2, *B, P2, O, T, P.

3rd Row, S, P2, 0, T, P4.

4th Row, P6, 0, T, P.

5th Row, S, P2, 0, T, 02, T, 02, T.

6th Row, P2, *B, P2, *B, P2, O, T, P.

7th Row, S, P2, 0, T, P6.

8th Row, P8, 0, T, P.

9th Row, S, P2, 0, T, 02, T, 02, T, 02, T.

• This B is worked on the second loop of the 02 of the row before.
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10th Row, P2, *B, P2, *B, P2, B, P2, 0, T, P.

11th Row, S, P2, 0, T, P9.

12th Row, cast off all but 6 loops ; work them thus, P3, 0, T, P.

Repeat from first row.

XXXV KNIT LACE BORDER FOR BABY’S CAP, &c. &c.

1st Row, S, P5, 0, A, 0, P5—0, Tr, P6, 0, Tr, P6, edge P2.

2nd Row, S, B5, jr, B, 0, B5, jr, B, 0—B3, xr
, 0, B3, 0, x ?

B3, edge P2.

3rd Row, S, P2, T, 0, P5, 0, Tr, P2—0, P2, Tr, P4, 0, P2, Tr, P4, edge P2.

4th Row, S, B3, xr, B3, 0, B3, xr, BS, 0—B, xr, 0, B7, 0, x, B, edge P2.

5th Row, S, T, 0, P3, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, Tr—0, P4, Tr, P2, 0, P4, Tr, P2, edge P2.

6th Row, S, B, xr, B5, 0, B, xr, Bo, 0—B2, 0, x, B5, xr, 0, B2, edge P2.

7th Row, S, P3, 0, T, P3, T, 0, PS—P6, T, 0, P6, T, 0, edge P2.

8th Row, S, 0, B, x, B5, 0, B, x, B5—B4, 0, x, B, xr, 0, B4, edge P2.

* This B is worked on the second loop of the 02 of the row before.
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9th Row, S, P5, 0, A, 0, P5—P4, T, P2, 0, P4, T, P2, 0,

10th Row, S, 0, B3, x, B3, 0, B3, x, B3—B3, jw, 0, B3, 0, B3,

11th Row, S, P2, T, 0, P5, 0, Tr, P2—P2, T, P4, 0, P2, T, P4, 0,

12th Row, S, 0, B5, x, B, 0, Bo, x, B—B, xr, 0, B7, 0, x, B,

13th Row, S, T, 0, P3, 0, A, 0, PS, 0, Tr—0, Tr, P6, 0, Tr, P6.

14th Row, S, B5, jx, B, 0, B5, xr
,
B, 0—B2, 0, x, B5, xr

, 0, B2,

15th Row, S, P3, 0, Tr, P3, T, 0, P3—0, P2, Tr, P4, 0, P2, Tr, P4,

16th Row, S, B3, jx, B3, 0, B3, xr, B3, 0—B4, 0, x, B, xj
, 0, B4,

17th Row, S, P5, O, A, 0, P5—0, P4, Tr, P2, 0, P4, Tr, P2,

18th Row, S, B, xr, B5, 0, B, xr, B5, 0—B3, xr
, 0, B3, O, x, B3.

19th Row, S, P2, T, 0, P5, 0, Tr, P2—P6, T, 0, P6, T, 0,

20th Row, S, 0, B, x, Bo, 0, B, x, B5—B, xr, 0, B7, 0, x, B,

21st Row, S, T, 0, P3, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, Tr—P4, T, P2, 0, P4, T, P2, 0,

22nd Row, S, 0, B3, x, B3, 0, B3, x, BS—B2, 0, x> B5, xr, 0, B2,

23rd Row, S, P3, O, Tr, P3, T, 0, PS—P2, T, P4, 0, P2, T, P4, 0,

24th Row, S, 0, B5, x, B, 0, B5, x, B—B4, 0, X, B, xr, 0, B4,

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2,
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XXXVI KNIT LACE INSERTION.

THE PATTERN IS AN OPEN DIAMOND.

Oast on all your stitches at once. 48 stitches works about four inches, so you

can reckon from that what you require. Use two wires No. 20, and cotton No. 80.

1st Row, 0, Tr, P7, T, 0, P.

2nd Row, plain.

3rd Row, P, 0, Tr, P5, T, 0, P2.

4th Row, plain.

5th Row, 0, T, 0, Tr, P3, T, 0, T, 0, P.

6th Row, plain.

7th Row, P, 0, T, 0, Tr, P, T, 0, T, 0, P2.

8th Row, plain.

9th Row, 0, T, 0, T—0, A, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P
10th Row, plain.

11th Row, T, 0, T, 0, P3, 0, T, 0, T, P.

12th Row, plain.
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]3th Row, P—-f-O, T, 0, P5, 0, T, 0, *A ; repeat from
-f-0, thus.

14th Row, plain.

15th Row—P, -f*T, 0, P7, 0, T, P ; repeat from +T, thus.

16th Row, plain.

17th Row, T—fO, P9, 0, *A ; repeat from fO, thus-

If the insertion would not be too wide for what is required, the pattern is im -

proved by working a row of 0, T, then a plain row, before commencing the diamond

pattern ; and the same again after the diamond is concluded.

XXXVII—VANDYKE EDGING, FOR PETTICOATS, COLLARS, CUFFS, &c.

If for the body of the petticoat, it must be worked with cotton of No. 20, called

Taylor’s Persian thread, and two wires of No. 20. If for the bottom, use No. 17

wires, and No. 3 Taylor’s Persian thread. Cast on 13 stitches.

* You will perceive you*have only t.wo stitches at the very last of the row, so, therefore, you cannot A, but

must consequently work T.

1)1

1

, • I
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1st Row, *St—0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P, +M, P.

2nd Row, P3—pearl all the rest of the row.

3rd Row, JSt

—

0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P, M, P2.

4th Row, P4—pearl all the rest of the row.

5th Row, JSt

—

0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P, M, P3.

6th Row, P5—pearl all the rest of the row.

7th Row, JSt—0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P, M, P4.

8th Row, P6—pearl all the rest of the row.

9th Row, JSt—0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P, M, P5.

10th Row, P7—pearl all the rest of the row.

11th Row, ^St—O, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P, M, P6.

* This St is worked by slipping the first stitch, then working two plain stitches, and lifting the slipped one

over the two knit ones.

*|* This M is worked by first working the plain stitch as marked in the receipt, then, before taking the

stitch off the left hand wire, working it again from the back part of the loop ; by this you make an extra stitch.

$ Observe, the slip stitch at the beginning of these rows must.,be taken from the row below, and is just the

loop directly under the first stitch on the wire ; then work the two first on the wire plain, and lift it over the

two.
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12th Row, P8—pearl all the rest of the row.

13th Row, St—0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P, M P7.

14th Row, P9—pearl the rest of row all but one stitch ; which leave on the wire un-

worked, as it is slipped off unworked on the following row to work

the St at the beginning of it.

15th Row, St—0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P8.

16th Row, P8—pearl the rest of row all but one stitch, the same as described in the

14th row—this occurs every alternate row-

17th Row, St—O, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, O, Ts—P7.

18th Row, P7—pearl the rest of row all but one stitch.

19th Row, St—0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P6.

20th Row, P6—pearl the rest of row all but one stitch.

21st Row, St—0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P5.
22nd Row, P5—pearl the rest of row all but one stitch.

23rd Row, St—0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts—P4.

24fh Row, P4—pearl the rest of row all but one stitch.
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25th Row, St—O, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, O, Ts—P3.

26th Row, P3—pearl all to the end.

Repeat from the 3rd row.

XXXVIII.—SCOLLOP KNITTING, IN IMITATION OF BRUSSELS LACE.

Oast on 13 stitches.

1st Row, S, P, *02, T, 02, T, 02, T, 02, T, 02, T, P.

2nd Row, S, T, B ; work rest of the row p, B, to end.

3rd Row, PI 7-

4th Row, Pi 7.

5th Row, Oast off all but 11 loops ; work them thus, P, 02, A, P, 04, A, P, 02, T.

6th Row, S, P, B, T, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, T.

7th Row, PI 3.

8th Row, PI 3.

Repeat from beginning. You cannot see the design of this pattern until it is

worked two or three times.

* Observe 02 and 04 make stitches on the following rows, as 04, in the 5th row, make 4 stitches on

the 6th row. Each time the thread is round the wire it makes a stitch.
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XXXIX ROUND D’OYLEY.

This pattern is composed of a star of open work and a centre star of close work ;

the ground plain, with a border of open work. Work with fine Dutch cotton, No.

18, and wires No. 21. Begin at the centre.

Cast on 2 stitches on each of the wires ; knit with a fifth wire, a plain round,

then begin the pattern.

1st Round, 0, *P, all round.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, 0, *P2, all round.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round, 0, *P3, all round.

6th Round, plain.

* This star is only put here in case any one should wish to work this receipt for a purse, as after

described, they have no reference to the D’Oyley at all.
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7th Round, 0, *P4, all round. •

8th Round, plain.

9th Round, 0, *P5, all round.

10th Round, plain.

11th Round, 0, *P6, all round.

12th Round, plain.

18th Round, 0, *P7, all round.

14th Round, plain.

15th Round, 0, Tr, P6, all round.

16th Round, plain.

17th Round, 0, P, 0, Tr, *P5, all round.

18th Round, plain.

19th Round, 0, P3, 0, Tr, *P4<, all round.

20th Round, plain.

21st Bound, 0, P2, 0, Tr, P, 0, Tr, *P3, nil round.

* See note, former page.
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22nd Round, plain.

23rd Round, 0, P2, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, P, O, Tr, *P2, all round.

24tli Round, plain.

25th Round, 0, P2, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, P, 0, Tr, *P, all round.

26th Round, plain.

27th Round, 0, P2, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, P, 0, Tr, all round.

28th Round, plain.

29th Round, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, P, 0, P.

30tli Round, plain, and one stitch more than the round, in order to change the slope

of the holes.

31st Round, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, P3, all round.

32nd Round, plain, and one stitch more.

33rd Round, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, P, 0, P5, all round.

34th Round, plain, and one stitch more.

35th Round, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, P7, all round.

* See note, page 138.
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36th Round, plain, and one stitch more.

37th Round, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, P, 0, P9, all round.

38th Round, plain, and one stitch more.

39th Round, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, O, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Pll, all round.

40th Round, plain, and one stitch more.

41st Round, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, P, 0, PIS, all round.

42nd Round, plain, and one stitch more.

43rd Round, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, PI 6, all round.

44th Round, plain, and one stitch more,

45th Round. 0, Tr, 0, Tr, P, 0, Pi 7, all round.

46th Round, plain, and one stitch more.

47th Round, 0, Tr, 0, Tr, 0, P19, all round.

48th Round, plain, and one stitch more.

49th Round, 0, Tr, P, 0, P21, all round.

50th Round, plain, and one stitch more.

51st Round, 0, Tr, 0, P23, all round.
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52nd Round, plain, and one stitch more.

53rd Round, 0, P, 0, P25, all round.

54th Round, plain, and one stitch more.

55th Round, T, 0, P26, all round.

56th Round, plain, and one stitch more.

57th Round, pearl.

58th Round, pearl.

59th Round, Tr, 0, all round. This commences the border.

60tli Round, Tr, 0, all round.

61st Round, Tr, 0, all round.

62nd Round, Tr, 0, all round.

63rd Round, Tr, 0, all round.

64th Round, f0, P, 0, T, 0, T, all round.

65th Round, 0, T, all round.

t This O, P, is only done once at the beginning of the row, to change the slope of the holes, and
must not be repeated during the round.
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66th Round, 0, T, all round.

67th Round, 0, T, all round.

68th Round, pearl.

69th Round, pearl.

70th Round, plain.

Finish round the edge with a fringe..—Cast it off very loosely.

XL.—D'OYLEY RECEIPT—FOR A ROUND BAG WITH A CLASP.

The foregoing D’Oyley receipt looks well for a bag, worked with the second sized

purse twist, and No. 20 wires ; the inner star worked all in gold or steel beads, and

the border done with the same.

XLI._D’OYLEY RECEIPT—FOR A ROUND PURSE.

Work with extra fine silk, and No. 22 wires, and small beads; the beads are

threaded on before commencing. Slip a bead down before working each plain stitch of
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the inner star ; those stitches that are worked with beads are marked with a star,

and at the border before every Tr in that part.

XLII D’OYLEY RECEIPT—FOR A TOILET PIN CUSHION.

Work it with No. 30 Taylor’s Persian thread, and No. 20 wires. This Cushion

should be lined with coloured silk.

XLIII.—D’OYLEY RECEIPT—FOR A PEN WIPER.

The D’Oyley receipt forms also a handsome Pen-Wiper, when worked with fine

purse silk, and wires No. 22.

XLIV VERY PRETTY FEATHER, OR LEAF PATTERN.

USEFUL FOR STOCKINGS, PURSES, CUFFS, &C.

Cast on 10 stitches for each pattern.

1st Round, P, 0, P, 0, P5, T.

2nd Round, P8, T
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3rd Round, P2, 0, P, 0, P4, T.

4th Round, P8, T.

5th Round, P3, 0, P, 0, P3, T.

6th Round, P8, T-

7th Round, P4, 0, P, 0, P2, T.

8th Round, P8, T.

9th Round, P5, 0, P, 0, P, T.

10th Round, P8, T.

11th Round, P6, 0, P, 0, T.

12th Round, P8, T.

XLY ANOTHER LEAF PATTERN.

7 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, 0, Ts, P5.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, 0, P, Ts, P4.

VOL. II.
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4th Round, plain.

5th Round, 0, P2, Ts, PS.

6th Round, plain.

7th Round, 0, P3, Ts, P2.

8th Round, plain.

9th Round, 0, P4, Ts, P.

10th Round, plain.

11th Round, 0, P5, Ts.

12th Round, plain.

XLVI—SIMPLE LITTLE STITCH.

5 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, 0, T, P, B2.

2nd Round, P3, B2 ; repeat.

3rd Round, P, 0, T, B2.
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4th Bound, P3, B2 ;
repeat.

5th Bound, P3, B2 ;
repeat.

6th Bound, P3, B2 ;
repeat.

XLVII SIMPLE FOR PURSE, &c. &c.

25 stitches in each pattern.

1st Bound, P, T, T, T, T, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, T, T, T, T, P.

2nd Bound, plain.

3rd Bound, plain.

4th Bound, plain.

XLVIII.—PRETTY SIMPLE STITCH IN SLANTING STRIPE.

8 stitches in each pattern.

1st Bound, O, T, P3, 0, T, P.

2nd Bound, plain, and one more stitch than the round.
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XLIX KIND OF FEATHER, OR SHELL.

24 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P, 0, P4, T, P6, T, P4, 0, P, T, 0, T.

2nd Round, P2, O, P4, T, P4, T, P4, 0, P3, 0, P2.

3rd Round, P3, O, P4, T, P2, T, P4, 0, P3, T, 0, T.

4th Round, P4, 0, P4, T, T, P4, 0, P5, 0, P2.

L—ANOTHER OPEN PATTERN.

10 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, A, P3, 0, P, 0, P3.

2nd Round, plain.

Repeat these two rounds 5 more times.

13th Round, pearl.

14th Round, plain.

15th Round, pearl.
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Repeat the 14th and 15th rounds two more times, then repeat from the

first round.

LI—PRETTY SORT OF LYRE PATTERN,

SOMETHING LIKE RECEIPT XXXIX. VOL. I.

1 6 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, B3, T, P7, B3, 0, P, 0.

2nd Round, B3, T, P6, B3, PS.

3rd Round, B3, T, P5, B3, P, 0, P, O, P.

4th Round, B3, T, P4, B3, P5.

5th Round, B8, T, P3, B3, P2, 0, P, 0, P2.

6th Round, B3, T, P2, B3, P7.

7th Round, B3, T, P, B3, P3, 0, P, 0, P3.

8th Round, B3, T, B3, P9.

9th Round, B3, 0, P, 0, B3, T, P7.

10th Round, B3, P3, B3, T, Pfi.
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11th Round, B3, P, 0, P, 0, P, B3, T, P5.

12th Round, B3, P5, B3, T, P4.

13th Round, B3, P2, 0, P, 0, P2, B3, T, P3.

14th Round, B3, P7, B3, T, P2.

15th Round, B3, P3, O, P, 0, Pg, B3, T, P.

16th Round, B3, P9, B3, T.

LII—SLANTING OPEN PATTERN.

3 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, 0, T, P.

2nd Round, plain, and one stitch more.

LIII.—DICED PATTERN.

12 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P6, B6 ; repeat all round, and 5 more rounds.

7th Round, B6, P6 ; repeat all round, and 5 more rounds.
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L1V.—VERY PRETTY.

6 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, 0, T, P4-

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, O, P, O, T, P, T.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round, P4, 0, T.

6th Round, plain, and one stitch more.

LV—ANOTHER VERSION, CLOSER THAN THE LAST.

6 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, 0, T, P4.

2nd Round, plain-

3rd Round, 0, P, 0, T, P, T.

4th Round, plain.
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5th Bound, plain.

6th Bound, P4, 0, T.

7th Bound, plain.

8th Bound, plain, and one stitch more.

-VI—VERY PRETTY.

6 stitches in each pattern.
1st Bound, 0, P, 0, T, P, T.
2nd Bound, plain.

3rd Bnund, 0, PS, O, A.
4th Bound, plain, 1 stitch more.
5th Bound, 0, A, 0, P3.
6th Bound, plain, 1 stitch more.
7th Bound, 0, P, 0, T, P, T.
8th Bound, plain, 1 stitch more.
9th Bound, O, P, 0, T, P, T,
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10th Round, plain, 1 stitch more.

11th Round, 0, P, 0, T, P, T

12th Round, plain, 1 stitch more.

Lvil VERY PRETTY STRIPE OF SPIDER NET, AND OPEN STITCH ON EACH SIDE.

24 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P2, 0, T, P3, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, *T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P3, 0, T.

2nd Round, plain. - „
3rd Round, P, T, 0, PS, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P, 0, T, 0, T, 0, PS, T, 0, P.

4th Round, plain. „ „
5th Round, P2, 0, T, P, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, PS, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, P2, 0, T.

6th Round, plain. m ^ „
7th Round, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P5, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, T, 0, P.

* This T, T, is formed into an A, by first working T, then the other T, and lifting the first T over

the second.
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8th Round, plain.

9th Round, P2, 0, T, P, 0, T, O, T, 0, T, P, 0, T, P2, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, 1.

10th Round, plain.

11th Round, P, T, 0, P3, 0, T, 0, T, O, T, P2, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P, T, 0, P.

12th Round, plain.

LVIII—VERY PRETTY SLANTING OPEN STITCH.

8 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, 0, P, 0, P2, A, P2.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, 0, P3, 0, P, A, P.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round, 0, A, 0, P5.

6tli Round, plain.

7th Round, 0, P5, 0, A.

8th Round, plain.
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LIX SLANTING STRIPE.

4 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, T, P2, 0.

2nd Round, plain, 1 stitch more.

LX SIMPLE FEATHER.

1st Round, T, T, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, T, T.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, plain.

4th Round, plain.

LXI.—SORT OF FEATHER.

17 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, L4,* 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, L4.*

* These L4 are worked by lifting first the second, then the third, next the fourth, and lastly, the fifth

loop over the first. Then work the first; by this means you take in four stitches.
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2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, plain.

4th Round, plain.

LXII MIGNIONETTE.

4 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, T, 0, P2.

2nd Round, T, 0, P2.

3rd Round, plain.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round, P2, 0, T.

6th Round, P2, 0, T.

7th Round, plain.

8th Round, plain.
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LXIII VERY PRETTY LITTLE OPEN LEAF SLANTING STRIPE,

WITH AN OPEN STITCH BETWEEN DIVIDING THE STRIPES.

1 1 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, T, P6, 0, P, 0, P, B.

2nd Round, T, P9, B.

3rd Round, T, P5, 0, P, 0, P2, B.

4th Round, T, P9, B.

5th Round, T, P4, 0, P, 0, P3, B.

6th Round, T, P9, B.

7th Round, T, P3, 0, P, 0, P4, B.

8th Round, T, P9, B.

LXIV—SORT OF FEATHER, WITH STRIPE BETWEEN.

12 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, B, P, B.

2nd Round, T, PI 3, T.
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3rd Bound, T, Pll, T.

4th Round, T, P9, T.

5th Round, T, P7, T.

LXV—VERY PRETTY SMALL PATTERN STRIPE.

4 stitches for each pattern.

1st Round, T, 0, T.

2nd Round, P, 0, P2.

LXVI—PRETTY SMALL PATTERN DIAMOND OP FOUR HOLES.

6 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P3, T, 0, P.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, P2, T, 0, T, O.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round, P3, T, 0, P.



6th Round, plain.

7th Round, T, 0, P4.

8th Round, plain.
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LXVII. VANDYKE OF THREE HOLES.

10 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, P3.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, P2, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, P2.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round, P3, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, P.

6th Round, plain.

7th Round, P4, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts.

8th Round, plain-

9th Round, P2, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P2.
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10th Round, plain.

11th Round, P, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P3.

12th Round, plain.

13th Round, T, 0, T, 0, T, O, P4.

LXVIXI—VANDYKE OF TWO HOLES.

8 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P3, 0, T, 0, T, P.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, P2, 0, T, 0, T, P2.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round, P, 0, T, 0, T, P3.

6th Round, plain.

7th Round, T, 0, T, 0, T, P4.

8th Round, plain.
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9th Round, P2, 0, T, 0, T, P2.

10th Round, plain.

11th Round, P3, 0, T, 0, T, P.

12th Round, plain.

13th Round, P4, 0, T, 0, T.

14th Round, plain.

LXIX—OPEN STITCH.

1st Round, plain.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, 0, T.

4th Round, 0, T.

5th Round, plain.

6th Round, plain.

7th Round, 02,* T.

VOL. II.
This 02 is only worked as one stitch in the following row.

L
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8th Round, plain.

9th Round, plain.

10th Round, 0, T.

11th Round, 0, T.

12th Round, plain.

13th Round, plain.

LXX.—VERY PRETTY, SOMETHING LIKE SPIDER NET.

6 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P, T, 0, P, 0, T.

2nd Round, *P2—JO, PS, 0, A ; repeat from +0, thus.

* P2 is only worked at the beginning of tiis round, as you require them to finish the A at the end of

the round ; for at the last of this round you will perceive there is only one stitch, so, consequently, the

pther-two must be taken to finish it. It would be more convenient for the worker to work the two
stitches on to the last pin of the first round, as they would then be on the last wire to conclude the second

round with. At the end of each wire you will be deficient two stitches ; take them from off the fol-

lowing wire.
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3rd Round, plain.

4th Round, 0, T, P, T, 0, P.

5th Round, P, 0, A, 0, P2.

6th Round, plain
;-f*

one stitch less than the round.

LXXI VERY PRETTY FEATHER.

23 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, x, i, X’ 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, Lp, X- X-

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, plain.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round, plain.

4 This one stitch less is the last stitch on the last wire of the plain round, and is not worked, but

lifted from it on to the first wire of the following round, so as to make the pattern work in properly ; on

the following round succeeding this phiin round, you will have at the end of each wire a stitch over, which

lift on to the following wire, as it is required on it.
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LXXII PRETTY STRAIGHT SHELL PATTERN, WITH AN OPEN HEM BETWEEN.

12 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, 0, PS, A, P3, 0, T, 0, P.

2nd Round, P, 0, P2, A, P2, 0, P2, 0, T.

3rd Round, P2, 0, P, A, P, 0, P2, T, 0, P.

4th Round, P3, O, A, 0, P4, 0, T.

LXXIII DIAMOND OF PLAIN WORK, SURROUNDED BY A WAVE OF OPEN WORK.

20 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P, 0, PI 7, T.

2nd Round, P, 0, P, T, O, PI 4, T.

3rd Round, P2, 0, PI 6, T.

4th Round, P3, 0, P, 0, Tr, PI 2, T.

5th Round, P, 0, T, P, 0, PI 4, T.

6th Round, P5, 0, P, T, O, P10, T.

7th Round, P, T, 0, P3, 0, P12, T.

L
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8th Round, P7, 0, P, 0, Tr, P8, T.

9th Round, P, 0, Tr, P5, 0, P10, T.

10th Round, P9, 0, P, T, 0, P6, T.

11th Round, P, T, 0, P7, 0, P8, T.

12th Round, Pll, 0, P, 0, Tr, P4, T.

13th Round, P, 0, Tr, P9, 0, P6, T.

14th Round, P13, O, P, T, 0, P2, T.

15th Round, P, T, 0, Pll, 0, P4, T.

16th Round, P15, 0, P, 0, Tr, T.

17th Round, P, 0, Tr, P13, 0, P2, T.

18th Round, PI 7, 0, P, T.

19th Round, *P14, 0, Tr, P, 0, P, Tr.

20th Round, *P16, 0, P2, Tr.

* Before commencing each round, work one stitch off from the beginning of the left hand wire on to

the wire you have just concluded the round before on, as it is required to Tr with at the end of the wire.

You will be deficient a stitch at the end of the first and second wires ; to make up for which, take one

of the following wires in order to work the Tr. This requires to be done every round during the other

half of pattern, commencing at the 19th, and continuing till the 35th.
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21st Round, *P12, T, 0, P, 0, P3, Tr.

22nd Round, *P14, 0, P, T, 0, P, Tr.

23rd Round, *P10, 0, Tr, P, 0, P5, Tr.

24th Round, *P 12, 0, P3, 0, T, P, Tr.

'25th Round, *P8, T, 0, P, 0, P7, Tr.

26th Round, *P10, 0, P5, T, 0, P, Tr.

27th Round, *P6, 0, Tr, P, 0, P9, Tr.

28th Round, *P8, 0, P7, 0, Tr, P, Tr.

29th Round, *P4, T, 0, P, 0, Pll, Tr.

30th Round, *P6, 0, P9, T, 0, P, Tr.

31st Round, *P2, 0, Tr, P, 0, PI 3, Tr.

32nd Round, *P4, 0, Pll, 0, Tr, P, Tr.

33rd Round, *T, 0, P, 0, PI 5, Tr.

34th Round, *P2, 0, P13, T, 0, P, Tr.

35th Round, *P, 0, PI 7, Tr.

Repeat from first round.
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LXXIV—KIND OF LONG LOZENGE PATTERN,

SURROUNDED BY OPEN WORK.

6 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P2, T, 0, P2.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, P, T, 0, P, 0, T.

4th Round, plain,* and work 2 stitches more.

5th Round, 0, P3, 0, A.-(-

6th Round, plain.

7th Round, 0, T, P, T, 0, P.

8th Round, plain.

* The 2 more stitches are worked after the plain round is completed, and are worked from off the

following wire, in order that the 5th round may Gome in properly.

+- At the end of the two first wires in this round, you will be deficient a stitch, in consequence of

having taken the two stitches from the beginning of the first wire, to supply the plain round; but the last

wire on this will be quite right.
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9th Round, 0, T, P, T, 0, P.

10th Round, plain.

11th Round, 0, T, P, T, 0, P.

12th Round, plain.

18th Round, P, 0, A, 0, P2.

14th Round, plain.

15th Round, T, 0, P, 0, T, P.

16th Round, plain.

17th Round, T, O, P, 0, T, P.

18th Round, plain, all but 2* stitches.

* These 2 stitches are left unworked, in order that the pattern may commence again, by repeating

from the first round. Lift them on to the following wire, without working them. In repeating the first

round, you will have 2 stitches over on the first and second wires
;

lift them on to the following wires

;

the third wire will be quite right.
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LXXV VERY PRETTY OPEN STITCH,

WITH A HALF TWIST RUNNING CP THE SIDE.

1 7 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, T, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, T, 0, T, *P2, P2, 0, T.

2nd Round, T, P7, T, P8.

3rd Round, P9, 0, T, P4, 0, T.

4th Round, T, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, T, P8.

5th Round, T, P7, T, 0, T, P4, 0, T.

6th Round, P9, P8.

LXXVI VERY PRETTY KIND OF ROUND SPIDER NET.

6 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, P, T, 0, P, 0, T.

'* Slip two loops on to an extra wire, and work the next two stitches plain ;
then work the two

stitches that are on the extra pin ;
this makes the twist.
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2nd Bound, *P2, 0, P3, 0, A.

3rd Bound, 0, T, P, T, 0, P.

4th Bound, 0, T, P, T, 0, P.

5th Bound, 0, T, P, T, 0, P.

6th Bound, P, 0, A, 0, P2. At the end of this round, instead of P2, work P,

—

and lift the last loop on to the following wire, so as the pattern may-

repeat properly from the first round.

LXXVII VERY STRONG LITTLE OPEN STITCH.

2 stitches in each pattern.

1st Bound, T, all the round.

2nd Bound, 02, P, all the round.

3rd Bound, P, B, P, all the round.

4th Bound, P, T, P, T, all the round.

* This is not repeated during the round, as it belongs to the A, at the end of the round. You will

be deficient 2 stitches at the end of each wire ;
they must be worked from off the following wires.
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LXXVIII TWISTED PATTERN, WITH A ROW OF OPEN STITCH BETWEEN.
(very pretty.)

18 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, T, 0, T, B3, *P4, P4, B3.

2nd Round, P, 0, P2, B3, P8, B3.

3rd Round, T, 0, T, B3, P8, B3.

4th Round, P, 0, P2, B3, P8, B3.

Repeat as 3rd and 4th rounds four more times ; then commence from 1st round

again.

LXXIX—KIND OF WAVE RUNNING ACROSS.
(very pretty for a purse.)

9 stitches in each pattern.

1st Round, B2, 0, T, P3, T, 0.

2nd Round, B2, P7.

* P4, lift the four stitches on to an extra wire ; leave them there until you have worked the next four

stitches, then work those that are on the extra wire. This is to make the twist.
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3rd Bound, B2, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P
4th Bound, B2, P7-

5th Bound, B2, P2, O, A, 0, P2-

6th Bound, B2, P7.

LXXX—NARROW STRIPE OF SLANTING HOLES.

5 stitches in each pattern.

1st Bound, B2, 0, T, P.

2nd Bound, B2, P3.

3rd Bound, B2, P, 0, T.

4th Bound, B2, P3.

LXXXl—BEAUTIFUL PATTERN.

7 stitches in each pattern.

1st Bound, 0, P, T, P4-

2nd Bound, 0, P2, T, P3-
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3rd Round, 0, P3, T, P2.

4th Round, 0, P4, T, P-

5th Round, O, P2, T, 0, P, T.

6th Round, P2, T, P, 0, P2.

7th Round, P, T, P2, 0, P2.

8th Round, T, PS, 0, P2.

9th Round, *|-P4, 0, P, T.

10th Round, 0, P5, T.

LXXXII VERY PRETTY VANDYKE OF SPIDER NET, WITH A ROW OF OPEN HOLES
ON EACH SIDE.

THIS PATTERN RUNS ALONG THE WORK.

Oast on 1 8 stitches.

1st Round, P7, T, 0, P, 0, T, P6.

2nd Round, P6, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P5.

3rd Round, P5, T, 0, P5, 0, T, P4.

•f*
At the beginning of 9th round, knit one plain before commencing pattern.
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4th Round, P4, Tr, 0, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, 0, T, PS.

5th Round, P3, Tr, 0, P, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P, 0, T, P2.

6th Round, P2, T, 0, Pll, 0, T, P.

7th Round, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, 0, T.

8th Round, *P2,J0, P, T, 0, PS, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, T, P, 0, A, repeat from +0.

9th Round, plain.

10th Round, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P.

11th Round, fP, JO, P3, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, A ; repeat from JO.

12th Round, plain.

13th Round, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, P, 0, Ts, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, *P.

In repeating this for the last time, on the last wire, do not work the

* At the beginning of this round, the P2 must be worked on to the last wire of the 7th round before

the 8th round is commenced, as they are required at the end of the 8th round to work the A.

t After having worked this P, lift it on to the last wire you have just concluded the 10th round with,

as it is required at the end of the 1 1th round to finish the A, but is not to be repeated during the work-
ing of the 11th round. You will be deficient a stitch at the end of each of the two wires, to work the

A with, in consequence of lifting off tins one, therefore take it from off the following wire ; the last

wire will be quite right.
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P with the star, but lift it on to the wire following, which is the first

wire of the 14th round ; as it is required there to work the pattern in

properly.

14th Round, P2, 0, A, 0, P T, 0, P3, 0, Ts, P, 0, A, 0, P ; at the end of the

first and second wires you will have a stitch more than the pattern, lift

it on to the following wire, as it is required there to commence the

pattern again.

15th Round, P5, T, 0, P5, 0, Ts, P4.

16th Round, P, T, 0, P, T, 0, P7, 0, Ts, P, 0, T ; at the end of this round, lift

the T just worked on to the wire you are going to commence the 17th

round with, as it must make the first loop to form the A at the begin-

ning of that round.

17th Round, A, 0, P, T, 0, P9, 0, Ts, P, 0 ; at the end of the first and second

wires, during this round, you will find a stitch too many for the pattern,

lift it on to the following wire, as it is required there to commence the

pattern again.

J
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18th Round, P2, T, 0, Pll, 0, T, P.

19th Round, P, T, 0, Pi 3, 0, T ; at the end of this round, lift the last T worked

on to the wire you are going to commence the next round with, as it is

required to work the A at the beginning of the round

.

20th Round, A, 0, PI 5, 0.

LXXXIII.—VERY PRETTY OPEN PATTERN.

A PRETTY WREATH AND ROW OF VANDYKES OF 5 HOLES RUNNING UP THE WORK.

Cast on 33 stitches.

1st Round, P2, T, 0, P, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, P9, 0, Ts, 0 Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts,

P5 ; repeat.

2nd Round, P, T, 0, P3, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, P9, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts,

P4 ; repeat.

3rd Round, T, 0, T, P, T, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, P9, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts,

P3 ; repeat.
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4th Round, P2, 0, P3, 0, P, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, P9, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts,

5th Bound, PS, 0, A, 0, PS, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, P9, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0, Ts, 0,

6th It.umLPL T,Tt,’ 0, P, 0, T, P6, T, 0, T, O, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P3 ;

7th 0, T, 0, PS, 0, Ts, PL T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P4

,

8,h Bound^T, O, T, 0, T, P, T, 0, Ts, PS, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0,

9th B.und

P
pi,To,'T,0,P, 0, PS, 0, PS, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P6 ;

10th BorndT^T, 0, T, 0, PS, 0, A, 0, PS, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, P7 i

repeat.
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TWENTY VERY PRETTY D’OYLEYS.

Each D’oyley is of a different pattern, and is much finer and varied from those in

the first Yolume. They are trimmed with fringe, the receipt for which follows next

after the D’oyleys. Every D’oyley has 18 plain rows before commencing the pat-

tern ; and at the edge, for the side border, 9 plain stitches on each side. When the

D’oyley is large enough, work 18 plain rows, and cast it off. Each D’oyley should

he as near square as possible. Two wires No. 21, and about half an ounce of Dutch

cotton No. 10, is required for each. Cast on 82 stitches for each D’oyley.

LXXXIV 1st D'oyley.

Work 18 plain rows.

19th Eow, P9 edge—P6, B2, repeat; edge P9.

20th Eow, P9 edge—P3, B4, P, repeat ; edge P9.

21st Eow, P9 edge—B2, P2, B2, P2, repeat; edge P9.

22nd Eow, P9 edge—B3, P4, B, repeat; edge P9.

23rd Eow, P9 edge—P2, B2, P4, repeat; edge P9.
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24th Row, P9 edge—B3, P4, B, repeat ;
edge P9.

25th Row, P9 edge—B2, P2, B2, P2, repeat ;
edge P9.

26th Row, P9 edge—P3, B4, P, repeat ;
edge P9.

Repeat from 19th row, until the D’oyley is large enough ;
then 18 rows plain.

Oast it off.

LXXXV

—

2nd D'oylcy.

19th Row, P9 edge—P4, B, P3, repeat

;

20th Row, P9 edge—B3, P, B4, repeat

;

21st Row, P9 edge—P3, B3, P2, repeat

;

22nd Row, P9 edge—B2, PS, B3, repeat;

23rd Row, P9 edge—P2, B5, P, repeat

;

24th Row, P9 edge—B, P5, B2, repeat

;

25th Row, P9 edge—P, B7, repeat

;

26th Row, P9 edge—P7, B, repeat

;

27th Row, P9 edge—P2, B5, P, repeat

;

28th Row, P9 edge—B, P5, B2, repeat

;

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.
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29th Row, P9 edge—P3, 133, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

30th Row, P9 edge—B2, P3, B3, repeat
; edge P9.

31st Row, P3 edge—P4, B, P3, repeat ; edge P9.

32nd Row, P9 edge—B3, P, B4, repeat ; edge P9.

33rd Row, P9 edge—B, P7, repeat ; edge P9.

34th Row, P9 edge—B7, P, repeat ; edge P9.

35th Row, P9 edge—B2, P5, B, repeat ; edge P9.

36th Row, P9 edge—P, B5, P2, repeat; edge P9.

37th Row, P9 edge—B3, P3, B2, repeat; edge P9.

38th Row, P9 edge—P2, B3, P3 repeat
;

edge P9.

39th Row, P9 edge—B4, P, B3, repeat ; edge P9.

40th Row, P9 edge—P3, B, P4, repeat
;

edge P9.

41st Row, P9 edge—B3, P3, B2, repeat ; edge P9.

42nd Row, P9 edge—P2, B3, P3, repeat ; edge P9.

43rd Row, P9 edge—B2, P5, B, repeat
;

edge P9.

44th Row, P9 edge—P, B5, P2, repeat ; edge P9.
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45th Bow, P9 edge—B, P7, repeat ; edge P9.

46th Bow, P9 edge—B7, P, repeat ; edge P9.

Bepeat from 19th row, &c.

LXXXYI 3rd D'oyley.

19th Bow, P9 edge—P4, B, P3, repeat; edge P9-

20th Bow, P9 edge—B2, P3, B3, repeat ; edge P9.

21st Bow, P9 edge—P2, B5, P, repeat ; edge P9.

22nd Bow, P9 edge—P7, B, repeat; edge P9.

23rd Bow, P9 edge—P2, B5, P, repeat ; edge P9.

24th Bow, P9 edge—B2, P3, B3, repeat ; edge P9.

Bepeat from 19th row, &c.

LXXXVII 4th D'oyley.

19th Bow, P9 edge—P2, B2, P2, B2, repeat ; edge P9-

20th Bow, P9 edge—P2, B2, P2, B2, repeat ; edge P9-

21st Bow, P9 edge—P4, B2, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

22nd Bow, P9 edge—B2, P2, B4, repeat ; edge P9.

Bepeat from 19th row, &c.
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LXXXVIII 5th D'oyley.

19th Row, P9 edge—P6, B2, repeat; edge P9.

20th Row, P9 edge—P3, 134, P, repeat ; edge P9.

21st Row, P9 edge—B2, P2, B2, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

22nd Row, P9 edge—B3, P4, B, repeat ; edge P9.

23rd Row, P9 edge—P2, B2, P4, repeat ; edge P9.

24th Row, P9 edge—B3, Po, repeat ; edge P9.

25th Row, P9 edge—B2, P2, B2, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

26th Row, P9 edge—P3, B4, P, repeat ; edge P9.

Repeat the above once more.

27th Row, P9 edge—P2, B2, P2, B2, repeat ; edge P9.

28th Row, P9 edge—P, B2, P2, B2, P, repeat ; edge P9-

29th Row, P9 edge—B2, P2, B2, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

30th Row, P9 edge—B, P2, B2, P2, B, repeat ; edge P9-

Repeat this last part 2 more times
;
then repeat from 19th row, &c.
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LXXXIX 0th D'oyley.

Oast on for this 78 stitches only.

19th Row, P9 edge—P, B, P, B, PH, repeat

;

20th Row, P9 edge—BIO, P, B, P,B2, repeat;

21st Row, P9 edge-P, B, P, B, PH, repeat •

22nd Row, P9 edge-BlO, P, B, P, B2, repeat;

23rd Row, P9 edge—P, B, P, B, P5, B3, P3, repeat;

24th Row, P9 edge—B3, P3, B4, P, B, P, B2, repeat;

25th Row, P9 edge-P, B, P, B, P2, B3, P3, B3, repeat

26th Row, P9 edge—P3, B3, P3,B,P, B, P, B2, repeat;

27th Row, P9 edge-P, B, P, B, P5, B3, P3, repeat;

28th Row, P9 edge—B3, P3, B4, P, B, P, B2, repeat

;

Repeat from 19th row, &c.

edge P9-

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.
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XC—7th D'oyley.

19th Row, P9 edge—B3, P, repeat ; edge P9.

20th Row, P9 edge—B, P3, repeat
; edge P9.

21st Row, P9 edge— plain; edge P9.
22nd Row, P9 edge—pearl ; edge P9.

Repeat from 1 9th row, &c.

XCI.

—

8th D'oyley.

19th Row, P9 edge—B4, P4, repeat ; edge P9.

20th Row, P9 edge—B4, P4, repeat; edge P9.

21st Row, P9 edge—B4, P4, repeat; edge P9.

22nd Row, P9 edge—B4, P4, repeat ; edge P9.

23rd Row, P9 edge—P4, B4, repeat ; edge P9.

24th Row, P9 edge—P4, B4, repeat; edge P9.

25th Row, P9 edge—P4, B4, repeat; edge P9-

26th Row, P9 edge—P4, B4, repeat ; edge P9,

Repeat from 19th row, &c.
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XCII

—

3th D'oyley.

19th Bow, P9 edge—P3, B3, repeat

;

20th Bow, P9 edge—B, P3, B2, repeat

;

21st Bow, P9 edge—P, B3, P2 repeat;

22nd Bow, P9 edge—B3, P3, repeat

;

23rd Bow, P9 edge—P, B3, P2, repeat

;

24th Bow, P9 edge—B, P3, B2, repeat

;

Bepeat from 19th row, &c.

XCIII 10th D'oyley.

19th Bow, P9 edge—P4, B, PS, repeat

;

20th Bow, P9 edge—B2, P3, B3, repeat

;

21st Bow, P9 edge—P2, B2, P, B2, P, repeat

;

22nd Bow, P9 edge—P3, B, P3, B, repeat

;

23rd Bow, P9 edge—P2, B2, P, B2, P, repeat

24th Bow, P9 edge—B2, P3, B3, repeat

;

Bepeat from 19th row, &e.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

;
edge P9.

edge P9.
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XCIV \\th D'oyley.

19th Row, P9 edge—B, P7, repeat;

20th Row, P9 edge—P, B5, P2, repeat

;

21st Row, P9 edge—B3, P3, B2, repeat

;

22nd Row, P9 edge—P3, B, P4, repeat

;

23rd Row, P9 edge—P4, B, P3, repeat

;

24th Row, P9 edge—B2, P3, B3, repeat

;

25th Row, P9 edge—P2, B5, P, repeat

;

26th Row, P9 edge—P7, B, repeat ;

Repeat from 19th row, &c.

XCV 12th D'oyley.

19th Row, P9 edge—B3, P5, repeat

;

20th Row, P9 edge—B5, P3, repeat

;

21st Row, P9 edge—B4, P4, repeat;

22nd Row, P9 edge—P, B3, P4, repeat

;

Repeat from 1 9th row, &c.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9

.

edge P9.
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XCVI 13th D'oyley.

19th Row, P9 edge—P2, B, P3, repeat ; edge P9.

20th Row, P9 edge—B3, P, B2, repeat ; edge P9.

21st Row, P9 edge—P, B3, P2, repeat ;
edge P9.

22nd Row, P9 edge—B2, P3, B, repeat ;
edge P9.

23rd Row, P9 edge—B2, P, B2, P, repeat ; edge P9.

24th Row, P9 edge—B, P2, B, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

25th Row, P9 edge—P, B3, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

26th Row, P9 edge—B2, P4, repeat ;
edge P9.

27th Row, P9 edge—P2, B, P3, repeat ;
edge P9.

28th Row, P9 edge—B3, P3, repeat ;
edge P9.

29th Row, P9 edge—P5, B, repeat ;
edge P9.

30th Row, P9 edge—P, B5, repeat ;
edge P9.

31st Row, P3 edge—B, P3, B2, repeat; edge P9.

32nd Row, P9 edge—P2, B3, P, repeat ;
edge P9.
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33rd Row, P9 edge—B2, P, B2, P, repeat

;

34th Row, P9 edge—B, P2, B, P2, repeat

;

35th Row, P9 edge—B, P3, B2, repeat

;

36th Row, P9 edge—P2, B3, P, repeat

;

37th Row, P9 edge—P5, B, repeat

;

38th Row, P9 edge—P, B5, repeat

;

Repeat from 19th row, &c.

XCVII 14th D'oyley.

Cast on for this 83 stitches.

19th Row, P9 edge—B, P3, B, repeat;

20th Row, P9 edge—B3, P2, repeat

;

21st Row, P9 edge—P, B2, P2, repeat;

22nd Row, P9 edge—B, P2, B2, repeat

;

23rd Row, P9 edge—P3, B2, repeat

;

24th Row, P9 edge—B, P2, B2, repeat

;

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9-

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.
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25th Row, P9 edge—P, B2, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

26th Row, P9 edge—B3, P2, repeat ;
edge P9.

Repeat from 19th row, &c.

XCVIII.—\5th D'oyley.

Cast on for this 84 stitches.

19th Row, P9 edge—B3, P3, repeat ;
edge P9.

20th Row, P9 edge—B3, P3, repeat ;
edge P9.

21st Row, P9 edge—B2, P3, B, repeat; edge P9.

22nd Row, P9 edge—P, B3, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

23rd Row, P9 edge—B, P3, B2, repeat ;
edge P9.

24th Row, P9 edge—P2, B3, P, repeat ;
edge P9.

25th Row, P9 edge—B2, P3, B, repeat ;
edge P9.

26th Row, P9 edge—P, B3, P2, repeat; edge P9.

27th Row, P9 edge—B3, P3, repeat ;
edge P9.

28th Row, P9 edge—B3, P3, repeat ;
edge P9-
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29th Row, P9 edge—P, B3, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

30th Row, P9 edge—B2, P3, B, repeat ; edge P9.

31st Row, P9 edge—P2, B3, P, repeat ; edge P9-

32nd Row, P9 edge—B, P3, B2, repeat ; edge P9.

33rd Row, P9 edge—P3, B3, repeat; edge P9-

34th Row, P9 edge—P3, B3, repeat
;

edge P9.

35th Row, P9 edge—P2, B3, P, repeat ; edge P9.

36th Row, P9 edge—B, P3, B2, repeat ; edge P9,

37th Row, P9 edge—P, B3, P2, repeat ; edge P9-

38th Row, P9 edge—B2, P3, B, repeat ; edge P9-

XCIX.— lG//i D'oyky.

19th Row, P9 edge—PS, B2, PS, B2, PS, B2, PS, B2, repeat; edge P9.

20th Row, P9 edge—PS, BS, PS, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, repeat ; edge P9.

21st Row, P9 edge—P2, B, P2, B2, P4, B2, P2, B, i
-epeat; edge P9-

22nd Row, P9 edge—P, B2, P2, B4, PS, BS, P, B2, repeat ; edge P9.
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23rd Row, P9 edge--P4, B2, P6, B2, P2, repeat; edge P9.

24th Row, P9 edge--B2, P2, B6, P2, B4, repeat

;

edge P9.

25th Row, P9 edge-—PS, B2, P2, B, P2, B, P2, B2, P, repeat

;

edge P9.

26th Row, P9 edge-—B, P2, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P2, B3, repeat

;

edge P9-

Repeat from 19th row, &c.

C.

—

17 27* D'oyley.

Cast on for this 84 stitches.

19th Row, P9 edge--P6, B6, repeat; end with P6

;

edge P9.

20th Row, P9 edge-—B6, P6, repeat ; end with B6 ; edge P9.

Eepeat 19th and 20th rows 2 more times.

25th Row, P9 edge—B6, P6, repeat ; end with B6 ; edge P9.

26th Row, P9 edge—P6, B6, repeat ; end with P6 ; edge P9.

Repeat 25th and 26th rows 2 more times ; then recommence from first row.

Cl.—1827* Doylcy.

19th Row, P9 edge—B3, P, repeat ; edge P9.

20th Row, P9 edge—B, P3, repeat ; edge P9.
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21st Eow, P9 edge—P, B2, P, repeat ; edge P9.

22nd Eow, P9 edge—B2, P, B, repeat ; edge P9.

Eepeat from 19th row, &c.

CII.—19th Doyley.

19th Eow, P9 edge—P2, B2, repeat; edge P9.

20th Eow, P9 edge—B2, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

21st Eow, P9 edge—B2, P2, repeat ; edge P9.

22nd Eow, P9 edge—P2, B2, repeat ; edge P9,

Eepeat from 19th row, &c.

CIII 20ft Doyley.

Cast on 74 stitches.

19th Eow, P9 edge—B8, P8, B8, P8, B8, P8, B8 ; edge P9.

20th Eow, P9 edge—P8, B8, P8, B8, P8, B8, P8 ; edge P9.

Eepeat 19th and 20th rows once more.
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23rd Row, P9 edge—B4, P8, B8, P8, B8, P8, B8, P8;

Repeat 23rd row three more times.

27th Row, P9 edge—P8, B8, P8, B8, P8, B8, P8

;

28th Row, P9 edge—B8, P8, B8, P8, B8, P8, B8

;

Repeat 27th and 28th rows once more.

31st Row, P9 edge—P 4, B8, P8, B8, P8, B8, P8, B4

;

Repeat 31st row three more times.

Repeat from 19th row, &c.

193

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

edge P9.

CXV FRINGE FOR TRIMMING D’OYLEYS, &o. &c.

This Fringe has an open head, and the cut fringe part is put in with plain stitches,

as receipt will explain. The cotton fringe part is cut into pieces of about 8 inches

long. Two wires of No. 20, and Dutch cotton of No. 12, are required for knitting

the

&
open or head part, and cotton of No. 8 for the cut part.

^
VOL. II.
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Oast on 7 stitches.

1st Row, S, P
;
pass the thread you are knitting with to the front, and *0 r -

pass the thread to the back, not over the wire, but underneath it
; double

one of the pieces of cut cotton
; hang the loop part of it on to the right

hand wire, close to last stitch
; knit P2

; then pass the ends of cut piece
to the front, between the wires, and leave them there; then knit the
last stitch.

2nd Row, S, P; work the next stitch, taking the loop that was hung on the wire
aong with it, (in the same way as you would work a common T-)
this is to fix it firmly in ; bring the thread you are knitting with to the
iont and knit 0, T, as before; pass the thread to the back, as before
and P2. ’

All the Fringe is knit as these 1st and 2nd rows.

T
*

,

Th
i
S-° is W0

.^
ed by brinSin& the thread in front of the wire before1 ; by this you will perceive there is a long loop over the wire.

commencing, then work the
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CV DOUBLE ROSE LEAF, FOR SHAWLS, SCARFS, PURSES, &c. &c.

WORKED WITH TWO WIRES.

Cast on 19 stitches for each pattern.

1st Row, P, B2, P, 0, P, Ts, B, T, P, B, P, Ts, B, T, P, O.

2nd Row, B3, P, B2, P, B2, P, B4, P2, B.

3rd Row, P, B2, P, O, P, O, Ts, B, T, B, Ts, B, T, 0, ,

4th Row, B4, P, B, P, B, P, B5, P2, B.

5th Roy/, P, B2, P, 0, P3, 0, A, B, A, 0, P3, 0.

6th Row, B6, P, B7, P2, B.

7th Row, P, B2, P, 0, P5, 0, A, 0, P5, 0.

8th Row, B16, P2, B.

CVI. VERY PRETTY OYAL-SHAPED LOZENGE PATTERN, FOR TWO WIRES,

THE FIRST ROW OF LOZENGES LYING ONE WAY, THE REST CONTRARY.

Cast on 6 stitches for each pattern, and two stitches for first edge, and three tor

the other.
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1st Row, P2 edge--o, T, p, T, o, p, repeat

;

edge P3.

2nd Row, B2 edge—-B3,0 > V ,
o, repeat

;

edge B3.

3rd Row, P4 edge--o, T, P49 repeat

;

edge P.

4th Row, B3 edge—-B, X> 0 ,
B, x> 0, repeat

;

edge B2.

5th Row, P3 edge—-o, T, p, o, T, p, repeat

;

edge P2.

6th Row, B2, T, 0 edge

—

-B, X> o, B, X, 0, repeat

;

edge B.

7th Row, P2 edge--o, T, P4
9

repeat

;

edge P3.

8th Row, B2 edge—-B, o, X> B, x> o, repeat

;

edge B3.

9th Row, P4 edge--o, A, o, P3, repeat

;

edge P.

10th Row, B edge—-B4-,c X 9 repeat

;

edge B4.

11th Row, P3 edge--T, o, P, T, 0
,
P, repeat

;

edge P2.

12th Row, B3 edge—-B, 0
, X> B, 0

, X> repeat

;

edge B2.

13th Row, P edge--T, 0 ,
P, T, 0

,
P, repeat

;

edge P4.

14th Row, B5 edge—-B4,0 > X 9
repeat

;
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CVII SORT OF ROUND SPIDER NET FOR TWO WIRES.

Oast on 6 stitches for each pattern, and three stitches for one edge, and two for

the other.

1st Eow, P3 edge—T, 0, P, 0, T, P, repeat

;

- edge P2.

2nd Row, B2, x edge—0, B3, 0, y,* repeat

;

- edge B2-

3rd Row, P3 edge—0, T, P, T, 0, P, repeat

;

- edge P2.

4th Row, B2 edge—B, 0, x, B, j,, 0, repeat

;

- edge B3-

5th Row, P3 edge—0, T, P, T, 0, P, repeat

;

- edge P2.

6th Row, B edge—B3, 0, y, 0, repeat

;

- edge B4-

7th Row, P3 edge—T, 0, P, 0, T, P, repeat

;

- edge P2.

8th Row, B2 edge—B, x, 0, B, 0, x, repeat

;

- edge B3.

* Observe at the end of this row, the y must only be T in repeating the pattern for the last time.
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CVIII. -VERY PRETTY SORT OF SHELL, WITH OPEN HEM UP THE SIDE,

FOR TWO WIRES.

1st Row,

2nd Row,

3rd Row,

4th Row,

5th Row,

6th Row,

7th Row,

8th Row,

9th Row,

10th Row,

11th Row,

12th Row,

PS, 0, T, P, T, P4, 05—P4, T, P3, O, T, P.

B3, 0, x, B, x—B4—P, B, P, B4—x, B3, 0, x> B.

P3, 0, T—P12—T, PS, 0, T, P.

B3, 0, x—B16—0, x, B.

P3, 0, T, P4, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P5, 0, T, P.

B3, 0, x, B, x—B15—x, B4, 0, x ,
B.

P3, 0, T, P, T—P14—T, P3, 0, T, P.

B3, 0, x, B, x—B12_x, B3, 0, x, B.

P3, 0, T, P, T—P10—T, P3, 0, T, P.

*B3, 0, x—B16—0, x, B.

*P3, 0, T—PI 6—0, T, P.

*B3, 0, x—B16-0, x, B-

* Work tke three last rows with double cotton.
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CIX.—SHADED FICHU, OF A TRIANGULAR SHAFE.

This Fichu is worked in twelve shades of green and twelve of pink, commencing

with the darkest shade of green, and working two rows of each shade up to the light-

est ; then from the lightest pink to the darkest, and again from the darkest pink to

the lightest. The pink shades are double the breadth of the green. Work as fol-

lowing receipt, until the Fichu is about three half-quarters of a yard long, then work

one plain row, and cast it off.

At the end of every second row, cut off the thread, but leave about one-eighth of

a yard in length ; then tie on the following shade, leaving about the same ; tie them

close up to the last stitch knit, as they are left to be knotted afterwards. When
the Fichu is finished, attach pieces of wool to correspond with this, on the cast-off

side ; then knot it as described in the Shetland Shawl Fringe.

One hank of each of the greens, and two of the pinks are required, and two pins

of No. 12.

Cast on 3 stitches with the 1st, or darkest shade of green.
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1st Row, Sa, P2.

2nd Row, *0, P3.

3rd Row, Sj, P3.

4th Row, 0, P4.

2nd Shade.

5th Row, Sh, P4.

6th Row, 0, P5.

3rd Shade.

4th Shade.
7th Eow, Sj, P edge—0, S, T ;

8th Row, 0, P edge—0, S, T

;

5 th Shade..

9th Row, Sh, P edge—0, S, T ;

10th Row, 0, P2 edge— 0, S, T
;

edge P.

edge P2.

edge P2.

edge P2.

stitches^consTa Tv V bringin* the W°o1 bef°re the Pin Previous *> fitting the plain

st whichformsa stitchinthe *
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6th Shade.

11th Eow, Sa, P edge—0, S, T ;

e^t>e

12tli Eow, O, P3 edge—0, S, T ;
e

r
lth Shade.

13th Eow, Sa, P edge-0, S, T; repeat to end, all but edge P2.

14th Eow, 0, P edge-0, S, T ;
repeat to end, all but edge P2.

8th Shade.

15th Eow, Sa, P edge-0, S, T ;
repeat to end, all but edge P2.

1 6th Eow, 0, P2 edge—0, S, T ;
repeat to end, all but edge P2.

9th Shade.

17th Eow, Sa, P edge, 0, S, T ;
repeat to end, all but edge P3.

18th Eow, 0, P3 edge, 0, S, T ;
repeat to end, all but edge P3.

10th Shade.

19th Eow, Sa, P edge, 0, S, T ;
repeat to end, all but edge P.

20th Eow, 0, P edge, 0, S, T ;
repeat to end, all but edge P2.
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11 th Shade.

21st Row, Sa, P edge, 0, S, T ; repeat to end, all but edge P2.

22nd Row, 0, P2 edge, 0, S, T ; repeat to end, all but edge P2.

12th Shade.

23rd Row, Sa, P edge, 0, S, T ; repeat to end, all but edge P3.

24th Row, 0, PS edge, 0, S, T ; repeat to end, all but edge P2.

This finishes the green shades : and as the last is the lightest, you conse-

quently begin with the lightest pink ; then 2 rows of the second shade

;

then 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th; then 11th,

10th, 9th, 8th, 7th, 6th, 5th, 4th, 3rd, 2nd, 1st.

Is#, or lightest Pink.

25th Row, P2 edge, 0, S, T ; repeat to end, all but edge P.

26th Row, 0, P edge, 0, S, T ; repeat to end, all but edge P2.

2nd Pink.

27th Row, Sa, P edge, 0, S, T ; repeat to end, all but edge P2.

28th Row, 0, P2 edge, 0, S, T ; repeat to end, all but edge P2.
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e>rd Shade.

29th Row, S, P edge, 0, S, T ; repeat to end, all but edge P3.

30th Row, 0, P3 edge, 0, S, T ;
repeat to end, all but edge P2.

Work the 4th shade as 25th and 26th rows ; 5th as 27th and 28th rows ;
6th as

29th and 30th rows ;
7th shade as 25th and 26th rows ; 8th shade as 27th and 28th

rows ; 9th as 29th and 30th rows ;
10th as 25th and 26th rows ;

11th as 27th and

28th rows ; 12th as 29th and 30th rows ;
11th as 25th and 26th rows ;

10th as

27th and 28th rows ; 9th as 29th and 30th rows ; 8tli as 25th and 26th rows ;
7th

as 27th and 28th rows; 6th as 29th and 30th rows; 5th as 25th and 26th rows;

4th as 27th and 28th rows ; 3rd as 29th and 30th rows ; 2nd as 25th and 26th-rows

;

1st as 27th and 28th rows ; this finishes the pink. Commence again with 1st or dark-

est shade of green, as 29th and 30th rows ; 2nd as 25th and 26th rows ; 3rd as 27th

and 28th rows ;
4th as 29th and 30th rows ; 5th as 25th and 26th rows ;

6th as

27th and 28th rows ; 7th as 29th and 30th rows ; 8th as 25th and 26th rows ;
9th

as 27th and 28th rows ;
10th as 29th and 30th rows ; 11th as 25th and 26tli rows ;
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12th as 27th and 28th rows. Again with pink, commencing at the first shade, as

29th and 30th rows ; and so on in succession.

This makes a very beautiful Shawl, if worked large enough.

CX—WARM KNIT CUFFS, FOR WEARING ABOVE THE GOWN SLEEVES.

These are knit all on two wires ; suppose nine shades of grey, as much of the

shade of Chinchilla fur as possible, beginning with black and coming up to a light

grey. They are made up in the following way.—After being cast off, sew the two

sides together, the sides being much shorter than the cast-on and cast-off rows

;

having sewn this up, fold the knitting so that the seam comes in the centre of the

knitting on the one side, which will be the wrong side of the Cuff, the right side having

no seam. By this means the Cuff is now double ; then sew up the cast-off and cast-

on rows together. You will perceive by this, there are, as it were, four edges, the

work having been doubled before ; sew them all up together. By this the light

shades fall in the centre. Work as the following receipt.
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Cast on 77 stitches with double Berlin wool. Two pins of No. 9, and one and a

half ounces of wool are required.

l.s/, or Darkest Shade.

1st Bow, plain.

2nd Bow, T, 0, to end of row, edge P.

3rd Bow, plain.

4th Bow, plain.

5th Bow, plain.

Tie on 2nd shade ; then

6th Bow, P edge, 0, T, to end of row.

7th Bow, plain.

8th Bow, plain.

3rd shade as 1st shade, 4th as 2nd shade, 5th as 1st shade,
6th as 2nd shade 7t i

as 1st shade, 8th as 2nd shade, 9th as 1st shade, 8th as 2nd shade
,
7th as 1st shade

6th as 2nd shade, 5th as 1st shade, 4th as 2nd shade, 3rd as 1st shade, 2nd as 2n

shade.
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CXI A MUFF OF THE SAME KIND.

Worked in seven shades of grey, getting up to very light. Two pins of No. 9,

and three ounces of wool are required.

Cast on 97 stitches with double wool.

1 st, or Darkest Shade.

1st Eow, plain.

2nd Eow, T, 0 ; edge P.

3rd Eow, plain.

4th Eow, plain.

Second Shade.

5th Eow, plain.

6th Eow, P edge, 0, T ; repeat.

7th Eow, plain.

8th Eow, plain.

Eepeat from 1st row with third shade and fourth shade, as 5th and following

rows ; and so on in succession, as follows.

—
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3rd shade as 1st shade, 4th as 2nd shade, 5th as 1st shade, 6th as 2nd shade,

7th as 1st shade, 6th as 2nd shade, 5th as 1st shade, 4th as 2nd shade, 3rd as 1st

shade, 2nd as 2nd shade, 1 st as 1st or darkest shade, 2nd as 2nd shade, 3rd as 1st shade,

4th as 2nd shade, 5th as 1st shade, 6th as 2nd shade, 7tli as 1st shade, 6th as 2nd

shade, 5th as 1st shade, 4th as 2nd shade, 3rd as 1st shade, 2nd as 2nd shade

;

finish with the 1st or darkest. Oast it off. Seam or join the two sides, not the

cast-off or cast-on rows, but the short sides ;
the seam must be put to the back part

of the Muff ;
line it with wadding, and make it up like any other Muff.

CXII A SORT OF MALTESE CROSS, OPEN PATTERN.

WORKED WITH FOUR WIRES.

1st Round, P10, 0, T, P14.

2nd Round, PS, 0, T, P, T, 0, P13.

3rd Round, P9, 0, A, 0, P14.

4th Round, P6, 0, T, P5, T, 0, Pll.

5th Round, P7, 0, T, P3, T, 0, P12.

6th Round, P4, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P9.
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7th Round, P5, O, T, P2, 0, A, 0, P2, T, 0, P10.

8th Round, P2, 0, T, P2, 0, T, Po, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P7.

9th Round, P.3, 0, T, P2, 0, T, PS, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P8.

10th Round, P2, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P5, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P7.

11th Round, P, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P2, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P7.

12th Round, P4, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P9.

13th Round, PS, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P8.

14th Round, P6, T, 0, Po, 0, T, Pll.

1 5th Round, P5, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P10.

16th Round, P8, T, 0, P, 0, T, PI 3.

Then 5 plain rounds. Repeat from 1st round.

CXIII A WAVE, NOT RUNNING UP, BUT ALONG THE WORK.
WORKED WITH FOUR WIRES.

Cast on two stitches for each pattern, and one odd stitch at the end. This odd

stitch is to make the pattern come in properly, and is worked with the 0 at the

beginning of the next round.
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1st Bound, 0, Ts ;
repeat all round-*

2nd Bound, 0, Ts ;
repeat all round.*

3rd Bound, 0, Ts ;
repeat all round*

4th Bound, 0, Ts ;
repeat all round*

5th Bound, 0, Ts ;
repeat all round,f

6th Bound, 0, T ;
repeat all round.

7th Bound, 0, T ;
repeat all round.

8th Bound, 0, T ; repeat all round.

9th Bound, 0, T ;
repeat all round.

, ,

10th Bound, 0, T ;
repeat until you are at the two last loops of this roun ,

not work them, hut lift the first loop off from the following wire on to the

wire you have the two loops on, then work them thus, 0, A. Bepeat

from 1st round.

* At the end of the round you have the odd stitch, lift it on to the following wire before commencing

th

f A?the
U
end of the 5th round, work the odd stitch plain, and leave it there, as it makes the pattern

work properly in on the 7th. 0

yol, it.
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CXIV.—WAVE, BROADER THAN THE ONE BEFORE.

WORKED WITH FOUR WIRES.

Cast on 4 stitches for each pattern, and 3 for the last one, as it is required to make
it work in properly.

1st Round, 0, Ts, P2; repeat all round.*

2nd Round, 0, Ts, P2 ; repeat all round.*

3rd Round, 0, Ts, P2 ; repeat all round.*

4th Round, 0, Ts, P2 ; repeat all round.*

5th Round, 0, Ts, P2 ; repeat all round f
6th Round, 0, P2, T. At the end of this row you will be deficient two stitches to

* At the end of the round you are deficient a stitch ; take it from off the following wire, then work
as the next round in the receipt.

+ At the end of the 5th round you will be deficient a stitch • do not take it from off the following

wire, but work the 6th.

f Before commencing the 6th round, lift up a stitch on to the point of the first wire of that round, as

it is required to work the first T with
;
then .commence and work as 6th round.
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work the T ;
just pick up one stitch from the row below and work it,—which

must count for a T,—then work as the 7th round.

7th Round, 0, P2, T.

8th Round, 0, P2, T.

9th Round, 0, P2, T. „ i

10th Round, O, P2, T. At the end of the 10th round, instead of O, P2, 1, woric

0, T, T ; then repeat from 1st round-

CXV SORT OF SPIDER NET.

FOR 2 OR 4 WIRES, AND VERY SIMPLE.

1st Round, 0, A, 0, PS.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, P3, 0, A, 0.

4th Round, plain.
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CXVI PARISIAN KNIT SHOE.

VERY BEAUTIFUL AND VERY SIMPLE, WITH OPEN STOCKING IN WHITE, AND SHOE IN COLOUR.

This shoe is equally suitable for boys or girls. It is knit on 2 wires, of No, 16,

and sewn up after, as described at the end of the receipt.

Cast on with colour 30 stitches.

1st Row, plain.

2nd Row, S, P27, M, P2.

3rd Row, S, P28, M, P2 ; repeat as 3rd row 18 more times, always making a

stitch on every row, before the last 2 loops on the end of the wire.

Having worked the 18 additional rows, you will have, in all, 50 stitches on your

wire ; then work as follows :

—

22nd Row, S edge—plain row, and 4 more rows.

27th Row, S edge—P15 ; now tie on the white, and work the remainder of the row

with it ; there should be, of white, 34 stitches in all.

28th Row, S edge—P33, with white; then colour—PI 6.
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29th Row, S edge—P15, with colour ; then white, T, 0, P, B ; repot T, 0, P, B,

to end of row—edge P2,
+ t O P V, to end of white ;

30th Row, S edge, P-T, 0, P, B, with white ;
repent T, 0, P, B,

then with colour—PI 6.

Repeat as 29th and 30th rows 3 more times.

37th Row, S edge—PI 5, colour ;
then with white, T, 0, P, B, T, , , . ’ ’

P, B ;
still with white P22 ^^pgipQpg. then with

38th Row, S, P edge—P20 ;
then T, 0, P, B, T, 0, P, B, 1, U, r,

colour PI 6. mrvTJTS'T'nPR T
on + v.

-D ow s P15—with colour ;
then with white, T, O, ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’

,
b, i

p
l

b _ iift^ remaining 22 loops on to a piece of thread, until the

other side m worked.

R with white ;
then with colour—PI 6.

40th Row, T, 0, P, B, 1,0, P, d, i, u, r, n>,
' toPBTOPB,

41st Row, S edge—PI 5, with colour; then with white, T, O, P, B, 1, U, i
, ,

42nd Row, T^pf^T, 0, P, B, T,0,P,B, with white; then with colour-Pl 6,
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Eepeat as 41st and 42nd rows 4 more times.

51st Eow, S edge—P15, colour ; then with white, T, 0, P, B, T, 0, P, B, T, 0,

P, B ; then cast on 22 loops for the other side of ancle.

52nd Eow, S, P edge—P20, with white ; still with white, T, 0, P, B, T, 0, P,

B, T, 0, P, B ; then with colour—edge PI 6.

53rd Eow, S, P15—with colour ; then with white, T, 0, P, B ; repeat to end of

white—P2.

54th Eow, S, P edge—T, 0, P, B ; repeat to end of white ; then colour—PI 6.

Eepeat as 53rd and 54th rows 3 more times.

61st Eow, S edge—P15, colour; then white—P34.

62nd Eow, S, P edge—P32, with white ; then colour—edge PI 6.

63rd Eow, S, P49—with colour, and 5 more rows.

69th Eow, S, P, Ts, P46.

70th Eow, S, P, T, P45 ; repeat as this row 18 more times, always taking in a

stitch at the commencement of the wire, as the 69th and 70th rows are

described, until you have reduced the number of stitches to 30 ; then
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cast it off ; but do not cut off the wool. If you have worked properly,

the cast-off row will be on the right side, consequently, the thread is

now at the heel. Pick up the 11 slipped edge stitches at the slanting

side of the heel, and you have one of the cast-off stitches on the wire,

so work off the 11 slanting ones plain ; this is for a small gusset. Y ou

have 12 stitches ; work as follows :

—

1st Row, S, T, P9. 6th Row, S, T, P4
2nd Row, S, T, P8. 7th Row, S, T, PS.

3rd Row, S, T, P7. 8th Row, S, T, P2.

4th Row, S, T, P6. 9th Row, S, T, P.

5th Row, S, T, P5. 10th Row, S, T.

Lift the one over the other, as a cast-off, which finishes the gusset ; leave as

much of the wool as will join the shoe when it is all worked, for joins in the thread

look ill. There is another gusset worked on the slanting part of the toe, but it is

worked on the opposite side of the foot to the heel one. Work it as follows :—Pick

up the 11 slanting stitches and one of the cast-off stitches, making in all 12
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stitches ; tie on the wool at the side of the cast-off loop just picked up ; then work

as follows :

—

1st Row, S, T, P9.

2nd Row, S, P10.

3rd Row, S, T, P8.

4th Row, S, P9.

5th Row, S, T, P7.

6th Row, S, P8.

7th Row, S, T, P6.

8th Row, S, P7.

9th Row, S, T, P5.

10th Row, S, P6.

11th Row, S, T, P4.

12th Row, S, P5.

13th Row, S, T, P3.

14th Row, S, P4.

15th Row, S, T, P2.

16th Row, S, P3.

17th Row, S, T, P.

18th Row, S, P2.

19th Row, S, T ; lift the one

over the other ; as a cast off.

Now pick up all the stitches round the ancle, 22 for each side, and 12 loops

on the centre of forefoot part ; then tie on the white wool at the end of the side

where you cast-on the 22 loops ; and work as follows :

—
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1st Eow, S, P55.

2nd Row, S, P55.

3rd Row, S, P55.

4th Row, S, P55.

5th Row, S, P edge—0, T, P ; repeat to end—edge P2.

6th Row, S, plain.

7th Row, S, plain.

8th Row, S, plain.

9th Row, S, plain.

10th Row, S, plain.

11th Row, S, P edge—T, 0, P, B ; repeat T, 0, P, B, to end—edge P2.

Repeat as 11th row 15 more times. Then finish with 12 rows as follows :

—

S, P3 edge—B3, P3 ; repeat to end—edge B4.

S, P3 edge—B3, P3 ; repeat to end—edge B4.

Every row is the same ; then cast off.

Join it up on the wrong side, by sewing the white part together, until you come to
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the coloured part of heel ; thread the coloured piece that was left at the heel gusset

;

run it up very neatly to the top of the heel, which is only a few rows above the

gusset, then join the plain ridges of colour, which will be about three ; now take the

side of the gusset which is next to the part you are sewing, and sew it to the half of

the slanting side of heel ; then take the other side of the gusset, and sew it to the

other half of the said slanting part of heel. (You will observe, by this, that the

slanting side of the heel that has no gusset worked on it is divided ; and one side of

the gusset is sewn on the top half, and the other side of gusset is sewn on to the

other.—It is almost impossible, without you have the boot worked before you, to

understand this description.) Then join the sole parts quite even together ; then

take that part of the toe gusset which runs even with the sole of the boot, and sew

it to the slanting side of the toe part, which exactly fits it ; having done this, draw up

the forefoot, or toe part, and sew it to the side of the gusset, which now runs between

the two sides of the shoe ; keep the full part of forefoot rather to the sides than the

middle, as it makes the toe more square.
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CXVI TAMBOUR DICED BAG, IN DIAMONDS OF BLUE AND BLACK.

This Bag is worked with union cord, or a very coarse purse twist, generally

called “ extra coarse,” (of which three skeins of black and three of blue, ate re-

quired), and a steel hook, or a very small ivory one. Oast on three chain stitches,

(in black)
;
join them to form the round ; this is the bottom of the Bag. Then work

the double tambour stitch, carrying on the blue thread ; at the same time letting

out on every other stitch, until you have 72 stitches ; this forms 9 diamonds round

the Bag, of 13 stitches in breadth and 13 rows in height, as working receipt will

show. When any change of colour is marked in the receipt, let the finishing loop

of the preceding stitch be the same, in order that the stitches may come in evenly.

This must be particularly observed.

Now commence inserting the colour.

1st Round, 1 blue, 7 black, repeat all round.

2nd Round, increase with blue on the last black stitch, then 2 plain blue ; the first

* Increase here, is to work one more stitch on the last stitch or loop just worked.

I .
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of the 2 plain stitches is exactly above the blue stitch in the former

round ; then 6 black, repeat all round.

3rd Round, increase as before, and 4 plain ; then 5 black, repeat all round.

4th Round, increase as before, and 6 plain; then 4 black, repeat all round.

5th Round, increase as before, and 8 plain ; then 3 black, repeat all round.

6th Round, increase as before, and 10 plain ; then 2 black, repeat all round.

7th Round, increase as before, and 12 plain; then 1 black, repeat all round.

This finishes the increasing of the Bag, and is the half of the blue diamond,

therefore you must now add to the black stitches, and diminish the blue, the last

you worked being the black. Work as following receipt ;

—

8th Round, 12 blue, 3 black, after this, during all the round, work only 11 blue

and 3 black.

9th Round, 10 blue, 5 black, after this, during all the round, work only 9 blue and

5 black.

10th Round, 8 blue, 7 black, after this, during all the round, work only 7 blue and

7 black.
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1 1th Round, 6 blue, 9 black, after this, during all the round, work only 5 blue and

9 black.

12th Round, 4 blue, 11 black, after this, during all the round, work only 3 blue and

11 black.

13th Round, 2 blue, 13 black, after this, during all the round, work only 1 blue and

13 black.

End this round with 1 blue, which is the centre stitch or finishing of the blue

diamond.

14th Round, 12 black, 3 blue, after this, during all the round, work only 11 black

and 3 blue.

15th Round, 10 black, 5 blue, after this, during all the round, work only 9 black

and 5 blue.

16th Round, 8 black, 7 blue, after this, during all the round, work only 7 black

and 7 blue.

17th Round, 6 black, 9 blue, after this, during all the round, work only 5 black

and 9 blue.
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18th Round, 4 black, 11 blue, after this, during all the round, work only 8 black

and 11 blue.

19th Round, 2 black, 13 blue, after this, during all the round, work only 1 black

and 1 3 blue. Finish this round with 1 black, which terminates the

black diamond ; repeat from 8th Round, until the bag is large enough.

If wished, this receipt will do for a purse, worked with third sized purse silk ;

seven diamonds only being required for a purse. It also does for Gentlemen’s Night-

Gaps, worked in No. 6 cotton, and the same size of ingrained cotton, called turkey

red, and a large hook.

CXVII—TAMBOURED ROUND HASSOCK.

The centre is a star of 9 points, finished at the edge with a narrow Vandyke border

of the same colour the star is worked in. This border is to finish the top part of

the Hassock, after which the Hassock is never let out, as the border for side is con-

tinued and worked all on the same loops. It may be worked to any depth, with a

small pattern in the centre of it, of the same colour as the star- The wool used for

tambouring is 9 ply black for ground, and carmine for star part. Work with an
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ivory hook. The stitch it is worked in is the “ Double Tambour,” described in

page 194 of Yol. I. of “ The Lady’s Assistant.”

Cast on 3 stitches of chain-stitch, (with black); join them to form the round ; then

commence the double tambour stitch, by working one plain stitch ; on the next stitch

increase. So repeat all round. Continue working in this way till you have 27 loops,

including the loop on the needle, then continue as following working receipt.

1st Round, 1 plain stitch with colour, 2 plain black.

2nd Round, increase with colour on coloured stitch of former round ; 2 plain

black ; repeat all round.

3rd Round, increase with colour on first coloured stitch of former round ; 1 plain

coloured, 2 plain black ; repeat all round.

4th Round, increase with colour on first coloured stitch of former round, 2 plain

coloured, 2 plain black ; repeat all round.

Continue as these four rounds, always increasing on the first stitch of the colour,

until you have 11 coloured stitches for each point, and 2 black stitches between each

* To increase is to work 2 stitches on the same loop.
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point. You must then diminish the number of stitches of the colour to form the

points ; consequently, add to the black stitches, two between each of the points

during every row, until you have only one stitch of colour, as the following four

rounds will exemplify.

1 2th Round, 10 coloured ; increase with black, and 2 plain stitches ; repeat all round.

13th Round, 9 coloured ; increase with black, and 4 plain stitches ; repeat allround.

14th Round, 8 coloured ; increase with black, and 6 plain stitches ; repeat all round.

1 5th Round, 7 coloured ; increase with black, and 8 plain stitches ; repeat all round.

Continue as the above four rounds, always increasing on the black, and diminish-

ing the colour, until you have only one coloured stitch ; then work two plain rounds

in black, always letting out as before. Next round, work one stitch with colour,

and 3 black ; repeat all round, still letting out as before. Next round, 3 coloured

stitches exactly above the last coloured stitch, and one black ; in this row do not let

out, but let out as before in next row. It is all colour ; this coloured row finishes

the top of the Hassock. Still continue working with black for the band part, but
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never increase ; it may be all worked in black, or a small pattern of colour in the

centre of it, as following receipt will explain.

7 Rounds all black.

Sth Round, one coloured stitch, and 3 black stitches ; repeat all round ; work only

two black stitches at end of round.

9th Round, 3 coloured stitches exactly above the coloured stitch of former round,

then one black stitch ; repeat all round.

10th Round, all coloured.

11th Round, 3 coloured stitches, and one black stitch; repeat all round; work two

black at end of row,

12th Round, one coloured stitch, exactly in centre of these last coloured stitches of

former round, then 3 black ; repeat all round.

13th Round, black, and six more rounds, which finishes Hassock. It may then bo

made up as any other Hassock.

This receipt may also be worked for a bag, purse, or pen-wiper. If for a bag,

work with the coarse purse twist ; if for a purse, the second size- Of course the

VOL. II. P
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band part must be omitted. It also does for a round table-cover, by extending the

star for several rounds more than in this receipt, before diminishing the points.

If more points than nine are wished, add three more stitches for each point you may
require, before commencing the first round.

CXVIII.—VERY BEAUTIFUL BAREGE TRIANGULAR KNIT FICHU FOR THE NECK.

It is composed of the open leaf pattern, (same as 148th receipt of Vol. I.) and

an open border of a Vandyke of spider net. This border is very pretty, and appro-

priate for shawls, scarfs, bed-covers, &c.

This receipt may be worked for a shawl, by continuing the centre, or leaf pattern,

to whatever size you may wish ; but, by so doing, you must reckon for the proper

number of stitches that are required to make the border work in properly. Two
hanks of very fine twisted wool, or two-plies Lady Betty are required, and two

ivory pins of No. 7. This Fichu, if wished, may be lined with pale blue coloured

satin, or any other colour that is preferred. The principle on which this neck-
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kerchief is formed, is by casting on at the neck part, then letting out one stitch at

the edge ; then two exactly at the centre of the back part ; then again at the other

edge : by this, there are four extra stitches in each front row ; then a back, or plain

row, as will be seen by working the following receipt. When worked, wash and

dress it, according to the directions given at the end of the receipt for the Shetland

Knit Shawl, in page 118 of this Volume.

The border may be worked in coloured English embroidery wool, in shades of

scarlet, commencing with dark, and going to the light, and from the light receding

to the dark, say about 12 shades.

Cast on 81 stitches.

1st Row, S edge, plain, and 5 more rows.

7th Row, S, PS, 0, T edge—then 0, T ; repeat to centre stitch. Work it thus,

O, P, 0, then T, 0 ; repeat to end—edge T, 0, P4.

8th Row, S edge—P82.

9th Row, S, P3, 0, edge—plain to centre stitch ; 0, P, 0 ; then plain to end

—

edge O, P4.
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10th Row, S edge—P86.

11th Row, S, P3, 0, edge—plain to centre stitch; 0, P, 0; then plain to end

—

edge 0, P4.

12th Row, S edge—P90.

13th Row, S, P3, 0, P8 edge—fO, P3, T, T, P3, 0, P ;
repeat 2 more times

from mark thus -j- ; centre, 0, P, 0 ; then J P, 0, P3, T, T, P3, 0 ;

repeat 2 more times from mark thus %—edge, P8, 0, P4,

14th Row, S edge—P94.

15th Row, S, P3, 0, P3, T, P2, 0, P3 edge—fO, P2, T, T, P2, 0, P3 ; repeat

from mark thus
-f-
2 more times; centre, 0, P, 0 ;

jP3, 0, P2, T, T,

P2, 0 ; repeat from mark thus j 2 more times—edge P3, 0, P2, T,

P3, 0, P4.

16th Row, S edge—P98.

17th Row, S, P3, 0, P4, T, P, 0, P5 edge—+ 0, P, T, T, P, 0, P5 ; repeat from

mark thus + 2 more times ; centre, 0, P, 0 ; + P5, 0, P, T, T, P, 0

;

repeat from mark thus J 2 more times—edge P5, 0, P, T, P4, 0, P4.
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]8th Row, S edge—Pi 02.

19th Row, S, P3, 0, P5, T, 0, P7 edge—+0, T, T, O, P7 ; repeat from mark

thus f 2 more times ; centre, 0, P, 0 ; J P7, 0, T. T, 0 ; repeat from

mark thus + 2 more times—edge P7, 0, T, P5, 0, Pd.

20th Row, S edge—PI 06.

21st Row, S, P3, 0, P5, 0, T, 0, P4, T, P3 edge—+0, T, 0, P4, T, P3; repeat

from mark thus t 2 more times ; centre, O, P, 0 ; $ P3, T, P4, 0, T,

0 ; repeat from mark thus f 2 more times—edge P3, T, P4, 0, T, 0,

P5, 0, Pd.

22nd Row, S edge—PI 10.

23rd Row, S, P3, 0, P7 edge—1 0, P, 0, P3, T, T, P3 ; repeat from mark thus t

8 more times ; centre, 0, P, 0
; $ P3, T, T, P3, 0, P, 0 ;

repeat from

mark thus J 8 more time—edge P7, 0, Pd.

24th Row, S edge—PI Id.

25th Row, S, P3, 0, Pd, T, P2, 0, P edge—t P2, 0, P2, T, T, P2, 0, P ;
repeat

from mark thus + 3 more times ; centre, 0, P, 0 ; + P, 0, P2, T, T,
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26th Eow,

27th Eow,

28th Eow,

29th Eow,

30th Eow,

31st Eow,

P2, 0, P2
; repeat from mark thus % 3 more times—edge P O P2 T

P4, 0, P4.
’ ’ ’

S edge—PI 18.

S, P3, 0, P5, T, P, 0, P3 edge ; t P2, 0, P, T, T, P, 0, P3 ; repeat
from mark thus t 3 more times ; centre, 0, P, 0 ; t P3, 0, P, T, T,
P, 0, P2; repeat from mark thus J 3 more times—edge P3, 0, P T
P5, 0, P4.

S edge—PI 22.

S, P3, 0, P4, 0, T, T, 0, P5 edge—+ P2, 0, T, T, 0, P5 ; repeat
from mark thus t 3 more times ; centre, 0, P, 0 ; £ P5, 0, T, T, 0,
P2 ; repeat from mark thus + 3 more times—edge P5, 0, T, T, 0 P4
0, P4.

’ ’

S edge, P126.

S, P3, 0, P6, 0, T, 0, P3, T, P2 edge—t P2, 0, T, 0, P3, T, P2 ;

repeat from mark thus t 3 more times
; centre, 0, P, 0 ; t P2, T, P3,
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0, T, 0, P2 ; repeat from mark thus $ 3 more times—edge P2, T, P3,

0, T, 0, P6, 0, P4.

32nd Row, S edge, PI 30.

33rd Row, *S P3, 0, P8 edge—t 0, P, 0, P3, T, T, P3 ; repeat from mark thus t

2 more times; then work 0, P, 0, P3, T, P3 ; centre 0, P, 0 ; P3,

T, P3, 0, P, 0, X P3, T, T, P3, 0, P, 0 ; repeat from mark thus J 2

more times—edge P8, 0, P4.

34th Row, S edge, P136.

35th Row, S, P3, 0, P5, T, P2 edge—1 0, P3, O, P2, T, T, P2 ; repeat from

mark thus t 4 more times ; then 0, P, 0
; J P2, T, T, P2, 0, P3, 0

»

repeat from mark thus % 4 more times—edge P2, T, P5, 0, P4.

36th Row, S edge, P138.

37th Row, S, P3, 0, P6, T, P edge—+ 0, P5, 0, P, T, T, P ; repeat from mark

thus t 4 more times ; then work 0, P ; centre, 0, P, 0 ; then work P,

* In this row there are two more stitches than should be, hut that is unavoidable in bringing in the

pattern
; consequently, it must be taken in in the next open row.
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0 ; | P, T, T, P, 0, P.5, 0 ; repeat from mark thus j 4 more times

—

edge P, T, P6, 0, P4.

38th Row, S edge, PI42.

39th Row, S, P3, 0, P5, 0, T, T edge—1 0, P7, 0, T, T ; repeat from mark thus

1 4 more times ; then work 0, P3 ; centre, 0, P, 0 ; then work P3, 0 ;

+ T, T, 0, P 7, 0 ; repeat from mark thus } 4 more times ; edge T, T,

O, P5, O, P4.

40th Row, S edge, P146‘.

41st Row, S, P3, 0, P, T, P4, 0, T, edge—fO, P3, T, P4, 0, T; repeat from

mark thus
-f-

4 more times, then work 0, P5 ; centre, 0, P, 0 ; then

work P5, 0—j T, 0, P4, T, P3, 0 ; repeat from mark thus + 4 more

times—edge T, O, P4, T, P, 0, P4.

42nd Row, S edge—P150.

43rd Row, S, P3, 0, P, T, T, P3, 0, P, 0, edge—fP3, T, T, P3, 0, P, 0 ; re-

peat from mark thus -f
4 more times, then work P7 ; centre 0, P, 0 ;
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then work P7—JO, P, 0, P3, T, T, P3 ; repeat from mark thus +

4 more times—edge 0, P, 0, P3, T, T, P, 0, P4.

44th Row, S edge—PI 54.

45th Row, S, P3, 0, P3, T, P3, 0, P, 0, edge—tP3, T, T, P3, 0, P, 0 ; repeat

from mark thus
-J-

4 more times, then work P3, T, P4 ; centre 0, P
0 ; then work P4, T, P3—JO, P, 0, P3, T, T, P3 ; repeat from mark

thus J 4 more times—edge 0, P, 0, P3, T, P3, 0, P4.

46th Row, S edge—PI 58.

47th Row, S, P3, 0, P4, T, P2, edge—f0, P3, 0, P2, T, T, P2 ; repeat from

mark thus
-J-

5 more times, then work 0, P ; centre 0, P, 0 ; then

work P, 0—JP2, T, T, P2, 0, P3, 0 ; repeat from mark thus J 5

more times—edge P2, T, P4, 0, P4.

48th Row, S edge—PI 62.

49th Row, S, P3, 0, P5, T, P, 0, P5, 0, edge—fP, T, T, P, 0, P5, 0 ; repeat

from mark thus f 4 more times, then work P, T, T, P, 0, P3 ; centre
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0, P, 0 ; then work P3, 0, P, T, T, P—|0, P5, 0, P, T, T, P
; re-

peat from mark thus $ 4 more times—edge 0, Po, 0, P, T, Po, 0, P4.

50th Row, S edge—PI 66.

51st Row, S, P3, 0, P6, T, 0, P7, 0, T, T, edge—tO, P7, 0, T, T ; repeat from

mark thus + 4 more times, then work 0, P5 ; centre 0, P, 0 ; then

work P5, O—|T, T, 0, P7, 0 ; repeat from mark thus t 4 more times

—edge T, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P6, 0, P4.

52nd Row, S edge—PI 70.

53rd Row, S, P3, 0, P3, T, P, 0, T, 0, edge—tP3, T, P4, 0, T, 0 ; repeat from

mark thus + 5 more times ; then work P7 ; centre 0, P, 0 ; then work

P7—.{0, T, 0, P4, T, P3 ; repeat from mark thus \ 5 more times

—

edge 0, T, 0, P, T, P3, O, P4.

54th Row, S edge—P174.

55th Row, S, P3, 0, PS, T, P2, 0, P, 0, edge—tP3, T, T, P3, 0, P, 0 ; repeat

from mark thus + 5 more times, then work P3, T, P4 ; centre 0,
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P, 0 ; then work P4, T, PS—JO, P, 0, P3, T, T, P3 ; repeat from

mark thus } 5 more times—edge 0, P, 0, P2, T, P3, 0, P4.

56th Row, S edge—PI 78.

57th Row, S, P3, 0, P2, T, T, P2, edge—tO, P, 0, P3, T, T, P3 ; repeat from

mark thus t 5 more times, then work 0, P, 0, P3, T, P4, 0, P;
centre 0, P, 0 ; then work P, 0, P4, T, P3, 0, P, 0—JP3, T, T,

P3, O, P, 0 ; repeat from mark thus J 5 more times—edge P2, T, T,

P2, O, P4.

58th Row, S edge—PI 82.

5.9th Row, S, P3, 0, P3, T, T, 0, P3, 0, edge—-)-P2, T, T, P2, 0, P3, 0 ; repeat

from mark thus t 6 more times ; centre 0, P, 0—JO, P3, 0, P2, T, T,

P2 ; repeat from mark thus j 6 more times—edge 0, P3, 0, T, T, P3,

O, P4.

6Oth Row, S edge—P186.

61st Row, S, P3, 0, P6, 0, P5, edge—+0, P, T, T, P, 0, P5 ; repeat from
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mark thus t 6 more times ; centre 0, P, 0—JP5, 0, P, T, T, P,

0 ; repeat from mark thus j. 6 more times—edge Po, 0, P6, 0, P4.

62nd Row, S edge—P190.

63rd Row, S, P3, 0, P5, T, 0, P7, edge—fO, T, T, 0, P7 ; repeat from mark thus

-f-
6 more times ; centre 0, P, 0—+P7, 0, T, T, 0 ; repeat from mark

thus i 6 more times—edge P7, 0, T, P5, 0, P4.

64th Row, S edge—PI 94.

65th Row, S, P3, 0, P5, edge—tO, T, 0, P3, T, P4 ; repeat from mark thus t 7

more times; centre 0, P, 0—JP4, T, P3, 0, T, 0 ; repeat from mark

thus J 7 more times— edge P5, 0, P4.

66th Row, S edge—P198.

67th Row, S, PS, 0, P7, edge—tO, P, 0, P3, T, T, P3
;
repeat from mark thus t 7

more times ; centre 0, P, 0; JP3, T, T, PS, 0, P, 0 ; repeat from mark

thus + 7 more times—edge P7, 0, P4.

68th Row, S edge—P202.
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69th Row, S, P3, 0, P3, T, P3, edge—fO, P3, O, P2, T, T, P2 ; repeat from

mark thus f 7 more times/ then work 0, P ; centre 0, P, O ; then

work P, 0—+P2, T, T, P2, 0, P3, 0 ; repeat from mark thus J 7 more

times—edge P3, T, P3, 0, P4.

70th Row, S edge—P206.

71st Row, S, P3, 0, P4, T, P2, edge—-f-0, P5, 0, P, T, T, P ; repeat from mark

thus -]- 7 more times, then work 0, P3; centre 0, P, 0; then work P3, 0,

+P, T,—T, P, 0, P5, 0 ; repeat from mark thus % 7 more times—edge

P2, T, P4, 0, P4.

72nd Row, S edge—P210.

73rd Row, S, P3, 0, P4, 0, T, T, 0, edge—fP7, 0, T, T, 0; repeat from mark

thus f 7 more times, then P5 ; centre 0, P, 0 ; then work P5,

—JO, T, T, 0, P7 ; repeat from mark thus + 7 more times—edge

0, T, T, 0, P4, 0, P4-

74th Row, S edge—P214.

75th Row, S, P3, 0, P3, T, P, 0, T, 0, edge—fP3, T, P4, 0, T, 0 ;
repeat
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from mark thus t 7 more times, then work P7 ; centre O, P, 0

;

then work P7—JO, T, 0, P4, JT, P3 ; repeat from mark thus J 7

more times—edge 0, T, O, P, T, P3, 0, P4.

76th Eow, S edge—P218.

77th Row, S, P3, 0 ;
plain to the centre, 0, P, 0

;
plain to the edge, 0, P4.

78th Row, S edge—PI 22.

79th Row, S, P3, 0, P3, edge—0, T ;
repeat 0, T, to centre ; 0, P, 0 ; then T, 0 ;

repeat T, 0, to edge, P3, O, P4.

80th Row, S edge—PI 26,

81st Row, S, P3, 0, edge—plain to centre, 0, P, 0
;
plain to edge, 0, P4.

82nd Row, S edge—P230-

Now commence the Border.

1st Row, S, P3, 0, P, M*, P2; edge tO, T, PI 3, T, 0, P ; repeat from mark

thus t 5 more times, centre 0, P, 0
; JP, 0, T, P13, T, 0 ;

repeat from

mark thus j 5 more times—edge P, M*, P2, 0, P4.
• These made stitches are picked from the row below, and worked so as not to make a bole, as this extra

stitch is required to make the pattern come in properly in the next row.
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2nd Row, S edge, P236.

3rd Row, S, P3, 0, P6, edge—+0, T, Pll, T, O, P3 ; repeat from mark thus t

5 more times; centre 0, P, 0; JP3, 0, T, Pll, T, 0; repeat from

mark thus J 5 more times—edge P6, 0, P4.

4th Row, S edge, P240.

5th Row, S, P3, 0, P8, edge—tO, T, P9, T, 0, P5 ; repeat from mark thus t 5

more times ; centre 0, P, 0 ; JP5, 0, T, P9, T, 0 ;
repeat from mark

thus | 5 more times—edge P8, 0, P4.

6th Row, S edge, P244.

7th Row, S, P3, 0, P10, edge—+0, T, P7, T, 0, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P; repeat

from mark thus + 5 more times ; centre 0, P, 0 ; JP, T, 0, P, 0, T,

P, 0, T, P7, T, 0 ; repeat from mark thus J 5 more times—edge P10,

0, P4.

8th Row, S edge, P248.

9th Row, S, PS, 0, P4, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P, edge-+0, T, P5, T, 0, P, T, 0, PS,

0, T, P ; repeat from mark thus t 5 more times ; centre 0, P, 0 ;
|P,
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T, 0, P3, 0, T, P, 0, T, P5, T, 0 ; repeat from mark thus J 5 more

times—edge P, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P4, 0, P4.

10th Row, S edge, P252.

11th Row, S, P3, 0, P14, edge—tO, T, PS, T, 0, Pll ; repeat from mark thus f
5 more times; centre 0, P, 0 ; +P11, 0, T, P3, T, 0 ; repeat from

mark thus j 5 more times—edge P14, 0, P4.

12th Row, S edge, P256.

13th Row, S, P8, 0, P4, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, edge—fO, T, P,

T, 0, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P ; repeat from mark thus

t 5 more times ; centre 0, P, 0
; J P, T, 0, P, O, T, P, T, 0, P, 0,

T, P, 0, T, P, T, 0 ; repeat from mark thus j 5 more times—edge P,

T, 0, P, 0 , T, P, T, O, P, 0, T, P4, 0, P4.

14th Row, S edge, P260.

15th Row, S, P3, 0, P4, T, 0, P3, O, A, 0, P3, 0, T, P, edge—fO, A, 0, P, T,

0, P3, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, T, P ;
repeat from mark thus f 5 more times ;

centre 0, P, 0 ; +P, T, 0, PP, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, T, P, 0, A, 0;
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repeat from mark thus J 5 more times—edge P, T, 0, P3, 0, A, 0,

P3, 0, T, P4, 0, P4.

16th Eow, S edge, P264.

17th Eow, S, P3, 0, P4, T, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, O edge—t T, P,

T, 0, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, 0 ; repeat from mark

thus f 5 more times ; then P2
;
centre 0, P, 0 ;

then E2
; £0, P, 0, T,

P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, T ; repeat from mark thus t 5

more times—edge 0, P, 0, T, P, T, O, P, 0, T, P, T, O, T, P4, 0, P4.

18th Eow, S edge, P268.

19th Eow, S, P3, 0, P4 edge—fO, P3, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, A, 0, P3, 0, A ; repeat

from mark thus -j- 6 more times ; centre 0, P, 0 ; JA, O, P3, 0, A, 0,

P3, 0, A, 0, P3, 0 ; repeat from mark thus j 6 more times—edge

P4, 0, P4.

20th Eow, S edge, P272.

21st Eow, S, P3, 0, P3, T, 0, edge—-f-T, P, T, O, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, 0, T, P,

T, 0, P, 0 ,- repeat from mark thus f 6 more times ; then work P

;

VOL. II. Q
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centre O, P, O ; then work P; JO, P, O T, P, T, O, P, T, 0, P, O, T,

P, 0, T, P, T ; repeat from mark thus J 6 more times—edge O, T, P3,

O, P4.

22nd Row, S edge, P276.

23rd Row, S, P3, O, P4, T, edge—tO, A, O, P, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P, O, A, O, P3 ;

repeat from mark thus + 6 more times ; then work O, P2 ; centre 0, P,

0 ; then work P2, O ;
+ P3, O, A, 0, P, T, O, P3, O, T, P, O, A, 0;

repeat from mark thus J 6 more times—edge T, P4, O, P4.

24th Row, S edge, P280.

25th Row, S, P3, O, P9, edge—+T, 0, P5, O, T, P9 ; repeat from mark thus t 6

more times ; then work P
;
centre O, P, O ;

then work P
; JP9, T, 0,

P5, 0, T ; repeat from mark t 6 more times—edge P9, 0, P4.

26th Row, S edge, P284.

27th Row, S, P3, 0, P4, 0, PS, T, O, P, T edge—to, P7, O, T, P, O, T, P, T,

O, P, T ; repeat from mark thus t 6 more times ; then work P ; centre
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O, P, O ; then work P
; J T, P, O, T, P, T, 0, P, T, O, P7, 0 ; re-

peat from mark J 6 more times—edge T, P, 0, T, P2, 0, P4, O, P4.

28th Row, S edge, P288.

29th Row, S, P3, O, P6, 0, A, 0, P, T, 0 edge—fP9, 0, T, P, O, A, O, P, T,

O ; repeat from this mark f 6 more times ;
then work P2 ; centre 0>

P, O
;
then work P2 ; JO, T, P, O, A, O, P, T, O, P9; repeat from

mark thus j 6 more times—edge 0, T, P, 0, A, O, P6, O, P4.

30th Row, S edge, P292.

31st Row, S, P3, 0, P10 edge-tT, 0, Pll, 0, T, P3 ; repeat from mark thus +

6 more times; then work T, 0, P4 ; centre 0, P, 0 ; then work P4, O,

T
;
+P3, T, O, Pll, 0, T ; repeat from mark thus t 6 more times—edge

P10, 0,’ P4.
’

32nd Row, S edge, P296-

33rd Row, S, P3, O, P10 edge—tT, O, P13, O, T, P ; repeat from mark thus + 6

more times : then T, 0, P6 ; centre 0, P, 0 ; then P6, 0, T , JP, T, 0,

PI 3, 0, T ; repeat from mark thus J 6 more times—edge P10, 0, P4.
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34th Row, S edge, P300.

35th Row, S, P3, 0, P10, T edge—+0, P15, 0, A ;
repeat from mark thus + 6 more

times ; then work 0, P8 ; centre 0, P, 0 ; then work P8, 0 ;
|A, 0,

Pi 5, 0

;

repeat from mark thus J 6 more times—edge T, P10, 0, P4.

36th Row, S edge, P304.

37th Row, S, P3, 0 edge—plain to centre O, P, O
;
plain to edge 0, P4.

38th Row, S edge all plain.

39th Row, S, P3, O, P2 edge— 0, T ; repeat O, T, to centre 0, P, O ; T, O ; re-

peat T, O to edge P2, O, P4.

40th Row, S edge, all plain.

41st Row, S, P3, 0 edge—plain to centre O, P, O
;
plain to edge O, P4-

42nd Row, S edge, all plain.

43rd Row, S, P3, O edge—plain to centre 0 P, 0; plain to edge 0, P4.

44th Row, S edge, all plain.

45th Row, S, P3, 0 edge—plain to centre 0, P, 0
;
plain to edge 0, P4-

46th Row, S edge, all plain.
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Cast off. Wash, stretch, and dress it, as before noticed page 118; add the

knotted fringe given for Shetland Shawl, or any other that is preferred.

Observe—in stretching this Fichu, the sides of it must be stretched on a perfect

angle line, and the neck, or cast-on part, is pinned, so as to take a half circle form

from the centre of the line.—I shall give a miniature plan of stretching among the

other engravings, as a guide. This receipt, worked just as above with No. 5 pins,

makes a very pretty small sized Shawl for dress.

CXIX—CROCHET TURKISH PATTERN.
(represented in plate at the beginning op the book.)

This beautiful pattern is fitted for Table-covers, Footstools, Prie-Dieu Chairs,

and Tidies ; it is also used, when worked in thick fleecy, for small carpets, hearth-

rugs, and many other purposes ; and, when worked in English embroidery wool, for

mittens. For a chair, the pattern should be worked so as to run up the back oft he

chair. For a table-cover, use 4 plies fleecy, and an ivory hook No. 10.* The

* The size of needle or hook must be gauged just above the hook part, as that is the place on which
the stitch is formed.
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more the colours are diversified, the more foreign and rich the work appears.

The following I consider a very good arrangement of colours.

1st Stripe, white ground ; spots, 3 shades scarlet and 3 shades of green.

2nd Stripe, carmine ground ; spots, 2 shades silver grey, 1 of white, and 3 of green.

3rd Stripe, white, as first.

4th Stripe, light green ground ; spots, 3 shades purple and 3 shades of yellow.

5th Stripe, white, as first.

6th Stripe, bright blue ground ; spots, 3 shades pink and 3 gold colour.

7th Stripe, white, as first.

8th Stripe, gold colour ground ; spots, 3 shades purple and 3 green.

Then repeat from first stripe. Each of the grounding colours are intercepted by

a sort of broken pattern, in claret colour, which gives great decision and character

to the work. Oast on as many *cliain stitches as measure the length of work you

wish, and work as following receipt, all in tdouble tambour, (or French stitch).

* For mode of working chain stitch, see Receipt CXXIII. Volume I.

+ For mode of working double tambour, see Receipt CXXV. Volume I.
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1 st Row, claret edge,* plain ; all claret.

Claret and white.

2nd Row, claret edge,—||P2, claret, P2, white ; repeat from mark thus
||
to end of

row.

3rd Row, white edge, P, white— ||P2, claret, P2, white; repeat from mark thus
||

to end of row.

4th Row, white edge—the rest of the row all plain, white.

White and darkest green.

5th Row, white edge—2 distinct stitches in white
; ||

next stitch first loop white,

second loop green ; 1 distinct stitch in green, next stitch first loop green,

second loop white ; then 4 distinct stitches in white ; repeat from mark thus
||

to end of row.

White and 2nd shade green.

6th Row, white edge— 1 distinct white
; ||

next stitch first loop white, second loop

* An edge stitch is worked by inserting your crochet hook into the first stitch, then bring the wool

through it to the front, then on the loop you have just brought through work another loop ; if this

is not attended to you will lose a stitch on each row.
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green ; 3 distinct stitches green
;
next stitch first loop green, second loop

white ; 2 distinct stitches white ; repeat from mark thus
||
to end of row.

White and lightest green.

7th Row, white edge—2 distinct stitches white
; ||

next stitch first loop white,

second loop green ; 3 distinct stitches green ; next stitch first loop green,

second loop white
; 2 distinct stitches white

;
repeat from mark thus

||
to

end of row.

White and darkest scarlet.

8th Row, white edge—1 distinct stitch white
; ||

next stitch first loop white, second

loop scarlet ; 3 distinct stitches scarlet
;
next stitch first loop scarlet, second

loop white ; 2 distinct white
;
repeat from mark thus

[|
to end of row.

White and %nd shade of scarlet.

9th Row, white edge—2 distinct stitches white
; ]]

next stitch first loop white,

second loop scarlet
;
3 distinct stitches scarlet ; next stitch first loop scarlet,

second loop white ; 2 distinct white ; repeat from mark thus
||
to end of row.
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White and lightest scarlet.

10th Row, white edge—3 distinct stitches white ; ||
next stitch first loop white,

second loop scarlet
;

1 distinct stitch scarlet ; next stitch first loop scarlet,

second loop white
; 4 distinct stitches white ; repeat from mark thus

||
to end

of row.

11th Row, white edge—rest of row all white.

12th Row, white edge—||P2, claret, P2, white
;

repeat from mark thus
||

to end of

row.

13th Row, white edge—1 distinct stitch white; |]P2, claret, P2 white ; repeat from

mark thus
[|
to end of row.

Repeat from 1st row, working in the colours mentioned in the second stripe ; and

so on with all the other stripes, in rotation as they are mentioned.

CXX._CROCHET MUFF,

(represented in plate at the beginning op book.)

This Muff is quite uncommon, and is one of the most simple and prettiest I have

ever worked or designed, and different from any of my other Muffs. It is composed

Printed image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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of stripes of pure white, intersected by a narrower stripe of black, as following receipt

will explain; and is all worked in plain French Tambour stitch;—for mode of work-

ing which stitch, see the 125th receipt of Volume First.

A Boa of the same looks very well with this Muff.

Two hanks of 9 plies black fleecy, and 4 hanks of white, are required.

As the black wool is frequently not very fast, and comes off on to the other wool,

to prevent this, it would be well to wash it first in warm water, having the soap

mixed up with the water before the wool is put in ; rinse it in luke-warm water ;

put in a little common salt to harden the water ; wring it well
;
then, again, in a

cloth
; let it he well shaken ; and hung to dry.

In working this Muff, I carry on a thread all the time I am working the white,

as it makes the work more even.

1st Round, cast on 79 chain stitches
;
join them by working the first and last stitches

together, this makes 78 stitches.

2nd Round, plain French double tambour, and three more rounds.
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6th Round, P3 white, *P3 black ; repeat to end of round.

7th Round, all plain black-

8th Round, +P3 black, P3 white.

9th Round, plain, and add 6 more rounds. Repeat from 6th row 2 more times ;

then work again the 6th, 7th, and 8th rows ; finish with 4 plain white rows.

Damp and iron it on the right side, having a thin piece of muslin between the iron

and work
; make this up with a roll of wadding, of which one sheet and a half are re-

quired; line it, and draw the work over it. Then draw up the arm parts until they are

a quarter of a yard in circumference ; and sew on a check-twisted cord made of

black and white wool—a little more than half a yard being required for both arm-

holes.

* If you wish your stitches to appear even, work thus :—Let the last loop of the stitch before the change

of a colour takes place, be black, the next two stitches all black, the third stitch the first loop black
;

the finishing white ; and so repeat to en d of row.

t Observe the three white here come directly above the three black in the first row.
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CXXI LONG NET PURSE, CALLED DOUBLE NETTING.

This Purse is worked with two needles, and two colours of silk,—gold colour or

light orange, and mazarine blue. Two hanks of common-sized twist of each colour,

and a round mesh of No. 13 ; and two middle-sized netting needles, are required.

Oast on 108 stitches.

1st Eow, P blue, P gold colour ; repeat to end of row ; twist the two silks together

before commencing the next row.

2nd Eow, P gold colour, P blue ; repeat to end of row ; twist the two silks together

before commencing the next row.

You will perceive, by working the two rows, every loop that was worked in blue

before, was again worked in blue in the second row, and the same with the gold

colour.

Continue working as 1st and 2nd rows, until you have worked about 6 inches ;

then stretch it out on a purse-stretcher, or pin it out, and damp it ; leave it until

dry; then join it up, drawing up the ends. Add steel or gold rings and tassels,

L
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CXXII.—SMALL NET NECKKERCHIEF.

This Net is let out every row, to form the triangle. Increase one at the back, on

first row ; on the 2nd row there are three increased stitches, one on the first loop,

then one on the loop that was let out on former row, and the third on the last loop,

as following receipt will show.

This Kerchief may be worked in fine black purse silk, or fine black netting silk

;

or with Taylor’s white Persian cotton, No. 18. It is most beautiful when worked all

different stitches, in stripes. Suppose 30 rows of plain net, then 4 rows of Grecian,*

(as shown in plate No. 6, Vol. I. and explained in receipt No. 104) ; then 30 rows

of leaf netting, (as plate No. 9, and explained receipt No. 107) ; then 4 rows of

Grecian ; 36 rows of leaf net, (as plate No. 9, and explained receipt No. 1 07) ;

then 4 rows of Grecian ; then 20 rows of raised net ; finish with 4 rows of Grecian.

—Observe, the plates and receipts of explanation, are all in the first volume.

* The four rows form only two open rows of Grecian.
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Use for this, meshes Nos. 15 and 9. This may be worked with fine buffon silk,

and then dyed and dressed; if wished white, in Taylor’s Persian cotton, No. 18.

If required larger than I have described, work one or more divisions of the leaf

pattern, before commencing the raised netting.

WORKING RECEIPT FOR PLAIN KERCHIEF FOUNDATION, 7 LOOPS.

1st Row, plain.

2nd Row, 3 plain ; ^increase on middle stitch, then 3 plain.

3rd Row, increase a stitch on the first loop, then 2 plain ; increase on middle

stitch, then 3 plain ; increase on last loop.

4th Row, 5 plain ; increase a stitch on middle or small loop ; 5 plain stitches.

5th Row, increase on first loop, then 4 plain
;
increase on middle or small loop ;

then 5 plain ;
increase on the last loop.

6th Row, 7 plain
;
increase on middle or small loop

; 7 plain.

7th Row, increase on first loop, then 6 plain ; increase on middle loop, then 7 plain ;

increase on last loop.

* To increase, is to work 2 stitches in one loop.
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8th Row, P9 ;
increase on middle or small stitch ;

then P9.

9th Row, increase on first loop, then 8 plain ; increase on middle or small loop,

then 9 plain
;
increase on last loop.

10th Row, PH ; increase on middle loop ;
then Pll •

Repeat, always increasing, until you have made the Kerchief as large as yon

wish f then take a large mesh, about half as broad again, and work one row, wi

two stitches in each loop, still letting out as before ; then one row small mesh

catching in the two stitches into one; then 5 plain rows; again, one row with

large mesh, as before ; one row with small mesh, catching m the two loops ;
finis

with 3 plain rows.
.

. ,

Finish with a knotted fringe, (as described in receipt following the Shetland

Shawl) ;
or it may be worn without any finishing.

CXXIIX—VERY USEFUL TIDY, OR FISH COVERING.

These Tidies are most useful little appendages for many purposes ;
they answer

for throwing over the arms or backs of sofas, or chair-backs, to keep them clean ,

and also look well for covering fish (but not as a napkin) when brought to table.
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If worked for a Tidy, finish with an open edging or vandyke, and at each corner

add a cut cotton tuft and tassel, which are easily combed out after being washed. I

shall give a very pretty edging for trimming it in the receipt immediately following

this. Two ivory or bone pins of No. 12, and 4 hanks Dutch cotton of No. 14, are

required.

Oast on 92 stitches.

1st Row, S edge stitch—plain, and 7 more rows.

9th Row, S, PS edge stitches—T, P3, T, P, 0, P, 0, P, T, P3, T, P, 0, P, 0,

P2 ; repeat 8 more times ; edge P4.

10th Row, S, PS edge stitches—pearl ; edge P4,

11th Row, S, P3 edge stitches—T, P, T, P, 0, PS, 0, P, T, P, T, P, 0, PS, 0,

P2 ; repeat S more times ; edge P4.

12th Row, S, P3 edge stitches—pearl ; edge P4.

ISth Row, S, P3 edge stitches

—

A, P, 0, P5, 0, P, A, P, 0, P5, 0, P2 ; repeat

S more times ; edge P4.

14th Row, S, PS edge stitches—pearl
;

edge P4.
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15th Row, S, P3, edge stitches—P2, 0, P, 0, P, T, P3, T, P, 0, P, 0, P, T, P3,

T ; repeat 3 more times ;
edge PL

16th Row, S, P3, edge stitches—pearl ;
edge PL

17th Row, S, P3, edge stitches—P2, 0, P3, 0, P, T, P, T, P. 0, P3, 0, P, T, P,

T ; repeat 3 more times ;
edge PL

18th Row, S, P3, edge stitches—pearl ;
edge PL

19th Row, S, PS, edge stitches—P2, 0, P5, 0, P, A, P, 0, P5, 0, P, A ;
repeat 3

more times ;

edge PL

20th Row, S, P3, edge stitches—pearl ;
edge PL

Repeat from 1st row ; and continue working on until you have as much as a half

more than the square ; finish with 7 plain rows. Oast it off.

CXXIV.—EDGING FOR TRIMMING TIDY.

This Trimming looks very well for many purposes. Fora Tidy, use No. 16 Dutch

cotton, and pins No. 13. When for lace edging, it is worked in fine linen thread,

and No. 21 needles.
VOL. IT.

11
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Oast on 9 stitches.

1st Row, Sa, edge stitch—P2, 0, T, 02, T, 02, T.

2nd Row, P2 edge stitches^—*B, P2, B, P2, 0, T, P.

3rd Row, Sa, edge stitch—P2, 0, T, P6.

4th Row, Cast off the first two stitches
;
you have worked three stitches, therefore

you must have eight stitches on your pin ; work them thus, P5, 0, T, P ;
then

repeat from 1 st row, until you have sufficient length for going round the Tidy.

CXXV—CROCHET MUFF, IN IMITATION OF MINIVER FUR, OR COURT ERMINE.

This Muff is spotted all over with little specks of black at equal distances. It is

worked in double French tambour crochet, as described in the 125th Receipt of

Volume I. Four hanks 9 plies white fleecy, and 2 black, and a hook No. 10, are

required.

1st Round, Cast on 73 chain stitches ; unite the first and last chain stitches to-

• This B is worked on the last loop of the 02 of the former round.
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getlier to make the round ; by so doing, you will now have 72 stitches,

after this, all the Muff is worked in double tambour stitch.

2nd Round, *5 distinct stitches in white ;
6th stitch, let the first loop of it be white,

the second, or finishing loop, black ;
7th stitch same as 6th ;

8th stitch

first loop black, second, or finishing loop, all white ;
repeat as this a

round.

3rd Row, all white. . .

4th Round, 1st stitch distinctly white ; $
2nd stitch, let the first oop of it be white,

the second black; 3rd stitch, same as second; 4th stitch, first loop black,

finishing white; then 5 stitches white ;
then repeat all round from the

second stitch, marked thus j.

5th Round, all white. ,

Repeat from 2nd round until you have worked about 3-8ths of a yard, then m

it up as the Muff before described.
,

The same stitch looks well for boa, or cuffs (to be worn over the sleeve of a dress.)

This is a very useful and economical Muff, as it washes well.

• At the beginning of the round, the joining stitch counts as one of the 5 white stitches.
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CXXVI RUSSIAN CUFFS, IN CROCHET.

These Cuffs are worked all in one straight piece, with a turn-up cuff, (as shown

in plate.) They are about five inches in length ; and the cuff is turned out to the

wrong side, so as to work the turn-up part, which must be worked on the contrary

side to the long piece. These Cuffs may either be worn above the sleeves ; or the

long piece worn below the gown, and the cuff only turned up over the sleeve ; or

they may be worn cuff part upwards, like the top of a gauntlet. These Cuffs are all

worked in two plies of Berlin wool. If wished to resemble fur, grey may be

used for imitation of chinchilla ; a brown, for sable ; white, for ermine ; with a

few tails of black wool, knit in crochet, to resemble the tail parts of the ermine.

These Cuffs are very pretty when worked in shades of scarlet, blue, pink, or green,

according to the taste of the wearer. The stitch runs in a slanting direction. It

is a most useful stitch, and may be used for gentlemen’s Nightcaps, Over-alls for

children, Muffs, Comforts, Boas, &c.

Six shades of pink Berlin wool, one quarter-ounce of each shade, and a large
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ivory or stool hook, .re required. The hook should gauge on

above the hook part. No. 10 of gauge, as that rs the part on wkchthe at

formed. The site of hook is very essential m eroohet work. The Cuts

in single stitch.*

Working Receipt.

Oast on 51 chain stitches, join them by uniting the first and last stitch together

;

by so doing you have now 50 stitches.

With Darkest shade.

1st Round, plain single stitch, and 3 more rounds ;
this is for the border part.

2nd Shade.

K-t-Vi Rnnud P2 lift 2 ;+ repeat to end of row, and one row more.
.

.

Work the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th shades as the 2nd shade, and again woi

* Single stitch is worked by inserting the hook into the^^ same,

behind through the stitch, and through the loop that wa .on th h k- E
y

as brfore> take

+ These stitches are worked simply thus,—instead of taking the top part

the under part, it being the part that is next to you.
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to the darkest shade, by working 5th, 4th, 3rd, 2nd, and 1st or darkest shades, in

the same way as the 2nd shades have been done ; then again repeat, working 2nd,

3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th shades, as before shown. This finishes the right side of work.

Now turn the work outside in, in order to work the turn-up part of cuff.

Darkest shade-

1st Eound, plain,

2nd Round, P2, lift 2 ; repeat to end of row, and one row more. Then as before

with 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th shades ;
back again with the shades 5th,

4th, 3rd, 2nd ; finish with darkest shade 4 plain rows.

CXXVII—PRETTY LITTLE SHOE FOR A BABY.

This is a very simple Shoe, with open little stitch for stocking, and colour for

shoe part. It also has a turn over, like the Russian Cuff, at the top of the

leg part, which gives it a very novel and pretty look. Two wires, No. 13, one

hank of the finest white stocking-yarn ; and one hank of Scotch knitting floss in

colour, for shoe part, are required ; the colour is worked in double wool.

Cast on 50 stitches with colour.
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1st Eow, S edge, P2, B2 ; repeat to end of row, edge P.

2nd Eow, S edge, P2, B2 ; repeat to end of row, edge P.

3rd Eow, S edge, plain.

4th Eow, S edge, pearl.

5th Eow, S edge, T ; repeat T, all this row, edge P.

6th Eow, S edge, M*, P ; repeat M, P, to end of Eow, edge P.

Eepeat from 3rd row once more.

11th Eow, S edge, plain.

Tie on the White.

12th Eow, S edge, pearl.

13th Eow, S edge, plain.

14th Eow, S edge, P2, B2, to end of row, edge P.

15th Eow, S edge, P2, B2, to end of row, edge P.

Eepeat as 14th and 15th rows 5 more times.

* This made stitch is done by working a stitch between the slipped stitch and the plain one that fol-

lows ; it is part of the thread that the last row was worked with, and will pull with both stitches ;
in

working the remainder of the row it is always between the two plain stitches.
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26th Row, S edge, plain-

27th Row, S edge, pearl.

28th Row, S edge, T ; repeat T, to end of row, edge P.

29th Row, S edge, M, P ; repeat M, P, to end, edge P.

Repeat from 26th row three more times.

42nd Row, S edge, plain.

43rd Row, S edge, pearl.

Tie on the Double Colour
, for the little strap part.

44th Row, S, T, edge—P10, T, P20, T, P10—edge T, P.

45th Row, S edge, rest plain, edge P.

46th Row, S, T, edge—P40—edge T, P.

47th Row, S edge, plain,

48th Row, S edge, PIS—tie on the white, and work PI 6. Leave the blue, as it

will be required to work from that part again ; this is for the instep.

Lift the remaining 14 stitches on to a piece of thread ; they are for the

other side of heel part :—then
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S edge, B15.

49th Bow, S edge, P15-

50th Bow, S edge, B15.

51st Bow, S edge, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, edge P.

52nd Bow, S edge, M, P ; repeat M, P, *edge P.

53rd Bow, S edge, plain-

54th Bow, S edge, pearl.

Bepeat from 51st row 4 more times, then cast off the instep. Now
work with the double blue wool that is attached, first the blue stitch

which the first stitch of the instep is worked on, then pick up and work

10 stitches from the side of the white instep you have just worked ; then

cast on 11 extra stitches (with blue); then work back this row. Your

number of stitches should be 36 in all, from the toe to heel. Having

done this, work the next row from heel to toe part as follows :
—

• Observe, not to make the M before the edge P, as bv doing so you would have 1 7 stitches instead

of 16.
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1st Eow, S edge, P35 ; then work from heel to toe.

2nd Bow, S edge, P35 ; repeat these 2 rows two more times.

7tli Eow, s edge, P32, T, P ;
this is the intakes for toe part.

8th Eow, s edge, plain.

9th Eow, s edge, plain, T, P, toe.

10th Eow, s edge, plain.

11th Eow, s edge, T, plain, T, P, toe.

12th Eow, s edge, plain.

loth Eow, s edge, T, plain, T, T, P, toe-

14th Eow, s edge, plain.

loth Eow, s edge, T, T, plain, T, T, P, toe.

16th Eow, s edge, plain-

17th Eow, s edge, T, plain, T, T, P, toe.

18th Eow, s edge, plain.

19th Eow, s edge, plain, T, P, toe.

20th Eow, s edge, plain.
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Cast off. There should be (if right taken in) 21 stitches on the pin

before casting off. Now tie on the blue wool (you have just cast off

with) to the toe-part, and pick up and work the 11 extra stitches that

were cast on before ; then work them back again, as follows :

—

1st Row, Pll ; then make a stitch at the end, by working a stitch from the row

below. Next row work as follows :

2nd Row, S edge, Pll.

3rd Row, S edge, Pll; make a stitch as before.

4th Row, S edge, Pi 2.

5th Row, S edge, P12 ; make a stitch as before.

6th Row, S edge, P13 ; repeat in the same way until you have 18 stitches on

your pin, then decrease that toe part as follows.

7th Row, S edge, P14, T, P.

8th Row, S edge, PI 6

;

repeat as the two last rows until you have brought it to

10 stitches ; then pick up and work 11 white side stitches, and one blue,

then the 14 stitches that are on the thread ; work back this row. There

should be in this row 36 stitches in all from heel to toe.
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9th Row, S edge, P85, from toe to heel.

10th Row, S edge, P35, from heel to toe ; repeat these two rows 2 more times.

15th Row, S edge—T, toe ; P33, to heel.

16th Row, S edge—plain.

17th Row, S edge—T, toe ; P32, to heel.

18th Row, S edge—plain.

19th Row, S edge—T, toe, P28 ; T, P.

20th Row, S edge—plain.

21 st Row, S edge—T, T, toe
;
plain to heel all but T, P.

22nd Row, S edge—plain.

23rd Row, S edge— T, T, toe
;

plain to heel all but T, T, P.

24th Row, S edge—plain.

25th Row, S edge—T, T, toe
;
plain to heel all but T, P.

26th Row, S edge—plain.

27th Row, S edge—T, toe
;

plain to end.

28th Row, S edge—plain ; then cast off.
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You should have 21 stitches on the pin before casting off. Sew the blue part

and the white instep part that was cast off, together. Commence to sew the Shoe

from top of leg part down to the sole ; then sew up to the top of the slanting edge

at toe part, just to the top of intakes ;
then turn down the pointed piece at front

of toe part, and sew the point of it in, just where you have sewed up to ; then sew

each side of it to the side of shoe that remains unsewn. This point, if properly sewed

in, forms a three-cornered gusset, by which it forms a very pretty square toe to

shoe part.

CXXVIII KNIT SPENCER FOR A CHILD OF ABOUT A YEAR OLD, OR MORE.

One hank of 4 plies Lady Betty, or three plies fleecy ; and 2 bone pins of No. 8,

are required. If for a child of two years, or older, use pins No. 6.

This is a very useful receipt, as it serves for the model of a larger Spencer.

Cast on 84 stitches for front.

3rd Row, S, 0, T, P ;
repeat 0, T,

P, to end of row.

1st Row, S, .plain.

2nd Row, S, plain.
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:

4th Row, S, plain, and 1 more row.

6th Row, S, P2, 0, rest of row plain.

7th Row, S, plain.

8th Row, S, P3, 0, rest plain.

9th Row, S, plain.

10th Row, S, P4, 0, rest plain.

11th Row, S, plain.

12th Row, S, P5, 0, rest plain.

13th Row, S, plain.

14th Row, S, P6, 0, rest plain,

loth Row, S, plain.

16th Row, S, P7, 0, rest plain.

17th Row, S, plain.

18th Row, S, P8, 0, rest plain.

19th Row, S, plain.

20th Row, S, P9, 0, rest plain.

WORK BOOK.

21st Row, S, plain.

22nd Row, S, P10, 0, rest plain.

23rd Row, S, plain.

24th Row, S, Pll, 0, rest plain.

25th Row, S, plain.

26th Row, S, P12, 0, rest plain.

27th Row, S, plain.

28th Row, S, PI 3, 0, rest plain.

29th Row, S, plain, and 1 more row.

31st Row, S, cast off 15 stitches ;
knit

P31, and 19 more rows.

51st Row, S, P28, T.

52nd Row, S, plain.

53rd Row, S, P28, T.

54th Row, S, plain.
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Eepeat, with pink, as the last 2 rows until you have only 20 stitches. Oast it off.

Pick up all the stitches down the front, and work them, in order to confine the

edge ; then work 8 plain rows. This finishes one front. Oast it off. The other

is worked exactly the same.

For the back part cast on 20 stitches.

1st Eow, S, plain. 16th Eow, S, P2, 0, P20, 0, P3.

2ndEow, S, plain. 17th Eow, S, plain.

3rd Eow, S, P2, 0, T, P ; repeat 0, 18th Eow, S, P2, 0, P22, 0, PS.

T, P, to end of row. 19th Eow, S, plain.

4th Eow, S, plain, and 4 more rows- 20th Eow, S, P2, 0, P24, 0, P3.

9th Eow, S, P2, 0, PI 4, 0, P3. 21st Eow, S, plain.

10th Eow, S, plain, and 1 more row. 22ndEow, S, P2, 0, P26, 0, P3.

12th Eow, S, P2, 0, P16, 0, P3. 23rd Eow, S, plain.

13th Eow, S, plain. 24th Eow, S, P2, 0, P28, 0, PS.

14th Eow, S, P2, O, P18, 0, P3. 25th Eow, S, plain.

15th Eow, S, plain. 26th Eow, S, P2, 0, P30, 0, P3.
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27th Bow, S, plain.

28th Bow, S, P2, 0, P32, 0, P3.

29th Bow, S, plain.

30th Bow, S, P2, 0, P34, 0, P3.

31st Bow, S, plain, and 9 more rows.

41st Bow, S, T, T, 0, P32, 0, T, T, P.

42nd Bow, S, plain,

43rd Bow, S, T, T, 0, P30, 0, T, T, P.

44th Bow, S, plain.

45th Bow, S, T, T, 0, P28, 0, T, T, P.

46th Bow, S, plain.

47th Bow, S, T, T, 0, P26, 0, T, T, P.

48th Bow, S, plain.

49th Bow, S, T, T, 0, P24, 0, T, T, P.

50th Bow, S, plain.

51st Bow, S, T, T, O, P22, 0, T, T, P.

52nd Bow, S, plain.

53rd Bow, S, T, T, 0, P20, O, T, T, P.

54th Bow, S, plain.

55th Bow, S, T, T, 0, PI 8, 0, T, T, P.

56th Bow, S, plain.

57th Bow, S, T, T, 0, P16, 0, T, T, P.

58th Bow, S, plain.

59th Bow, S, T, T, 0, P14, 0, T, T, P.

60th Bow, S, plain.

61st Bow, S, T, T, O, PI 2, 0, T, T, P.

62nd Bow, S, plain.

63rd Bow, Cast it off.

Join the back and fronts together, by sewing up the seams ; the first seam

sewn up should be the shoulder one ; the last cast off part of the front is then sewn to
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the shoulder part of the back ; next sew up the short side of the front (which is the

part below the arm) to the other side of back ; then pick up and work all the stitches

round the neck part ;
work another row plain ; then one row of 0, T, P, for a ribbon

to draw it ;
then two plain rows. Ceast it off.

Receipt for Sleeve .—Cast on 24 stitches.

1st Row, S, plain. 32nd Row, S, P38, T, P2-

2nd Row, P21, *M, P2. 33rd Row, S, P37* T, P2.

3rd Row, S, P22, M, P2 ;
repeat as 34th Row, S, plain, and 3 more rows.

2nd and 3rd rows until you have 38th Row, S, P36, T, P2.

46 stitches, being 20 more rows. 39th Row, S, P35, T, P2.

24th Row, S, plain. 40th Row, S, plain, and 3 more rows.

25th Row, Si plain, T. 44th Row, S, P34, T, P2.

26th Row, S, P39, T, P2. 45th Row, S, P33, T, P2.

27th Row, S, P39, T, P2. 46th Row, S, plain, and 3 more rows,

28th Row, S, plain, and 3 more rows. 50th Row, S, P32, T, P2.

* Make a stitch, by picking up one from the row below, and work it.

VOL. II.
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51st Row, S, PS1, T, P2.

52nd Row, S, plain, and 3 more rows.

56th Row, S, P30, T, P2.

57th Row, S, P29, T, P2. .

58th Row, S, plain, and 3 more rows.

62nd Row, S, P28, T, P2.

63rd Row, S, P27, T, P2.

64th Row, S, plain, and 3 more rows.

68th Row, S, P26, T, P2.

69th Row, S, P25, T, P2.

70th Row, S, plain, and 3 more rows.

74th Row, S, P24, T, P2.

75th Row, S, P23, T, P2.

76th Row, S, plain, and 3 more rows-

80th Row, S, P22, T, P2.

81st Row, S, P21, T, P2.

82nd Row, S, plain, and 3 more rows.

86th Row, S edge, 0, T, P ; repeat to

end of row.

87th Row, S, plain.

88th Row, tie on pink, or any other

colour that is preferred for the

cuff, and work P, B, to end of

row; S edge, B, P.

89th Row, P, B, to end of row ; repeat

as the last 2 rows 4 more times,

being in all of pink 10 rows,

then cast it off.

Sew up the sleeves, and attach them to the body. Draw a pink ribbon through

the neck and bottom of the waist, and also round the hand part.
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CXXIX—VERY HANDSOME SHORT KNIT PURSE.

This Purse is composed of steel beads, and claret or dark brown purse twist. The

steel beads are arranged so as to form a sort of little basket pattern all over the

purse. Three hanks of purse silk of third size, and 18 rows of steel beads No. 7, are

required. Oast on 130 stitches, and work with 4 wires of No. 22. The beads must

be previously strung on the silk before commencing.

1st Round, P10, slip a bead down ; repeat all round.

2nd Round, T, P6, T, slip 3 beads down; repeat all round.

3rd Round, T, P4, T, slip 5 beads down ; repeat all round.

4th Round, T, P2, T, slip 7 beads down ; repeat all round.

5th Round, T, T, slip 9 beads down ; repeat all round.

6th Round, P, slip a bead down, P8 ; repeat all round.*

7th Round, -f-slip 3 beads down, T, P6, T ; repeat all round.

* At the end of this round you will be deficient a stitch ; work it from off the following wire, so as

to make the pattern come in properly.

t At the end of each wire in this round you will be deficient a stitch ; it must be taken from off the

following wire.
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8th Round, slip 5 beads down, T, P4, T ; repeat all round.

9th Round, slip 7 beads down, T, P2, T ; repeat all round.

10th Round, slip 9 beads down, T, T ; repeat all round.

Before commencing the 11th round, lift off the last stitch of the 10th row on to

the first wire of the 11th round.

11th Round, P, cast on 8 stitches, P, slip a bead down.

Repeat from 2nd round, until you have made the Purse as long as you wish it.

Cast it off, and draw up the bottom part ; add a steel tassel and handsome steel snap.

CXXX VERY BEAUTIFUL AND RICH CROCHET LONG PURSE,

(as shown in plate at beginning op book,)

Composed of three stripes running along the purse from end to end. The first

stripe is claret, with a pattern of steel or gold beads ; the centre, or broad stripe, is

pale green, with a beautiful coloured pattern, worked all in silks ; the third stripe is

claret, with pattern same as the first stripe. Between each stripe intervene three

rows of open stitch, the first white, the second black, and the third white.
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This Purse is worked round, length-ways, and, when finished, is laid flat, or

double with the two sides together. By this you have the black or original cast-on

stitches doubled, one half of the number for one side, the other half for the other ;

then, with white silk, one row of open stitch is worked, by inserting the needle through

both sides, which joins them together, and finishes that side. The same is done to the

opposite side of the Purse, as described in the working receipt. It may be made up

by drawing in the end part where the rounds were commenced at, leaving the other

end flat, with a tassel at each corner, so that the silver and the gold end may be dis-

tinctly marked
;
or it may be made up, both ends flat, or both drawn in, as taste

dictates.

This Purse is all worked in the third sized purse silk, it being the next size to the

very finest that is made. The needle must be a fine steel hook with the ivory screw

handle. Six rows of No. 6 gold beads, four hanks of claret silk, two of light green,

two white, one of each of the other colours, (being three shades of deep to light

green, three shades scarlet, three shades purple, and two shades of yellow,) and

two hanks of black, are required.
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Oast on 869 chain stitches in black, (this is for both sides of the Purse, length

ways, each side being in length 184 stitches, but, being worked round, they are all

cast on at once); join the first and last chain stitches together. By joining you will

now have 368 stitches in all. Some ladies begin their first row on a foundation of

fine bobbin net. When you have worked according to the following receipt, and got

to the middle of the broad stripe, you must leave an open of about a third of one

side of Purse, for admitting the money ; thus :—instead of casting on the number

of stitches, which is very usually done for the other side of open part, they are worked

over the threads you are carrying on, as receipt in its proper place will describe.

1st Round, *open stitch in black.

2nd Round, open stitch in white ; this finishes first open stripe.

Tie on the claret, and work the claret stripe as follows, in plain double

tambour stitch, (as described in the 125th Receipt, Vol. I.) with gold beads.

* For mode of working, refer to Receipt 127 of Volume I.
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1st Round, *edge stitch, plain claret.

2nd Round, plain claret.

3rd Round, work with gold beads, as engraved pattern at beginning of this book,

which is the star of beads.

Also the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th, rounds, with beads.

8th and 9th rounds, in claret ; this finishes the claret stripe.

tTie on the white, and work the open stripe as follows :

—

1st Round, open stitch, in white.

2nd Round, open stitch in black.

* Turn the work in your hand and work this round back again ; but before doing which, work an edge

stitch ; it is done by simply making a single loop on the one that is already on your needle, just in the

way you do a chain stitch. If this is not done when it is turned, every row will be each deficient a stitch

;

by turning the work it makes the beads come in the right side of the purse
;
otherwise, the beads being

more easily worked in attbe back part of the stitch, they would consequently all be to the back part of the

purse. After this row you always work round and round ; it is only turned when you come to the next

open row.

t Again turn the work, and work back this round, and make an edge stitch ; but instead of making one

loop or chain stitch, make two, as this open stitch is higher than the plain rows.

I
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3rd Round, open stitch, white ; this finishes the open stripe.

Tie on the claret, and work the broad pattern as in the engraving.

1st Round, plain claret.

2nd Round, P2, claret, and P2, light grounding green ; repeat all round.

3rd Round, all light grounding green.

4th Round, all worked in the second lightest green of the three shades.

5th Round, ditto, ditto, all light green ground.

6th Round, pattern worked in lightest shade of the three shades of green.

7th Round, ditto, ditto, second shade of the green.

8th Round, ditto, ditto, darkest shade of green, and darkest scarlet.

9th Round, pattern worked in the darkest green, and second scarlet on this round.

Work 62 stitches as the pattern ; the open part must then be left

;

so, therefore, instead of working as before on to the last row, work 60

stitches round the threads that you are carrying on with
;

this is the

centre part of one side of the Purse, which forms the opening for ad-

mitting the money ; then work the remaining 62 stitches of that side

according to the pattern as before, also the other side of the Purse.
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10th Bound, pattern worked in the darkest purple, darkest green, and lightest scarlet.

11th Bound, pattern worked in the second purple, and darkest green.

12th Bound, pattern worked in the lightest purple, and darkest yellow.

18th Bound, pattern worked in the lightest yellow.

14th Bound, all worked in the light green ground.

15th Bound, all worked in the second shade of green-

1 6th Bound, all worked in the light green ground.

17th Bound, P2, claret, P2, green ground.

18th Bound, all worked in the claret. This finishes broad stripe.

Tie on the white, and work again the open stripe as follows:

—

1st Bound, open stitch in white.

2nd Bound, open stitch in black.

3rd Bound, open stitch in white.

Tie on the claret, and work the claret stripe as follows :

—

1st Bound, *edge stitch, plain.

* Turn the work, and make an edge stitch, as described in first note.

Tinted image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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2nd Round, plain.

3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th Rounds, with beads, as pattern.

8th Round, plain.

9th Round, plain. This finishes the 2nd claret stripe.

Tie on the white, and again work the open stripe, as follows :

—

1st Round, -J-open round, white.

2nd Round, open round, black.

This finishes the round working of the Purse ; lay it flat, and unite the black

round you have just finished, by working both edges together, which you do by

working an open row with white, catching in both edges as you work it ; do the same

with the other side, which finishes the Purse. These finishing white rows I have

not shown in the engraving.

CXXXI.—CROCHET LONG PURSE.

Work in table-cover pattern, but with this difference, you insert the open row

•f
Again turn the work, as described in second note.
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between, and work the open stripe in extra fine gold and silver twist. If not

wished round, cast on 1 84 stitches, and cut off your thread at the end of every row,

and begin again at the other end.

CXXXII.—GERMAN CROCHET PATTERN FOR SHOE,

(as engraving at beginning op book.)

This pattern is composed alternately of a narrow and a broad stripe ; the narrow

stripe is of a scarlet ground, with green balls, the broad stripe is of a light green or

light blue ground; the patterns are in lilac, greens, yellows, and scarlet ; the rows that

divide the stripes are worked in black. The paper shape of a shoe should be had

from a shoemaker, and the work let out or taken in according to its form ;—those I

have done have all been worked in one piece, and joined up the back of the heel.

This Shoe is worked in Berlin wool, with a fine ivory hook. The stripes all run

across the instep, and consequently up the piece that forms the back part of shoe.

Observe, every row your thread or threads must be cut off ; then run them neatly

with a needle on the wrong side. The Shoe is commenced at the toe part, by
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casting on with black as many chain stitches as are sufficient for the narrow par

of the toe, which should be about 22 or 24 stitches. Work the whole shoe in

double tambour stitch, (as receipt 139, Vol. I,) ; and the patterns according to the

engraving. When you have finished the forefoot part, continue and work the side

piece or the heel part ; then the other side piece as the one now done, (by tying on

the wool, and working it from the fore foot part,) exactly like the other side ; then

join up the heel part together on the wrong side. You may crochet a sole, or have

them made up by a shoemaker. Some ladies work a crochet sole in double wool,

then sew a slight leather one over it, and line the whole shoe with fleecy hosiery,

(which may be had at the hosier’s,) and trim it with fur. These Shoes look vei’y

handsome when done in extra coarse purse twist.

CXXXIII OVERALL BOOT.

A Boot may be worked in the same way as the Shoe, by getting a paper pattern

from the shoemaker ; the forefoot part in one piece, and the back part in another.

Any of the crochet patterns will do for it, but the narrowest patterns for a table-cover,
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and the narrowest for the shoe pattern, look well worked alternately. The Boot

may be lined and bound round with fur, tied with ribbons like a fur boot, and have

a leather sole put on by a shoemaker. It may be worked in four plies fleecy.

CXXXIV. —CARRIAGE FOOT BASKET, OR CHANCELIERE.

A paper pattern of the Basket should be cut correctly from the newest and most

approved shape ; it is then worked in any of the crochet patterns represented in the

engraving at the beginning of the book ; care being taken to let out or take in

according to the paper shape. They are usually worked in four-plies fleecy, with

a No. 1 0 hook. When worked, the foundation is made of pasteboard, exactly the

shape of the outside, each piece being distinctly covered with skirt lining, then

sewn together. After the pasteboard is put in, the whole is merely stuffed with

fine combed wool or down, between the pasteboard and the knit lining, which is knit

exactly as the shape of the outside. A leather bottom for the outside looks best.

This lining is knit in the Russian stitch, which is the same as the hassocks are

generally worked in. The trimming that is round the open part may be worked
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like the Miniver Fur Muff, as Receipt 125 of this volume, or it can be made of wool

worked in the style of a fringe, by taking two plies of white 9 plies fleecy, or any

other colour, to represent the colour of fur. You require a flat boxwood mesh, of

14 inches wide, and a piece of wire about the thickness of No. 20 common sewing

cotton. Take two lengths of it, and wind them on a winder, then tie the ends of

the wool and them together, and worked as follows:—Take the mesh and the ends of

the wool that were tied together into your left hand, holding the mesh with the fore

finger and thumb ; have a winder, with the wire on it, next the forefinger, the other

next the thumb ; then put the wool over the mesh, bringing it down between the

two wires ; then bring the wire from the fore-finger over to the thumb, and the wire

that is at the thumb over to the fore-finger, which binds in the wool, and repeat in

this manner, putting the wool over the mesh, and bringing it down between the

wire. Continue until you have sufficient length to go round the open part, then

work two more lengths, and sew the three all together, which makes it very thick

like fur. If done in white, a loop or two of black here and there looks like ermine.

The wool should all be cut after it is sewn on.
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This Basket should be cast on at the narrow part of the front, or toe part, and

worked up to the top, or open part, and let out or taken in as the shape may re-

quire. The stripes lie across the front, and round the band part. At the end of

each row, you must cut off your thread or threads.

CXXXV—VERY HANDSOME TRIANGULAR KNIT SHAWL,

Composed of four open white stripes, and three open shaded coloured stripes

;

each meeting, and forming an angle point at the centre or back part of the Shawl,

—which looks very well. The border is of close knitting, on a black ground ; the

pattern is a row of scarlet pines, with a small wreath of green leaves at each side,

fas shown in engraving at beginning of this Volume.) This Shawl is all knit in

English embroidery wool, which is preferable to German wool for knitting, as it does

not get matted when washed.

This Shawl is formed and let out exactly in the same way as the Fichu, Receipt

118th of this Volume; always letting out four extra stitches each front row, (or

row on which the pattern is worked.) Observe, always before making the extra
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stitch at this side, to work S, P3, and after it, at the other side of Shawl, P4 ;

which is to make a little edge down the slanting sides of the Shawl.

Cast on 25 stitches with white, and knit the stripes in succession, as follows in their

various stitches ; always bearing in mind, in all of them, the 4 extra stitches in the

front row. The first one is made by making an 0 after the S, P3, at the edge. The

two centre extra stitches are 0, P, 0. The other edge 0, P4, making, in all, four

extra stitches. Every white stripe is about five inches in depth. Two ivory pins

of No. 8 ; one quarter pound white wool, one hank of each shade, and two hanks

of black, are required.

Is# stripe. White.

Work in stitch 0, T, until the stripe is about 5 inches.

2nd stripe
,
in eight shades of Scarlet.

Beginning with the darkest, and working two rows each shade on to the lightest,

and receding again to the darkest ; making, in all, 30 rows. This coloured stripe is

worked in stitch described in 137th Receipt, Volume I.
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3rd stripe, or 2nd White.

Work in stitch as 52nd Receipt, Volume I.

4th stripe
,
or 2nd of Colour, in eight shades of green.

Two rows of each, same as scarlet stripe* Work in stitch as 148th Receipt.,

Volume I.

5th stripe
,
or 3rd White.

Spider-net as 50th Receipt, Volume I.

6th stripe, or 3rd of colour, in eight shades of Scarlet.

Two row of each, as before ; worked in stitch as 146th Receipt, Volume I,

7th stripe
,
or 4th White.

Worked in stitch as 56th Receipt of this Volume.

Border, of Blach ground.

Worked in plain stitch, with pattern, as engraving at beginning of this Volume.

Stretch and damp the Shawl with a little dissolved gum Arabic
;
finish with a knit

oi- knotted fringe, as described for the Shetland Shawl.
VOL. IT. T
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CXXXYI VERY BEAUTIFUL LONG NET PURSE.
AS ENGRAVING AT BEGINNING OP THIS VOLUME.

This Purse is composed of claret and blue French purse silks, on reels, with

stripe pattern worked in steel or gold beads, running from one end of the Purse to

the other, and an alternate piece of open stitch, or plain, about half as broad as the

pattern stripe. The pattern, something like border pattern of Shawl, is worked

from the engraving at the beginning of this book. It is all net with a treple

long darning needle, fine enough for the beads to pass freely over it. Two reels of

silk, a mesh of No- 20, and, I should think, about 12 rows beads of No. 7, are re-

quired. Oast on 110 stitches.

1st Row, net 40 plain stitches, then SO stitches with a *bead each stitch, this is

for the open part of the Purse ; then 40 plain stitches-

* Before working the stitch, thread a bead, bring it up in front of the mesh, and keep it there until

you have made the knot ; then bring the needle and thread down at the back of the mesh, and pass the

point of the needle up through the bead that is on the front of the mesh, draw up the needle and thread

through it, which pulls the bead quite up to the knot you have just made. (All beads net should be
worked in this way, otherwise they will move about on the thread.) Every bead stitch is worked in

this way.
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2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th Rows, plain.

6th Row, commence the pattern as represented in engraving ;—the first row of

which is a bead every stitch ; the second a bead stitch and a plain

stitch alternately
; and so on as the pattern of this stripe.

Then 8 Rows quite plain. This plain part should be about half the width of the

pattern stripe. Repeat from the 6th row, it being the pattern stripe, and this plain

part, two more times-j- ; then the pattern stripe and five rows, exactly as at the

beginning,—the last row of which has steel beads at the open part, the same as the

first row- Stretch this on a purse stretcher, (or, if preferred, slightly damping and

pining it out until throughly dry, answers the same purpose ;) then join it up ; add

rings and tassels of steel or gold to correspond with the beads used.

4 But observe, in repeating it for the first time, let there be 16 rows of plain instead of 8, as this

forms the half of the purse, and would not look uniform when finished, if the 16 rows were not worked
here.
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CXXXVII—ANOTHER VERY BEAUTIFUL LONG NET PURSE,
AS REPRESENTED IN ENGRAVING,

Worked in white purse silk and gold beads, or any other colour that is preferred.

Black and gold, claret and gold, green and gold, dark blue and gold, purple and gold,

all look well. The ends may be of one colour, the centre in any other, if preferred.

When the white purse is soiled, it can easily be washed, without impairing the look

of the purse. When finished, net up the sides and sew up the open part for the money,

before stretching it on the stretcher ; damp it before putting it on, then leave it till

quite dry. All netting looks the better after being damped and stretched. A purse

stretcher can be had of any of the fancy-work shops.

Four hanks of netting silk of the 3rd size, a treple long darning needle, and

about 12 rows of gold beads No. 7, are required.

This Purse is worked round, on a foundation of 80 stitches, having 16 plain rows

worked before commencing the Vandyke pattern, in *beads. There should be 20 points

or Vandykes, and 10 of the double arrows in the round of the purse, as represented

For mode of working in beads, see receipt* No. 136, page 290 of this Volume.

d
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between the two rows of Vandykes in the engraving. When the pattern is completed,

work 16 plain rows ; this forms one end of the purse. Now commence the open

part of the purse for the money, by working backwards and forwards for about three

inches, quite plain, but always working the first two stitches of each row with beads

;

then work the other side exactly as the one described. Add tassels and rings to suit,

CXXXVIII PATTERN FOR A BABY’S CROCHET BLANKET,

A COVERLET FOR A CARRIAGE, A WRAPPER FOR AN INVALID, OR A TIPPIS DE PIED, OR TABLE COVER,;

(AS ENGRAVING AT BEGINNING OF THIS BOOK.)

This Coverlet is worked in blue and white 4 plies fleecy ; the blue is the pattern,

the white the ground, with the Grecian border worked in blue. About one yard wide,

and one yard and a quarter long, is the usual size.

CXXXIX. VERY HANDSOME CROCHET BAG,

WORKED IN THE SAME PATTERN AS BABY’S BLANKET, AS SHOWN IN ENGRAVING.

This Bag may be worked in gold beads for the Grecian border, and a dark claret
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or purple for the ground of it, the centre pattern in gold beads with a coloured

ground—say light green, light blue, or white, or any other colour that is preferred.

Work with the common sized purse twist, and No. 10 gold beads.

CXL—KNIT BLANKET FOR BABY.

This Blanket is knit from the Engraving for Baby Crochet Blanket, at beginning

of hook. Work with 4) plies fleecy, and No. 7 ivory pins. This Blanket should be

about a yard wide, and a yard and a quarter long.

CXLI—TABLE COVER WORKED IN CROSS STITCH ON COARSE CANVASS.

DESIGN TAKEN FROM ENGRAVING OF BABY’S CROCHET BLANKET.

This Table Cover is very useful in using up any odds and ends of wool that may
have accumulated from time to time, by working every star in different colours,

studying, of course, as much as possible the harmony of colours. The border should

all be worked in one colour, on a white ground. The ground of the centre part of

Table-Cover should be black, or of a very dark colour. Use No. 30 English canvass,
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and two plies of wool ; if wished coarser, use No. 24 canvass, and 3 plies of wool. If

wished for a bag, use No. 45, and 1 ply of wool. These numbers of canvass for

cross stitch may serve as guides for any piece of work where one, two, or three plies

of wool are wished to be used.

CXLII DICED NET PURSE.

This very pretty Purse is worked in alternate dices of black and a lightish

green, or any other colour preferred, with a small pattern of steel beads worked on the

black squares ; as shown in the engraving at beginning of book. Three hanks of

each colour of silk, and a mesh No. 17, are required.

This Receipt also makes a pretty Bag, by making the dices and the pattern for the

beads larger ; it is also most useful in working (without beads,) Shawls, Scarfs,

D’oyleys, Coverlets, Gentlemen’s Night-Caps, &c.

First Green Bice, for Purse.

Have a foundation of 98 stitches. Then tie the light green on to the 8th loop of
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the foundation, and work back to the first loop, as follows,—each dice having seven

stitches in length, and 7 rows in depth.

1st Row, work 7 stitches.

2nd Row, back again, working the 7 stitches plain.

Continue working as these 2 rows, until you have 7 rows worked ; this concludes

the first green dice. Cut off the green.

First Black Bice.

Tie the black on to the 8th loop of the foundation from the green, and work as

follows :

—

1 st Row, 7 plain stitches ; the last stitch of which brings you to the loop next to

the green of last dices. Put the point of needle down through the first

loop of the green, so as to join the dices
;

(this is not worked, only

linked in, so as to untie the two colours.) This must be done again at

the end of the 3rd, 5th, and 7th rows.

2nd Row, P7.
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3rd Row, P2, *2 bead stitches, P3 ; link in as 1st row.

4th Row, P2, 3 bead stitches, P2.

5th Row, P2, 2 bead stitches, P3 ; link in as 1st row.

6th Row, P7.

7th Row, P7 ; link in as first row. This finishes the first black dice. Do not

cut off the thread, but work the next black dice under the last green, by

working the 7 black on the last row of the green, as following receipt

will explain.

Second Black Dice-

1st Row, P7 ; exactly under the green dice.

2nd Row, P7.

3rd Row, P2, 2 bead stitches, P3.

4th Row, P2, 3 bead stitches, P2.

5th Row, P2, 2 bead stitches, P3.

6th Row, plain-

7th Row, plain ; this finishes the second black.

* For mode of working in the beads, see 136th Receipt of this Volume.
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Second Green Dice.

Now tie on the green, and work as first green dice, already described, thus

—

having tied it 8 loops apart from the last black loop on the foundation, work back-

wards and forwards for 7 rows ; always linking in the green with the black on the

1st, 3rd, 5th, and 7th rows. Then work a row of green dices, without cutting off the

thread, exactly under the black ones ; always observing to link in as before. When the

row of green dices is worked, tie on the black, as before, on the Sth loop apart from

last green, and work exactly as before, with the bead pattern ; always observing to

link in as formerly. So continue working until you have worked up all the founda-

tion; when this is done, commence on the top of the last square that finished the

foundation, and end with working on the second-last dice of each row successively,

so as to make the other side of the Purse quite even with the foundation side. Every

row of dices will now diminish in number, until you have only one, which work; then

join up the Purse. Damp it, and stretch it on a purse-stretcher. The mouth, or open

part for the money, should be sewn up, so as to make it stretch well,—nothing but the

ends being left open while on the stretcher. When thoroughly dry, take it off, and
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add rings and tassels to suit. Make it up flat, with four little tassels, one at each

corner of the Purse. The foundation side and the one opposite are sewn together,

or the long way of the Purse.

CXLIII.—HANDSOME CROCHET BAG.

The bottom of this Bag is a star worked in gold twist, in double tambour stitch,

(as described in 125th Receipt of Volume I.) on a dark mazarine blue ground. The

star part is worked as the tambour purse, (134th Receipt of Volume I.) ; then

an open round of open stitch in gold twist, (which is worked as described in 128th

Receipt of Volume I.); then a stripe of crimson, in double tambour stitch,

about an inch broad ; then one row plain gold and an open row of gold ; and again

another stripe of double tambour, but in blue, the same colour as the ground of the

star. One plain row of gold, and an open row of gold. Repeat the stripes of colour

and gold alternately, until you have made the Bag as long as you wish. It must

finish with the gold. Draw it with gold cord, and add gold tassels to suit.

A vast variety of Bags of this kind may be worked with the star bottom, and any
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of the crochet or knitting patterns represented in the engravings at beginning of

this Book. The top of the crochet hassock in this Volume may also serve as a guide

in forming the star for the bottom of Bag. I have done some very pretty Bags,

having the star for bottom part, and the open stitch for bag part, worked in various

colours. These may be worked in worsted, or silk chenille, or any other material

preferred.

CXLIV SQUARE CROCHET BAG.

This Bag is worked in common sized purse-silk, the pattern of which is taken

from the engraving at beginning of this Book, and which is given before in 130th

Beceipt for a long crochet purse. This Bag is cast on, and worked round and round,

as described in the 1 30th Beceipt, only it is not more than five and a half inches

square each side. Bags in this style may be worked in any of the engraved pat-

terns for crochet, or as the border for the Shawl, at the beginning of this Book.

The ground of some of the stripes, where gold or steel beads are used, is much

enlivened by being shaded. A scarlet ground, shaded from light to dark, and
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then again from dark to light, having one or two rows of each shade, according to

the width of pattern, looks well ; so does blue and green, done in the same way.

CXLV LONG CROCHET PURSE,

WITH STEEL BEADS.

This Purse is very pretty and simple, having stripes of close work and stripes of

open work running along the purse ; the open stripe has steel beads on it, which

gives it a very rich and lively appearance. The close stripe in black, the coloured in

cerise purse silk. Six rows of No. 7 steel beads, three hanks of black, and three

of coloured silk are required. Work with an ivory handle and steel hook, or a fine

ivory or steel, which must gauge just above the hook part, No. 20.

This Purse should not be worked very tight, as crochet work is much more durable

when worked rather loose. When made up, add steel rings and tassels to suit.

Cast on 108 chain stitches with black.

1 st Row, work in double tambour ; at the end of row cut off the thread, and begin
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the second row where you began the first, observing always to work an

edge stitch before commencing, (which is explained in Bemarks on Crochet

Work) ;—then work 7 more rows exactly the same as the first.

9th Bow, with cerise colour, (having the beads thread on before commencing,) ten

stitches in double tambour stitch, thentwo chain stitches ; the chain stitches

are not attached to the purse, as it is to make an open stitch. Now slip

up a bead close to the last chain stitch ; leave two stitches on the black

stripe unworked, then insert your hook into the third stitch, and work

it in double tambour stitch ; now continue working the two chain stitches

and bead, then the double tambour stitch to end of row, all but ten

stitches, which work in double tambour ; always cut off the thread at

the end of every row, and commence again at the other side.

10th Bow, eleven plain double tambour stitches ; then work as the 9fch row, by

working the two chain stitches and bead, then the double tambour

stitch ; then finish the row with the plain double tambour stitches at the

other end.
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Bepeat as the 9th and 10th rows three more times, making in all eight open

rows with beads.

Again work from the beginning three more times, which will make four black

stripes and four cerise colour. Join, damp, and stretch it on a purse-stretcher.

CXLVII—-ANOTHER LONG CROCHET PURSE,

VERY SIMPLE AND VERY PRETTY, AND WORKED WITH OR WITHOUT GOLD BEADS.

This Purse is all worked like the open part of the preceding Purse, only it is

worked with shades of silk, which look very well ; say 7 shades blue, beginning with

black up to a pretty light blue, in all 7 shades ; 6 rows of each up to the light, then

back again from the 2nd lightest to the dark ; this forms one side of the Purse.

Continue to work the other side in the same manner ; at the end of every row the

thread is cut off. One hank of each shade of silk, and ten rows of No. 7 gold beads

are required.
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Cast on 110 chain stitches, and work it exactly as described in 9th and 10th rows

of former purse.

Damp and make it up as the former purse. It makes a very strong purse for a

gentleman, when worked in the 2nd sized purse silk, in shades.

CXLVIII VERY NOVEL KNIT BAG.

This Bag is worked in shades of extra coarse purse silk, on a black ground. The

centre part, when worked, appears raised, like the porcupine or pine-apple stitch.

It looks very handsome with one or two rounds knit with gold cord of No. 2,

as explained in working receipt. This Bag is cast on at the bottom, and, from the

mode of working the stitch, the colours of the silk take a wave of themselves, which

looks very pretty. The bottom part represents a sort of star of black, then the

shades of colours, with the porcupine in the centre, and again the shades of

colours, finishing at top with gold. When finished, draw up, on the wrong side,

the cast-on row, by taking hold only of the top points of it, and drawing them all

close together
; then again draw up the low points of the cast-on row, not close,
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but a good deal looser than the other, so as to form the star. Finish by drawing

up the top with gold rings, and cord and tassels to suit, and a small tassel at the

bottom. Four wires of No. 16, one hank of each shade of silk, two of black, and

three of green for centre, are required. The Bag is all worked in the same stitch

as first round.

This receipt also makes a very comfortable Travelling or Smoking Cap for a

gentleman. Of course the bottom of Bag forms the top of the Cap. It is worked

in Berlin wool, on larger wires, and finished at top with a handsome tassel.

Cast on 144 stitches with black.

1st Round, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 02, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T ; repeat all round,

and 19 more rounds. This finishes the black star part.

21st and 22nd Rounds in gold cord, as first round,

23rd and 24th Rounds in black, do.

25th and 26th Rounds in light green, do.

27th and 28th Rounds in white, do.

29th and 30th Rounds in mazarine or light blue, do.

VOL. II. I"
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31st and 32nd Rounds in bright scarlet, as first round.

33rd and 34th Rounds in black, do.

35th and 36th Rounds in gold cord, do.

37th Round in black, and 5 more rounds, do.

43rd and 44th Rounds in gold cord, do.

45th Round with bright green, or any other colour preferred, and 3 more rounds.

49th Round, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0 ; repeat.

50th Round, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 0 ; repeat, and 5

more rounds.

56th Round, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 02, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti ;
repeat.

57th Round, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 02, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T ; repeat, and 5

more rows.

63rd Round, Repeat from the 49th Round 3 more times.

Then 2 Rounds in gold cord, as follows Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 0, Ti, 02, T, 0, T, 0,

T, 0, T ; repeat.

Then 6 Rounds in black.
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Then 2 Bounds in gold cord.

Then 2 Bounds in black.

Then 2 Bounds in bright scarlet.

Then 2 Bounds in bright blue colour.

Then 2 Bounds in white.

Then 2 Bounds in light green

Then 2 Bounds in black.

Then 2 Bounds in gold cord.

Then 20 rounds in black.

Finish with 2 rounds of gold cord.

CXLIX NET CUFFS, IN BERLIN WOOL AND SILK.

This Cuff, when net, is doubled up, and a coloured ribbon drawn through the

16th row, which, taking hold of the undermost netting, keeps both together ; another

ribbon is drawn through the 24th row, in the same manner, so as to confine the netting

to the size of the wrist. The top of Cuff represents two little frills of netting, which will
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be seen after working according to the following receipt. Six small hanks of pale

pink Berlin wool, 4 small reels of fine China floss silk, (which requires to be worked

double, if very line); a No. 1 flat bone mesh, about one-third of an inch wide ; and

a round mesh of No. 12, are required.

Cast on 45 stitches.

1st Eow, with wool and large mesh.

2nd Eow, with wool and round mesh, and 1 more row.

4th Eow, large mesh, and 2 more rows.

7th Eow, round mesh.

8th Eow, large mesh, and 2 more rows.

11th Eow, round mesh, and 1 more row

13th Eow, large mesh.

14th Eow, with silk and round mesh, and 1 more row.

16th Eow, wool, large mesh.

17th Eow, small mesh.

18th Eow, with silk and small mesh.
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19th Row, wool and small mesh.

20th Row, silk and small mesh.

21st Row, wool and small mesh.

22nd Row, wool and small mesh.

23rd Row, wool and small mesh.

24th Row, wool, large mesh.

25th Row, silk, small mesh, and 1 more row.

27th Row, wool and large mesh.

28th Row, wool, large mesh, 2 stitches in each loop.

29th Row, with silk, small mesh, plain row. This finishes the outside of Cuff.

Return to the first row, and work two stitches into each with the large mesh and

wool ; then finish with a plain row with silk.

CL VERY WARM KNIT PETTICOAT FOR A LADY,

WORKED IN SAME STITCH AS HASSOCK OR RUSSIAN SHAWL, IN FIRST VOLUME.

This Petticoat is worked in two widths, and knit or sewn up after. If the spare
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or open part is wished at the back, it can be knit thus When you have fully more

than a quarter of a yard to knit from the top, lift half the number of stitches on to

a thread, until you have worked the other half number of stitches the full quarter of

a yard. Oast it off, as described for little Polish pelisse ; then tie on your wool at

the spare edge (not the edge of the Petticoat, as that would not work properly in,)

and work it the same length as the other. Cast it off as before. The front width is

cast off in the same way. This petticoat is simply drawn at top with a silk flannel

binding ribbon, so that it may be more easily dried and stretched square after

washing ; and care should be taken in drying, as all knitting shrinks in the length,

if not properly pulled out in the width.

Oast on for each width 216 stitches.

Work 12 plain garter-stitch rows with double wool ; this is for the purpose of

keeping out the knitting at bottom of Petticoat ; then work all the Petticoat in single

wool, as follows :

—

1st Eow, 0, S, T, repeat to end of row ; every row is the same as this.

Continue working until you have the length required. Oast off, as before noticed.
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CLI—BABY’S KNIT LACE CAP,

WITH PRETTY AND NOVEL CROWN.

This Cap is, in appearance, alternate rounds of open work and rounds of thick or

raised work, going in a waving sort of wheel form. The open part is worked with

Taylor’s Persian cotton, No. 40, on reels ; the raised is worked with twisted em-

broidery cotton, called “ Dutch twist, No. 24-” Use 4 wires, No. 23.

Having worked the crown, continue the pattern following the crown, in the same

proportion as the cap in Volume First. There should be about two inches of the new

pattern worked ; then cast off about 2 inches less than a third of the Cap,—this is

for the back part of it ; then continue working the pattern on the forehead, until you

have, in all, about 4| inches from the crown. Cast it off. If wished, you can work

a caser for ribbons to draw it with ; one all round, just before you cast it off for the

back part of the cap, the other about the middle of the forehead, and the last just

before the cap is cast off. The working receipt for caser is that following the receipt

for cap part.

I
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Receipt for Crown.

Cast on 11 stitches with reel cotton.

1st Round, plain.

2nd Round, plain.

3rd Round, 0, P ;
repeat all round.

4th Round, plain, and 2 more rounds.

7th Round, 0, P ; repeat all round.

8th Round, plain, and 2 more rounds.

11th Round, pearl, with the fine embroidery cotton, and 3 more rounds.

15th Round, with the reel cotton, cast on 8 stitches on the right hand wire, P4;
repeat all round.

1 6th Round, plain, and 2 more rounds.

19th Round, O, P, O, P, O, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, O, P, 0, P4 ; repeat all

round.

20th Round, plain, and 2 more rounds.

23rd Round, pearl, with fine embroidery cotton, and 3 more rounds-

—
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27th Round, T, P7, cast on 8 stitches, PI 2, repeat all round.

28th Round, P24, T, Tr; repeat all round-

29th Round, plain, all but the last stitch ; lift it on to the next wire, as it is required

for the Tr in the next round.

30th Round, Tr, P22, T ; repeat all round.

81st Round, P8, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, O, P, 0, P8 ; re-

peat all round.

32nd Round, Tr, P29, T ; repeat all round.

33rd Round, plain.

34th Round, Tr, PS, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, O, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, O, T,

0, T, P2, T ; repeat all round.

35th Round, plain.

36th Round, Tr, P25, T ; repeat all round.

37th Round, 0, T, 0, T, O, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, O, T, O, T, 0, T, 0,

T, O, A ; repeat all round.

38th Round, plain, and 1 more round.
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40th Round, pearl, with embroidery cotton, and 2 more rounds.

43rd Round, pearl, all but the last stitch ;
lift it on to the first wire of the 44th

round, without working.

44th Round, PI 3, cast on 8 stitches, PI 3 ; repeat all round.

45th Round, Tr, P30, T ; repeat all round.

46th Round, plain.

47th Round, Tr, P28, T ,• repeat all round.

48th Round, Tr, P9, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P9, T

;

repeat all round.

49th Round, Tr, P33, T : repeat all round.

50th Round, Tr, P31, T ; repeat all round.

51st Round, T, P4, 0, T, 0, T, O, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T, 0, T,

0, T, P3, T ; repeat all round.

52nd Round, Tr, P27, T ; repeat all round.

53rd Round, Tr, P25, T ; repeat all round.
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54th Round, knit the first stitch and lift it on to the last wire, 0, T, 0, 1, 0, T, 0,

T, 0, T, 0, T, 0 T, 0, T, 0, T, O, T, 0, T, O, T, O, A ; repeat all

round.

55th Round, plain all round.

56th Round, plain all round.

57th Round, pearl, with embroidery cotton, and 3 more rounds. This finishes the

crown ;
then continue as following

Receipt for Cap Part.

1st Round, P3, 0, T, P, T, P4, 05, P4, T, P3, 0, T, P ;
repeat.

2nd Round, P, T, 0, P3, T, P4, B, P, B, P4, T, P, T, 0, P3 ; repeat.

3rd Round, P3, 0, T, P12, T, P3, 0, T, P ;
repeat.

4th Round, P, T, 0, PI 6, T, O, P3 ;
repeat.

5th Round, P3, 0, T, P4, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, O, P, 0, P, 0, P5, 0,

T, P ;
repeat

6th Round, P, T, 0, P4, T, PI 5, T, P, T, 0, P3 ;
repeat.
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7th Round, P3, 0, T, P, T, P14, T, P3, 0, T, P ; repeat.

8th Round, P, T, 0, P3, T, P12, T, P, T, 0, P3; repeat.

9th Round, P3, 0, T, P, T, P10, T, P3, 0, T, P ; repeat.

10th Round, *P, T, 0, PI 6, T, 0, P3 ; repeat.

11th Round, *P3, O, T, P16, O, T, P; repeat.

12th Round, *P, T, 0, P16, T, 0, P3 ; repeat.

Repeat from first round, working as before described.

Receipt for Caser.

1st Round, plain, and 3 more rounds.

5th Round, T, +03
;
repeat all round.

6th Round, plain, and 3 more rounds.

* These three last rows are worked in the embroidery cotton.

•f-
03 ; This is to make a long loop, and is only one loop in the 4 plain rounds following.
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CLII ANOTHER BABY’S KNIT LACE CAP.

A very beautiful Baby’s Cap may be made, by taking the round D’oyley, as

39th Receipt of this Volume, and working it for the crown ; after having done so,

take pattern No. 9 of this Volume, and work it in the same proportions as the Cap,

or that of the foregoing Receipt, in this Volume, for Baby’s Cap. If the crown

should be too few stitches for the pattern to go in properly, work another plain round,

and let it out as many stitches as are deficient, by picking up from the round before,

and working them ; or, if it is a few stitches too many, take it in, before working

the pattern, as 9th Receipt. Use wires No. 28, and No. 40 Taylor’s Persian cotton,

of which two bobbins are required.

CLIII CROCHET MITTEN,

Worked in single stitch, in stone coloured Berlin or English embroidery wool;

with a few rows of blue at top and bottom of the Mitten, and round the thumb. A
hook No. 11, four or five hanks of colour, and as much fawn as makes up half an

ounce, are required.
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Set on about 41 stitches with blue
;
join them to form the round

;
you will then

have 40 stitches.

1st Round, plain, and 5 more rounds.

7th Round, plain,* with fawn, and 7 more rounds.

In the next row, commence to let out for the Thumb

.

loth Round, work the first stitch as -(-usual, then make another from the top part

of the loop,—this commences a stitch ; then work two stitches quite plain

;

next loop work it as usual, then make another from the back part of the

loop ; by this you increase another stitch ; then plain all round.

1 6th Round, work the ^marked stitch, then again from the back of it ; now work

'' Plain, but instead of taking the upper part of the loop, take the under part, which is that next you ;

this makes quite a different looking stitch from the other part. All the Mitten is worked in this way,

except the coloured edges.

f Tie a piece of different coloured wool on this part of the loop, so that you may know when you

come round to it again, as on that part you work and let out as before.

I It would be well to work this stitch for several rounds, by tying it with a piece of different colour

when the loop has been worked and is on the crochet needle.
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three distinct stitches ; then the next loop in the usual way ; then make

another from the back of it ; then plain all round.

17th Eound, work the marked stitch, then again from the back of it; then four dis-

tinct stitches ; next stitch work as usual ; then again from the back of

it ; then plain all round.

18th Eound, work the marked stitch, then again from back of it ; then five distinct

stitches ; next stitch work as usual ; then again from the back of it

;

then plain all round.

Continue working as the 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th rounds, until you have 16

stitches between the increase stitches
;

then unite the first increased stitch and

the last increased together, by taking the first one on the hook and then the other,

being 16 stitches from the first one on the hook, and work them off as one

stitch ; by this you unite the Mitten to form the hand
;

(the thumb is left till the

hand piece is finished) ; work the rest of the round plain.

Work every succeeding round the same, until you have reduced this to the original

number of stitches cast on ; then work three plain rounds in single tambour stitch, with
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colour, the same as the first six rounds
; now return to the thumb, and work it round

and round until it is nearly as long as the hand part, finishing with the three

coloured rounds.

CLIV LONG CROCHET MITTEN FOR INFANTS.

Cast on 32 stitches in Berlin wool. One small hank of white, and two of colour,

and one hook No. 11 are required.

It is worked exactly like the foregoing Mitten, say white for the mitten part, and

edged with blue or pink ; the coloured part is all done in the plain single tambour

stitch, the Mitten in white, and worked in the same stitch as the previous one,by taking

the part of loop next you instead of the one at the edge. Thefirstfour rounds are worked

in colour, plain stitch. Then three inches deep, in white, every round being the same.

Next round, take the first two loops together, so as to take it in at the beginning

of the round, then one half inch in depth plain ; then again take in at the beginning

of the round one half inch deep plain ; again take in at beginning of next round
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one half inch deep plain ; again take in at beginning, and one inch plain. Let out

for the thumb, until you have 10 distinct stitches between the let-out stitches ; then

join them, and work the hand. Take in under the thumb until you have only 28

stitches round the hand part ; the last row of white plain. Finish with three in

colour ; and the thumb as described in former Mittens. Draw a ribbon through the

wrist part.

CLV OUT-DOOR MITTEN FOR CHILDREN,

Worked in Berlin, or Lady Betty Wool. Six small hanks, and one of colour,

and a No. 11 hook, are required.

This Mitten, which is preferable to a glove for a young child, has a thumb only,

the hand part being finished in the form of a bag for the fingers. It is worked

either in colour or all white with 3 rows of colour at top, exactly in the same way

as the former Mittens, in single stitch ;
then 6 rows white, taking the part of loop

next you. The whole of the Mitten is worked in this stitch, with the exception of

the coloured part, which is all done in the single stitch. Let out for the thumb

TO!.. II.
x
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as in first Mitten (marking tlie stitch,) until you have 11 distinct stitches, then join

for hand, but do not take it in below the thumb as described in the former Mittens,

this part being all worked round and round without taking in ; work about an inch

deep. The Mitten is now taken in at each side, in the same way as the part under

the thumb of former Mitten, by taking two loops on the hook and working them

as one. This is continued successively every row until you have only 4 stitches,

and the intake stitch every side ; then take hold of both sides, and crochet them,

which unites the two sides together, then draw through the wool, and fasten it neatly

on the wrong side. Now return and work the thumb, by tying on the wool to the

stitch that united the hand part, and work round the thumb for 7 rounds, then

take in 4 times in the next round, then again do the same in the following round

;

and draw up the remaining stitches on the wrong side, and fasten it neatly. Draw
a ribbon through the wrist part.
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CLVI—KNIT POLISH OVERALL PELISSE FOR A CHILD.

WORKED IN THE SAME STITCH AS BRIOCHE.

This Pelisse is suitable for a child in arms, for one walking, or for a boy of six or

seven years, for which this receipt is made out ; if for a younger walking child, use

pins two sizes smaller, and three plies fleecy. The whole Pelisse is composed of one

colour, and trimmed with imitation ermine fur. The ermine fur, of course, is worked

in white, and little tufts of black, attached at intervals about three inches apart, to

represent the tails of the ermine. The fur is made about half a quarter of a yard

deep round the bottom of the skirt and up the fronts ; the cuffs and collar are also

composed of the imitation fur. The fronts and back part of the Pelisse are worked

separately, commencing at the bottom of the skirt, and taking it in several times,

as will be described in the working receipt. This dress is worked in double

English embroidery wool, or it may be worked in Berlin, which is much softer, but

does not wash so well as the other; also in four-plies English fleecy wool. Two ivory

pins of No. 9, a half-pound coloured wool, and a quarter pound of white, are re-
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quired. When finished, draw it round the waist with cord and tassels, also sew a

cord made of white and colour round the top part of the fur next to the coloured

part of the dress. This dress may be confined with a leather band, if required.

FRONT WIDTH.

Cast on with white 108 stitches.

1st Row, 0, S, T, repeat to end.

2nd Row, 0, S, T, repeat to end.

Continue as these two rows until you have about four inches worked.

Next Row, 0, S, T ; repeat it 9 more times with white, which is 30 stitches ;

leave it there until it is required. Now tie on the colour wool (on

the wrong side) to a loop of the row below
;
give the white wool and

it a twist together, so that the introduction of the colour may not make

a hole ; then work as follows :— 0, S, T ; repeat this to the end, all

but 5 stitches, as it is necessary here to take in 3 stitches ; so therefore

take the whole 5 stitches that remain, and knit them so as they form

only one sti tch
; then 2nd row of colour, work as follows :

—
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2nd Colour, 0, S, T ;
repeat until you have but 30 stitches remaining on your left

hand pin, twist the coloured and white wool, and work the 30 stitches

off with the white as before, always working 0, S, T. Next row work

as follows,

—

3rd Colour 0, S, T, with white ; repeat 9 more times as before ; twist the wools,

and work the rest of the row with colour.

Continue working as 2nd and 3rd coloured rows, 11 more times, which

make 25 rows of colour. In the row following, work as follows :

—

26th Coloured Eow, 0, S, T ; repeat till you have only 30 stitches, then twist white

and colour. Work with white 0, S, T ; repeat it 9 more times, which

concludes the row.

27th Coloured Eow, white, 0, S, T ; repeat 9 more times, twist the colour, and

work with it 0, S, T, to the end of the row, all but 5 stitches ; take

them in as on 1st coloured row, by working all the 5 stitches together

into one stitch ; then repeat from 2nd coloured row to the 27th, five

more times. Then work 9 rows, and take in on the 10th ;
repeat it 5
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more times ; this is for arm hole. Then work 3 rows, and take in on

the 4th, repeating it four more times, and always taking in on the 4th

row ; this is for shoulder. Then 4 rows before casting off. In casting

it off, knit the first stitch, take the two next loops together, and knit in

the way you work T ; lift the first stitch over that, and repeat, working

a plain stitch and the two together to the end, always lifting the one

over the other, in order to cast olf. This T is to confine the stitch to

its proper size. The other front is worked in the same way as this, in

the reverse.

BACK WIDTH.

Oast on for the back width 147 in white, and work as before in the front width,

until you have about 4 inches of white ; then with colour, take this in exactly at

each side, as you did up the one side of the front, until you come to the arm part.

Then work as many plain rows as corresponds with the part that is taken in for the

front of the arm hole, on the front width, but the back is never taken in, as it must
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be quite straight. Then taue it in for the shoulder part, m the same way the front

was done, by taking in five stitches into one at each side every fourth row for five

times, to correspond with the front shoulder part ; then cast it off in the same

way as the front. Join up the shoulders of the front and back, by sewing them

together.

When joined up, tie the wool exactly in the centre, where it has just been joined

at the top of the shoulder, and work, in garter stitch, a three cornered gusset exactly

in the centre of the shoulder. This gusset is worked by taking up at the end of every

row a stitch from the front of the neck part, and one from back part of neck at the end

of every row, as following Receipt will describe.

FOB GUSSET.

Tie on the wool, and take a hold of the stitch that was last sewed up at top of

shoulder, and work it. This stitch is for the foundation ; then take a stitch from

the cast off of front, and work it.

2nd Row, P2 ; then take a stitch from the cast off of back, and work it.
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3rd Row, P3 ; then take a stitch from the front, and work it as before.

4th Row, P4 ; then take a stitch from the back, and work it. Continue in the

same way until you have worked about three inches on the back and

front ; leave the stitches on a thread until you have worked the other

gusset exactly the same ; -j-then work back to the other gusset, picking

up and working the back stitches as you go along ; then work all those

on the thread, and one more of the front; then work back again to the

other front, and work one more stitch ; then work, as described from

the mark -j- two more times, always taking in one front stitch when you

come to it ; then pick up all the cast-off stitches that remain on the

front, and work them ; then work back again, and do the same with

the other front. Next row quite plain, and two more rows. Cast it off

in the common way.

SLEEVE.

Cast on 75 stitches for Sleeve ; first 30 stitches in white, and then 45 in colour.
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1st Row, 0, S, T, with blue,—repeat to end of blue; then twist the wool, and

work, with white, 0, S, T,—repeat to end of row.

2nd Row, 0, S, T, with white,—repeat to end of white ; then twist the wool, and

work, with colour, 0, S, T,—repeat to end of row.

Continue working until you have about eight inches and a half worked;

then cast it off, all but 1 8 stitches of colour at top, and continue working

it backwards and forwards in the same stitch for about 36 rows more

than the sleeve
;
cast it off ; this is for a gusset, which is set in in the same

way as that in the sleeve of a gentleman’s shirt, by sewing the cast-on

part of the sleeve to the side part of this gusset ; then join up the sleeve

down to the cuff, and sew in the top part of the sleeve to the arm hole.

COLLAR.

Cast on for Collar, with white wool, 165 stitches.

1st Row, 0, S, T ; repeat to end of row.

Repeat as 1st row 30 more times.
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32ncl Row, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S ; then take five

stitches into one, so as to take inj ; repeat from the beginning of this

row two more times; then work 0, S, T ; repeat 0, S, T, 11 more

times ; then work 0, S, and take in five stitches into one. Now repeat

from the beginning of row to mark thus J two more times ; finish the

33rd Row, 0, S, T ; repeat to end of row, and 6 more rows.

40th Row, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S ; then take in the five stitches

into one, as in the 32nd rowj, and repeat from the beginning of this row

three more times ; then work 0, S, and take in five stitches same as

before ; repeat from beginning of row to mark thus J three more times

;

finish the row by working 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S, T.

41st Row, 0, S, T ; repeat to end of row, and 10 more rows.

52nd Row, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S ; take in the five stitches into one, and

repeat from the beginning of this row three more timesj ; then work

0, S, and take in five stitches into one
;
repeat from beginning to mark
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thus J three more times ; finish the row by working 0, S, T, 0, S, T,

0, S, T, 0, S, T.

53rd Row, 0, S, T ; repeat to end of row, and 10 more rows.

54th Row, 0, S, T, 0, S, T, 0, S ; then take five stitches into one, and repeat from

the beginning of this row three more times! ; then work 0, S, and

take in five stitches into one ; repeat from beginning of row to mark

thus | three more times ; finish the row by working 0, S, T, 0, S, T,

0, S, T.

55th Row, 0, S, T ; repeat to end, and 3 more rows.

This finishes the Collar. Cast it off as front and back. Finish this Dress by

sewing the Collar to the garter stitch neck part, confining the one to suit the other

;

it is drawn at neck, and tied with cord and tassel like waist part.

CLVII ALPINE KNIT SCARF,

(SAME FABRIC AS THE SHETLAND SCARFS.)

This Arery beautiful and light Scarf is composed of a border of diamonds all round

;
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and the centre is stripes of the double rose leaf, as 105th Beceipt of this Volume.

When finished, dress it in the same way as Shetland Shawl, page 118 ; three hanks

of 2 plies Lady Betty, and 2 ivory pins No. 8, are required.

Cast on 1 20 stitches.

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, rows, plain.

9th Bow, S, P5, edge—T, 0, P2, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P2, 0, fA, 0, P2, T, 0, P7,

0, T, P2, 0 ; repeat from mark thus t 4 more times ; then edge

T, P5.

10th Bow, S, P5, edge—B2, j^, 0, B2, jj, 0, B, 0, B2, 0, B3 ; repeat 5 more

times; edge P6.

11th Bow, S, P5, edge—P2, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P ; repeat 5 more

times
;
edge P6.

12th Bow, S, P5, edge

—

jj
, 0, B2, 0, B5, 0, j^, B2, 0, j;, B ; repeat 5 more

times ; edge P6.

13th Bow, S, Pn, edge—T, 0, P2, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P2, 0, fA, 0, P2, T, O, P7,

0, T, P2, 0 ; repeat from mark thus + 4 more times ; edge T, P5.
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14th Row, S, P5, edge—B2, j;, 0, B2, 0, B, 0, B2, 0, x> B3 ; repeat 5 more

times ; edge P6.

15th Row, S, P5, edge—P2, T, O, P2, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P ; repeat 5 more

times; edge P 6.

16th Row, S, P5, edge—back or pearl row ; edge P6.

17th Row, S, P5, edge—P4, 0, T, P2, 0, A, 0, P2, T, 0, P3 ; repeat 5 more

times ; edge P6.

18th Row, S, P5, edge—0, B2, 0, B5, j[, 0, B2, jr, 0, B ; repeat 5 more

times ; edge P6.

19th Row, S, P5, edge—P2, 0, T, P2, 0, T, PS, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P ; repeat 5 more

times; edge P 6,

20th Row, S, P5, edge—B2, 0, j;, B2, 0, j^, B, 0, B2, j,, 0, B3 ; repeat 5 more

times; edge P6.

21st Row, S, P5, edge—P4, O, T, P2, 0, A, 0, P2, T, 0, P3 ; repeat 5 more

times; edge P 6.
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22nd Row, S, P5, edge—0, 332, 0, j,, B5, 0, B2, 0, B ; repeat 5 more

times ; edge P6.

23rd Row, S, P5, edge—P2, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P3, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P ; repeat 5 more

times ; edge P 6.

24th Row, S, P5, edge—back or pearl row ; edge P6.

Then repeat from 9th row 2 more times ; this finishes the first end of

the Scarf ; then work as follows,

—

25th Row, S, P5, edge—T, 0, P2, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P2, 0, T,—rest all plain,* all

but 24 stitches; work them thus, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P2, 0

;

edge T, P5.

26th Row, S, P5, edge—B2, j, 0, B2, 0, B, 0, j,, B2, 0, B3,—rest plain

all but 24 stitches ; work them thus, B2, jq, 0, B2, j, 0, B, 0, jj5
B2, 0, jq,

B3; edge P6.

27th Row, S, P5, edge—PS, T, 0, PS, T, 0, P3, 0, T, PS, 0, T, P ; rest plain

* Before working the plain part, pick up a stitch from the row heiow, as you require it when the

centre pattern begins.
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all but 24 stitches ; work them thus, P2, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P3, 0, T,

P2, 0, T, P ; edge P6.

28th Row, S, Po, edge—x> 0, B2, x> 0, B5, 0, B2, 0, B; rest plain all but

24 stitches
; work them thus,

jq, 0, B2, x> 0, B5, 0, x> B2, 0, j[, B

;

edge P6.

29th Eow, S, P5, edge—T, 0, P2, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P2, 0, T ; rest plain all but 24

stitches ; work them thus, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P2, 0 ; edge

T, Po.

30th Row, S, P5, edge—B2, x, 0, B2, x, 0, B, 0, j, B2, 0, x> B3 ; rest plain all

but 24 stitches ; work them thus, B2, j, 0, B2,
tp, 0, B, 0, jj

, B2, 0,

X, B3 ; edge P6.

31st Row, S, P5, edge—P2, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P ; rest plain

all but 24 stitches ; work them thus, P2, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P2.

0, T, P ; edge P6.

32nd Row, S, P5, pearl this row; edge P6.
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Commencement of Centre Pattern

33rd Eow, S, P5, edge—P4, O, T, P2, 0, A, 0, P2, T, 0, P3 ; then P2, fP, B,

jj , 0, B, P, O, P, T, B, T, P, B, P, T, B, T, P, 0 ;
repeat from mark

thus t 2 more times ; then P, B, 0, B, P3 ; then P4, 0, T, P2, 0,

A, 0, P2, T, 0, P3 ; edge P6.

34-th Row, S, P5, edge—0, j,, B2, 0, B5, jj, 0, B2, j,, 0, B; then B3, P4, B,

fB3, P, B2, P, B2, P, B4, P4, B ; repeat from mark thus + 2 more

times; then B2, 0, j, B2, 0, £, B5, 0, B2, 0,B; edge P6.

35th Row, S, P5, edge—P2, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P3, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P ; then P2,

+P, B, x , 0, B, P, 0, P, 0, T, B, T, B, T, B, T, 0, P, 0 ; repeat

from mark thus + 2 more times ; then P, B, 0, j^, B, P3,— P2, 0,

T, P2, 0, T, P3, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P ; edge P6.

36th Row, S, P5, edge—B2, 0, B2, 0, jq, B, 0, B2, 0, B3 ; then B3, P4,

B, fB4, P, B, P, B, P, B5, P4, B ; repeat from mark thus t 2 more

times
; then B2—B2, 0, jq,

B2, 0, j, B, j, 0, B2, 0, B3 ; edge P6.
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37th Row, S, P5, edge—P4, O, T, P2, 0, A, 0, P2, T, 0, P3—P2, fP, B, X , 0,

B, P, 0, P3, 0, A, B, A, 0, P3, 0 ;
repeat from mark thus t 2 more

times ; then P, B, 0, X ,
B, P3-P4, 0, T, P2, 0, A, 0, P2, T, 0, P3

;

edge P6.

38th Row, S, P5, edge—0, X ,
B2, 0, x , B5, X , 0, B2, x ,

O, B—B3, P4, B,

-J-B6, P, B7, P4, B ; repeat from mark thus t 2 more times ; then B2,

0, X , B2, 0, X , B5, x , 0, B2, X , 0, B ; edge P6.

39th Row, S, P5, edge—P2, 0, T, P2, O, T, P3, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P ; then P2,

-j-P, B, X , 0, B, P, 0, P5, 0, A, O, P5, 0 ; repeat from mark thus +

2 more times ; then P, B, 0, X ,
B, P3,—P2, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P3, T,

0, P2, T, O, P ; edge P6.

40th Row, S, P5, edge—B18,—B3, P4, B, fB16, P4, B ; repeat from mark thus t

2 more times; then B2,—B18 ; edge P6.

41st Row, S, P5, edge—T, 0, P2, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P2, 0, P ; then P2, fP, B, X ,

0, B, P, O, P, T, B, T, P, B, P, T, B, T, P, 0 ; repeat from mark

VOL. IT. Y
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thus t 2 more times; then P, B, 0, x, B, P3, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P7, 0,

T, P2, 0, P ; edge P6.

4<2nd Row, S, P5, edge—j,, B, x> 0, B2,
jq, 0, B, 0, x, B2, 0, j,, B3; then B3, P4,

B, -J-B3, P, B2, P, B2, P, B4, P4, B; repeat from mark thus + 2 more

times ; then B2,—x, B, x, 0, B2, x, 0, B, 0, x, B2, 0, x> S3 ; edge

P6.

43rd Row, S, P5, edge—P2, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P3, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P ; then P2,

+P, B, x> 0, B, P, 0, P, 0, T, B, T, B, T, B, T, 0, P, O ; repeat

from mark thus
-f

2 more times ; then P, B, 0, x, B, P3,—P2, T, 0,

P2, T, 0, P3 0, T, P2, 0, T, P ; edge P6.

44th Row, S, P5, edge—x> 0, B2, X’ 0> B5, 0, x> B2, 0, x, B ; then B3, P4,

B, +B4, P, B, P, B, P, B5, P4, B ; repeat from mark thus
-f-

2 more

times ; then B2,—x> B, B2, x, 0, B5, 0, x> B2, 0, x> B
;
edge P6.

45th Row, S, P5, edge—T, 0, P2, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P2, 0. P ; then P2, +p| B, x,

0, B, P, 0, P3, 0, A, B, A, 0, P3, 0 ; repeat from mark thus t 2 more
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times ; then P, B, 0, x, B, P3, T, O, P2, T, 0, P7, 0, T, P2, 0, P

;

edge P6.

46th Row, S, P5, edge— x, B, 0, B2, x, O, B, 0, x. B2> °= J> B3 >
then B3> P4’

B, tB6, P, B7, P4, B ; repeat from mark thus t 2 more times ; then

B2 —X ,
B, x> 0, B2, x> 0, B, 0, x> B2 > X’ B3 ? edSe P6 ‘

47th Row, S, P5, edge—P2, T, O, P2, T, O, P3, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P; then P2,

tP, B, x. 0, B, P, 0, P5, 0, A, 0, P5, 0 ; repeat from mark thus f

2 more times ; thenP, B, 0, X’ B> P3j—P2) 0)P2> T, 0, P3, 0, T,

P2, O, T, P ; edge P6.

48th Row, S, P5, edge—B18 ; then B3, P4, B, tB16, P4, B; repeat from mark

thus t 2 more times ; then B2,—B18 ; edge P6.

Repeat from 32nd row until you have worked the centre pattern two yards and

a quarter. Then work as follows for the other end :

—

1st Row, S, P5 edge—P4, 0, T, P2, 0, A, 0, P2, T, 0, P3—rest plain* all

* In working this plain, take in a stitch, to correspond with the other end of scarf, otherwise the pat-

tern will not work in properly.
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but 24 stitches ; work them thus, P4, 0, T, P2, 0, A, 0, P2, T, O,

PS—edge P6.

2nd Row, S, P5 edge—0, x> B2, 0, j^, B5, x, 0, B2, x, 0, B—rest plain, all

but 24 stitches ; work them thus, 0, B2, O, B5, jj , 0, B2, x>

0, B—edge P6.

3rd Row, S, P5 edge—P2, O, T, P2, 0, T, P3, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P—rest plain,

all but 24 stitches ; work them thus, P2, 0, T, P2, 0, T, PS, T, 0,

P2, T, 0, P—edge P6.

4th Row, S, P5 edge—B2, 0, x, B2, 0, x, B, j,, 0, B2, j, 0, B3—rest plain,

all but 24 stitches ; work them thus, B2, 0, x, B2, 0, jj5
B, x, 0, B2,

T, 0, B3—edge P6.

5th Row, S, P5 edge—P4, 0, T, P2, O, A, O, P2, T, 0, P3—rest plain, all but

24 stitches; work them thus, P4, 0, T, P2, 0, A, 0, P2, T, O, PS,

—edge P6.

6th Row, S, P5 edge—0, x, B2, 0, x> B5, x, 0, B2, x, 0, B—rest plain, all
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but 24 stitches ; work them thus, O, B2, 0, B5, j^, 0, B2,

O, B— edge P6.

7th Row, S, P5 edge—P2, 0, T, P2, 0, T, P3, T, 0, P2, T, 0, P—rest plain,

all but 24 stitches ; work them thus, P2, O, T, P2, 0, T, P3, T, 0,
P2, T, 0, P—edge P6.

8th Row, S, P5 edge—pearl row—edge P6.

Repeat from the 9th row, at the beginning of receipt, to the 24th row 3 times ;

finish with 8 rows plain, to correspond with the 8 plain rows at the beginning.

Cast it off, and dress it according to the directions given along with the Shetland

Shawl, page 118. When dressed, add a knotted fringe at the ends.

CLVIII—OPERA, OR TRAVELLING CAP, FOR A LADY.

This Cap is very pretty and useful. It is worked in shades of pink and white

alternately. The front rolls up ; the crown is something like that of a Swiss pea-

sant’s cap, with a string made of white, and the pink shades plated together, to

draw it with at the back of crown, the ends of which are left about two inches long,
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and form a sort of soft tassel ; and another string of the same kind drawn through

the 5th white from the front, or cast-on row, or the 3rd from the crown part.

When knit, the front is turned up from the 4th coloured stripe, like a turban roll,

at the ends of which it is drawn quite close together ; then the cast-off row is turned

in on to the 2nd coloured stripe from the cast-off row ; then it is drawn up quite

close to the turban roll, and fastened ; the string that runs along the 5th white

stripe is tied under the chin. This Cap is all worked in double Berlin wool ; one

ounce white, and a quarter of an ounce of the four shades, and two No. 7 Ivory pins

are required. Cast on 94 stitches for front.

1st Bow, dark pink, plain. 7th Bow, with white, plain.

2nd Bow, 2nd shade, pearl. 8th Bow, do. P edge, 0, T, repeat

3rd Bow, 3rd shade, plain. to end of row, edge stitch P.

4th Bow, 4th shade, plain. 9th Bow, dark pink, pearl.

5th Bow, with white, pearl. 10th Bow, 2nd shade, pearl.

6th Bow, do. P edge stitch, 0, T, 11th Bow, 3rd shade, plain,

repeat to end of row, edge stitch P. 1 2th Bow, 4th shade, pearl.
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Repeat from 5th to the 12th row two more times.

29th Row, with white, pearl.

30th Row, do. P edge, 0, T, repeat to end, edge stitch P.

Repeat 29th and 80th rows twice ; once "with third shade of pink, and once with white.

85th Row, dark pink, pearl. i
37th Row, 3rd shade, plain.

36th Row, 2nd shade, pearl. I 38th Row, 4th shade, pearl.

Now repeat from 5th to ] 2th row with shades, as before.

47th Row, with white, pearl.

48th Row, white, P edge, 0, T, repeat,

edge P.

49th Row, white, pearl.

50th Row, white, P edge, 0, T, repeat,

edge P.

51st Row, dark pink, plain.

52nd Row, 2nd shade, plain.

58rd Row, 3rd shade, pearl.

54th Row, 4th shade, plain

55th Row, white, plain.

56th Row, white, P edge, 0, T, repeat,

edge P.

57th Row, white, plain.

58th Row, white, P edge, 0, T, repeat,

edge P.
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Repeat from 51st to the 58th row once more. Then lift off 31 stitches at each

side on to a thread, as the centre stitches are only worked for the crown, the other

stitches at each side are again required when the crown is complete.

You have 32 stitches in the centre ; work them as follows :

—

6th Row, white, P edge, 0, T, repeat

to end of row, edge P.

7th Row, white, plain.

8th Row, white, P edge, 0, T, repeat,

edge P.

Repeat from 1st row of crown to the 8th, seven more times. Then break off the

thread, and pick up those stitches to each end of crown that were left on the thread,

and tie on the wool you are going to work with, and work as 51 st to 58th rows of

front two more times. Then work as follows, to finish the cap :

—

1 st Row, dark pink, plain.

2nd Row, 2nd shade, plain.

3rd Row, 3rd shade, pearl.

4th Row, 4th shade, plain.

1st Row, dark pink, plain, for crown.

2nd Row, 2nd shade, plain.

3rd Row, 3rd shade, pearl.

4th Row, 4th shade, plain.

5th Row, white, plain.
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,5th Row, with white, plain. 7th Row, do. pearl.

6th Row, do. plain. 8th Row, do. plain.

Cast it off, and make it up as before described.

You will observe you have 8 stripes of colour for the crown ; draw them down with

a needle and thread, and fasten them so as to fit the head at each side.

CLIX—SQUARE KNIT SHADE CUSHION.
*

This Cushion is worked in the same stitch as a Brioche of this volume. It is

composed of three stripes running up the Cushion ; namely, the first stripe in nine

shades of scarlet double Berlin wool, the centre one in six shades of sage coloured

Berlin wool, the sage colours shade up to white ; then the other scarlet. All the three

stripes are shaded from dark to light, and then from light to dark, each shade in

regular succession. This Cushion, when finished, is filled with down, then edged with

a thick silk cord made of shades of scarlet and sage, and tassels all to correspond with
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the stripes.* A pair ivory pins No. 7, eight small hanks of each of the scarlet

shades, and four of the sage, are required ; the shades of scarlet should not run

more than two shades above the bright military scarlet, as it looks very tame and

flat when lighter.

Cast on 1 68 stitches with double wool, the darkest shade, being almost black.

1st Row, 0, S, T ; repeat to end of row, and 3 more rows.

5th Row, with 2nd shade, and 3 more rows.

9th Row, with 3rd shade, and 3 more rows.
*

Every shade is worked in succession, up to the lightest, working 4 rows of each

* I have seen many pretty Cushions and Ottomans in this style, worked in stripes, in different stitches,

with two plies of Berlin wool ; the broad stripes all in bright Turkish colours, worked in the twisted

pattern, or any other preferred ; the narrow in plain garter stitch, or one pearl and one plain, (always

reversing it every row, so as not to make it appear like ribbing,) each stripe is worked separately.

This garter stitch stripe is worked half the width of the coloured ones, and generally in white, which

gives great relief to the bright Turkish colours. This white stripe goes between all the Turkish colours.

The stripes are knit, sown, or crochet together with the hook, as described in Baby's Blanket in Volume
First.
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shade ; then back again from light to dark, which finishes the first scarlet stripe

;

then work the six shades of sage colour exactly as the scarlet
; then repeat the scarlet

as before, which finishes the Cushion.

CLX—CROCHET POLISH CAP,

FOR A CHILD, OR FOR A LADY’S RIDING CAP, OR GENTLEMAN’S TRAVELLING CAP,

Worked in double tambour or crochet stitch, as described in the 125th Receipt

of Volume First. This Cap has a square crown, and a band worked in white, to

represent the Ermine fur on little Polish pelisse. Two hanks of colour and one white,

4 plies fleecy, and a hook No. 11, are required. Cast on with colour 4 stitches ; in-

crease until you have 7 stitches independent of the loop on the hook.

1st Round, of outlets, increase *2 stitches in the first stitch; thenl distinct plain,

so repeat 3 more times, which brings you to the end of the round.
* To let out 2 stitches, you must work three stitches in one stitch. I should advise that every time

you increase on a stitch, the first time of working it, it should be marked with a thread of different

colour while the stitch is still on the hook, so that you may know where to let out in working thenext round.

The first stitch of each round is always the one that was marked in the last round, and is the one you

increase on in every succeeding round.
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2nd Round, increase two stitches in the first stitch, then three distinct plain ; repeat

three more times, which brings you to the end of the round.

3rd Round, increase two stitches, then five distinct plain ; repeat three more times,

which brings you to the end of the round. Continue in this way, always

increasing, until you have about 9 inches between the increasing ; then

two plain rounds. Now commence, and take in to decrease it, in the

same ratio as it was let out.

1st Round of intakes,* take in a stitch, then take in another ; then work plain, until

you come to the outlets of the other corner, then take in as beginning

of this round ; work all this round the same way. The intakes should b*

marked.

2nd Round of intakes, take in a stitch, (the loops to be taken in are the one before

the marked stitch, and the marked stitch,) then take in again plain to the

next corner, and repeat as this side all round.

Continue as this last round until you have reduced it to the size of the child’s

* Take in, by working two stitches together; this intake should be marked, in order that it may be

easily distinguished in the following round.
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head you intend it for. This you will easily ascertain by measuring. As a rule,

10 rounds taken in should be about the proportion. Having done this, tie on the

white wool, and work about three inches all white, never taking in, as this is for

the band part. This is to correspond with the little Polish Pelisse. I think the

band part in white looks better crochet, in the same way as the Miniver Muff, with

two stitches of black here and there, to imitate fur. When finished, damp, and

iron it on the wrong side of the crowm, and leave it till quite dry. The crown may
be lined with a bit of thin pasteboard, and the band part with leather, such as is

used for gentlemen’s hats ; add a black cord and tassel to the crown, fastening it

loosely at the side. There is much style in this Cap.

CLXI LANCER’S PURSE.

The above receipt worked in silk makes a very pretty Purse, with the addition

of about an inch deep added to the bottom of the band part, in open stitch. When
finished, draw it with a little piece of gold cord. If the edge of the crowm were

worked with a row of beads on it, and a few rows round the band part, it would

look very well ; so would a few on the open stitch part.
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CLXII KNIT BAG, IN SHADES,

WORKED IN THE FEATHER SORT OF STITCH.

This Bag looks well either knit in shades of common sized purse silk or Berlin

wool, or 13 shades of pink, or any other colour preferred, and a white. The darkest

shade commences at the bottom of the bag, five rounds of which are worked, the

same with the other shades in regular succession, up to the lightest ; so also with

the white. Then the top part is worked in rib-stitch, as receipt will explain ; three

rows first with white, then three rows of seven of the shades, commencing next the

white with the 2nd lightest ; then the 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 12th, and 13th or darkest,

which cast off. This finishes the Bag. Knit or sew the bottom part together.

The Handle is worked in a different stitch, which is explained in the following

receipt ; it is about nine inches long, and worked in shades, keeping the darkest in

the centre ; it is joined up to make it round, and sewed on at each side of the Bag.

Add tassels of silk to suit. One hank of each of the shades of silk or wool, are

required.
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Cast on 160 stitches with darkest shade, on four wires No. 18 ; work with a fifth.

1st Round, plain, and two more rounds.

4th Round, B3, P5, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P5
; repeat

all round.

5th Round, B3, P3, T, P15, Ts, P3 ; repeat all round.

6th Round, B3, P2, T, P15, Ts, P2 ; repeat all round.

7th Round, B3, E, T, P15, Ts, P ; repeat all round.

8th Round, B3, T, P15, Ts; repeat all round. This finishes darkest shade.

Tie on the 2nd shade, repeat from the 4th to 8th round ; then work in succession

every shade from the 4th round, until you have worked all the shades ; then work

with white as follows :

—

1st Round, B3, P6, 0, P, O, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P, 0, P6 ; repeat all round.

2nd Round, B3, P4, T, Pll, Ts, P4; repeat all round.

3rd Round, B3, P3, T, Pll, Ts, P3; repeat all round.

4th Round, B3, P2, T, Pll, Ts, P2; repeat all round.

5th Round, B3, P, T, Pll, Ts, P ; repeat all round.
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6th Round, B3
,
T, Pll, T ; repeat all round.

Now work as follows for neck part of Bag, with white :

—

1st Row, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2 ; repeat all round.

2nd Row, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2 ; repeat all round.

3rd Row, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2, B2, P2 ; repeat all round.

Repeat as these three rows, with each of 2nd lightest, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 12th

and 13th shades of pink. This finishes the Bag part. Cast it off.

HANDLE.

Work the handle as follows, with double wool or silk, and 2 pins No. 15.

Cast on 8 stitches with the lightest pink.

1st Row, *0, ; repeat to end of row.

Every row of the Handle is the same as this. Work a little less than an inch with

each of the five following shades, 2nd lightest, 4th, 6th, 8th, and 10th ; then 8th,

6th, 4th, and 2nd lightest. Cast it off, and join it up length ways, by sewing it

together, so that the handle may be round ; sew it on, and finish as before described.

* When an open stitch occurs at the edge of a back row, iiave the thread in front before commencing,

and pass.it quite round the wire; then work the j,-
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CLXIII—ROUND CROCHET CAP,

ADAPTED FOR THE SAME PURPOSES AS THE POLISH CAP, WORKED IN DOUBLE CROCHET STITCH.

This Cap is commenced in the centre, and worked and let out exactly as the round

Hassock, but all in one colour, with a little margin of black at the edge of the crown,

the pattern of which is two stitches black, and two of the colour of the Cap. Before

commencing this pattern in black, the crown should measure in diameter 10 inches ;

work one round all black, then another round the same as before of two stitches in

black and two in the colour. Now begin to diminish in the same proportions as you

have before increased, so as to diminish it to the size of the head, (the proper propor-

tion should be 10 rows of diminishing, or taking in). Work about three inches for

band, quite plain without intakes. Any of the patterns at the beginning of the

book look well worked all in black, though I think the small scroll pattern would

look best. When the band is finished, work a row of double crochet round the black

edge on margin of crown ; to bring it to a sharper edge. Make it up as the Cap

before.

VOL. II. z
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CLXIV—VERY PRETTY KNIT OPEN SWISS PATTERN FOR STOCKINGS, CUFFS,
CAPS, &c.

This stitch is a diamond, one half of it is ribbed, the other half open
;
every alter-

nate diamond is reversed.

1st Round, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P—O, P, 0.

2nd Round, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P—P3.
3rd Round, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P-0, P3, 0.

4th Round, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, V, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P—P5.

5th Round, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P-0, P2, 0, T, P, 0.

6th Round, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P—P7.

7th Round, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P—0, P, T, 0, P, O,

T, P, 0.

8th Round, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P—P9.

9th Round, P, x ,
B, P, x ,

B, P, x ,
B, P, x ,

B, P, x ,
B, P, x ,

B, P-0, P3, T,

0, P4, 0.
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10th Bound, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P-Pll-

11th Bound, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P-O, P, T, 0, P5, 0,

T, P, 0.

12th Bound, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P-P13.

13th Bound, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P-0, P, T, 0, P, 0,

T P T 0 p, O T, P? 0.

14th Bound, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P P15.

15th Bound, P, i, P, x, P, X, P, X» P
> X> P

’ X’ P~ '°> P3) T
’ °’ P5, °’ T ’

P3, 0.

16th Bound, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P PI 7.

17th Bound, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P-0, P8, 0, T, P7, 0.

18th Bound, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P-P19.

19th Bound, A, B, A, B, A, B, P—0, P7, T, 0, P, 0, T, P7, O.

20th Bound, P, B, P, B, P, B, P—P21,

21st Bound, A, B, A—0, P10, 0, T, P9, 0.

22nd Bound, P, B, P—P23.
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23rd Round, A—0, P23, 0.

24th Round, plain.

25th Round, 0, P, 0-P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P.

26th Round, P3-P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, E, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P.

27th Round, 0, P3, 0—P, B3, P, B3, P, BS, P, B8, P, B8, P, B3, P.

28th Round, P5—P, BS, P, B3, P, B3, P, BS, P, B3, P, B3, P.

29th Round, 0, P2, 0, T, P, 0-P, B3, P, BS, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P.

30th Round, P7-P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P.

31st Round, 0, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, 0—P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P,

B3, P.

32nd Round, P9—P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P, B3, P.

33rd Round, 0, P3, T, O, P4, 0—P, £, B, P, £, B, P, j, B, P, j, B, P, x> B,

£, B, P.

34th Round, Pll—P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P.

35th Round, 0, P, T, 0, P5, 0, T, P, 0-P, BS, P, BS, P, BS, P, BS, P, BS, P,

BS, P.
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36th Round, P13-P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P.

37th Round, 0, P, T, 0, P, 0 , T, P, T, 0, P, 0, T, P, 0—P, B2, P, B2, P, B2,

P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P.

38th Round, PI 5—P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P, B2, P.

39th Round, 0, P3, T, 0, P5, 0, T, PS, 0—P, x , P, P,
LT„ P, X, P, Is p > X» P -

40th Round, PI 7—P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P.

41st Round, 0, P8, 0, T, P7, 0 P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P.

42nd Round, P19—P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P, B, P.

43rd Round, 0, P7, T, 0, P, O, T, P7, 0—A, B, A, B, A, B, P.

44th Round, P21—P, B, P, B, P, B, P.

45th Round, 0, P10. 0, T, P9, 0—A, B, A.

46th Round, P23—P, B, P.

47th Round, 0, P23, 0,—A.

48th Round, plain ;
repeat from first round.
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CLXV KNIT OVER-ALL GAITER FOR A CHILD ABOUT FOUR YEARS OLD.

This Gaiter has the foot and ancle of one colour, and the leg or stocking part in

dices of two colours ; which is worked in the Hassock Stitch. The foot and ancle part

black ; the stocking part, black and scarlet dices, to represent the Rob Roy Tartan, (or

dark blue for foot and ancle, and the stocking part in dark blue and white dices, or any

other colour preferred ; any close stitch may be substituted for the dices, as it requires

some skill in carrying on the threads :—the simple pattern in the 9th Receipt of Yol.

First, would look well, all worked in white like a stocking, with this difference only,

—1st row, P3, B3 ; 2nd row, pearl ; this being on two wires.) The foot and ancle

part is all worked without breaking off the thread. When the knit part is all

finished, sew it up the back, and bind round the foot part with silk binding of the

same colour. Sew on (rather more to the front than to the back,) a little leather

strap, about two inches long, and one and a half inches broad. This Gaiter may
all be worked in double Berlin wool or four plies fleecy. Two ivory pins No. 12, and

one ounce of scarlet, and two of black, are required.

Cast on with black 30 stitches, for toe part.
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1st Row, plain.

2nd Row, 0, S, T ;
repeat to end of row.

3rd Row, 0, S, T ; repeat to end of row.

Repeat as 2nd and 3rd rows 13 more times, which make in all, in-

cluding the 2nd and 3rd rows, 24 single rows, or what appears 12 rows

when worked. In working this stitch, you will observe, it takes two

rows to make what appears one.

25th Row, *M, edge—0, S, T ; repeat 0, S, T, to end of row.

26th Row, +M, edge—O, S, T ;
repeat 0, S, T, to end of row, all hut one stitch,

work it B.

27th Row, *M, P, edge—0, S, T ; repeat 0, S, T, to end of row, all hut one stitch

plain.

28th Row, tM, P, edge—0, S, T ;
repeat 0, S, T, to end of row, all but two stitches,

work them B2.
* Main, a stitch, by working a stitch directly from the row below, taking it from the front of the row,

so as to increase a stitch.

•j- Make a stitch as before, only observe to work it from the back of row.
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29th Row, 0, P2, edge—0, S, T ; repeat 0, S, T, to end of row, all but two stitches,

work them P2.

30th Row, +M, P2, edge—0, S, T ; repeat 0, S, T, to end of row. You will ob-

serve by this you have increased three stitches each side more than the

original stitches.

31st Row, 0, S, T; repeat 0, S, T, to end of row; then repeat as this row 7 more

times.

39th Row, as 25th row
;
then work the next 5 rows successively on to the 30th.

45th Row, 0, S, T—0, S, T—0, S, T—-0, S, T—0, S, T ; this is for the side part

of Gaiter. Leave the 27 remaining stitches that are on the left pin
;
you

may keep them on it without working, or, if preferred, lift them on to a

thread until they are required again. Now work back the 15 stitches

as follows :

—

46th Row, 0, S, T—0, S, T—0, S, T—0, S, T—0, S, T. This brings you to the

foot end of the 15 stitches ; now repeat as the 45th and the 46th rows

f Make a stitch as before, only observe to work it from the back of row.
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13 more times, making in all 28 single rows, or wliat appears 14 rows

when worked. This finishes one side part of Gaiter. Before easting-

off, count the top side loops
;
you will have 14, if you have worked

properly. Cast off thus :

—

Cast off 1 5 stitches ; work the first stitch P, then T ; lift the first stitch over the

T. Repeat working P and T, always casting off each stitch as you work it ; this

is to confine the stitch, having the last cast off stitch still on your right hand

pin ; then *pick up and work the 14 top side loops plain. Now work the 27 stitches

that were left before on the pin or thread, thus, 0, S, T to end of this row. Now
commence the other side piece of Gaiter, by working up the 1 5 stitches as before.

Leave the 1 2 stitches for instep on the wire, or lift them on to a thread,- until requir-

ed. Work the side pieces as follows :

—

* The part of loop that is taken is not the side next to you, but that part of the loop that is on the

outside of the work. Also observe, when you work the last picked up stitch, which is the one nearest

the instep stitches, work with it a stitch from the side next you, but, it is one stitch nearer the toe than the

picked up stitch ; this is to prevent making a hole.
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1st Row, 0, S, T—O, S, T—0, S, T—0, S, T—O, S, T
;

this brings you to the

top part of the 1 5 stitches.

2nd Row, 0, S, T—0, S, T—0, S, T—0, S, T—0, S, T ; this brings you to the

foot part of the 15 stitches. Work up and down as these two rows, until

you have 14 top side loops ; then cast these 15 stitches off as before.

Now pick up the 14 top side loops, and work them exactly as before, to

correspond with the other side of Gaiter. Now work the 12 instep

stitches, thus, 0, S, T—0, S, T—0, S, T—0, S, T ; then the other

side of Gaiter thus, O, S, P—G, S, P—0, S, P—0, S, P—0, S, P

—

0, S, P—0, S, T ; this brings you to the end of the row. Next row as

follows : 0, S, T ; and repeat 0, S, T, until you have only the 15 stitches

for the other side of Gaiter on the pin ; work them thus, 0, S, P—0, S,

P—0, S, P—0, S, P—0, S, P—0, S, P—0, S, T; this finishes the

row. The entire rows for ancle part, commencing here, is worked as

follows

:

1st Row, 0, S, T, repeat to end of row.
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2nd Eow, 0, S, T, repeat to end of row. Repeat as 1st and 2nd rows 14 more

times ; then finish with 6 plain gaiter stitch rows, sliping the first stitch

of every row, and make a stitch at the beginning of the four last rows

after you have slipped the edge stitch ; this is to increase it to its proper

number of stitches to commence the dice pattern. There are required

for it 56 stitches, and two for edge stitches, making in all 58 stitches.

Now commence the Dice Pattern.

Care must be taken that the threads be left loose from dice to dice, and that they

should have a twist together before working each dice. Tie on the scarlet and work

as follows :

—

1st Row, S edge—JP4 in scarlet, then P4 in black ; repeat from mark \ to end of

row, edge P.

2nd Row, S edge—jP4 in black, then B4 in scarlet ; repeat from mark + to end of

row, edge P.
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3rd Row, S edge—JP4 in scarlet, then B4 in black ; repeat from mark \ to end of

row, edge P.

4th Row, S edge—JP4, in black, then B4 in scarlet ; repeat from mark J to end of

row, edge P.

5th Row, S edge—JP4 in black, then P4 in scarlet
;
repeat from markj to end of row,

edge P.

6th Row, S edge—JB4 in scarlet, then P4 in black ; repeat from mark + to end of

row, edge P.

7th Row, S edge—B4 in black, then P4 in scarlet ; repeat from mark + to end of

row, edge P.

8th Row, S edge—B4 in scarlet, then P4 in black
; repeat from mark J to end of

row, edge P.

Continue working the black and scarlet dices until they measure

about four inches ; then finish with twelve rows of ribbing all in black,

as follows :

—

1st Row, S edge—B2, P2, to end.
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2nd Row, must be worked exactly the reverse way from the other stitches, viz.

when it was B2 in the former row, it must, in the back row, be P2.

Repeat till the 12 rows are done. Oast them off.

CLXVI—VERY LIGHT AND ELEGANT SQUARE NET DRESS SHAWL.

This Shawl is net in black chine (or Buffon) silk, about the thickness of Taylor’s

Persian cotton, No. 12. Some ladies have worked it in cotton, but I do think the

labour too great for the material, although it looks very well. The beauty of this

Shawl consists greatly in the simplicity of the execution, as it is worked simply in

broad stripes of large net, and a narrow stripe of small. When the Shawl is

worked square, it must be doubled from one angle to another, which now makes

the pattern of netting appear as if they were net in squares. It certainly takes

a great while to net, but that is not always an objection to a piece of elegant work.

One quarter pound of silk, and meshes No. 7, No. 8, and No. 17, are required.

Cast on 220 stitches.

1st Row, work with a round No. 8 mesh, plain, and 11 more rows.

II
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13th Row, work with a round No. 7 mesh, working three stitches in every stitch of

former row.

14th Row, work with No. 17 mesh, and three more rows.

18th Row, work with No. 7 mesh, plain.

19th Row, work with No. 8 mesh, taking three stitches into one. This forms a

broad stripe and a narrow. Continue working from first row until you

have worked this Shawl quite square.

Damp and pin it out quite square until dry ; then add a knotted fringe all round.

This fringe, which is done with four fold of the silk in the needle at once, is worked

exactly as the one described for Shetland Shawl, only tying a loop in every other

stitch of this Shawl.

CLXV1I—KNIT OPEN LACE SCARF, WITH SHADED ENDS, IN A WAVE PATTERN.

This Scarf is worked in English embroidery lamb’s-wool, the ends in stripes of five

shades of blue, or any other colour preferred, (shades of scarlet look well) intervened by
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a narrow stripe of white ; three stripes of the shades and two of the white form one

end. The end stitch is the same as in Receipt 40 of Volume I. This stitch, from

the way it is worked, takes a wave appearance. The stitch which forms the centre

of Scarf is the round spider net, as Receipt 107 of this Volume. All the centre of

the Scarf is done in white. One hank of each shade, four of white, and two pins

No. 8 are required.

Oast on 122 stitches with darkest blue.

1st Row, plain, and six more rows.

8th Row, S, P6, edge—B3, 0, P4, T, P6, T, P4, 0- edge B3, P7.

9th Row, S, P9, edge-B, 0, B4, £, B4, j, B4, 0, B, PS- edge P7-

10th Row, S, P6, edge—B3, F2, O, P4, T, P2, T, P4, 0, P2— edge B3, P7.

11th Row, S, P9, edge-B3, 0, B4, x, j, B4, 0, B3, P3- edge P 7.

Now repeat the same with all the other four shades in succession, from the 8th to

the 11th row; then work from the 8th to the 11th row three times in white ,
then

repeat again the blue stripe and the white ; then again only the blue stripe. This

finishes one end.
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Now Commence the Centre with White.

1st Row, S, PS, edge—rest of row plain (but take it in three times about the middle

of the row so as to make the centre stitch come in properly)— edge P3.

2nd Row, S, PS, edge—rest pearl— edge P3.

3rd Row, S, PS, edge—P3— -f-T, 0, P, 0, T, P; repeat from mark
-J*
—edge P5.

4th Row, S, PS, edge—BS, j,
—

-f-0, B3, 0, y* ; repeat from mark
-f-,
B2—edge P3.

5th Row, S, PS, edge—P3—tO, T, T, T, 0, P ; repeat from mark t— edge P5.

6th Row, S, PS, edge—BS—+B, 0, j,, B, j,, 0 ; repeat from mark t, B3—edge P3.

7th Row, S, PS, edge'—P3—-+0, T, P, T, 0, P ; repeat from mark +— edge P5.

8th Row, S, PS, edge—B—-f-B3, 0, y, 0 ; repeat from mark -j-, B4— edge PS.

9th Row, S, PS, edge—P3—-f-T, 0, P, 0, T, P ; repeat from mark t— edge P-5.

10th Row, S, PS, edge—BS—+B, jp 0, B, 0, j, ; repeat from mark
-f-,
B3—edge PS-

Repeat from the 3rd row to the 1 Oth until you have made the Scarf sufficiently

long— (it should measure altogether from two and a half to three yards long.)

Then work the two following rows :

—

* In repeating this y the last time at the end of the row, wort it J,, otherwise you will he deficient

a stitch to conclude the row.
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1st Eow, S, P2, edge—rest plain—
.

edge Po
;

2nd Row, S, P2, edge—rest of row pearl, but let it out three times to correspon

with the row, before commencing the centre, as otherwise the other end

would not work properly in— ed°°} °‘

Now work the other end to correspond with the shaded one worked. Dress this as

Shetland Shawl ; add fringe to the ends.

CLXVIII DIRECTIONS FOR A SQUARE KNIT SHAWL WITH SHADED BORDER.

Shawls may be worked all in white, any open stitch, with a border m colours in

the same stitch as the ends of the Scarf. The centre or square part of the Shawl m

white, must first be worked and cast off, then the side stitches picked up all round.

The second round of coloured part is let out one stitch every other round before coming

to the corner stitch, then let out one after it ; this is done at every corner, and forms

two rows of holes down each corner of the shaded border. Say five or six shades ; and

work the pattern once over with every shade. Observe, in picking up the stitc es

VOL. ] I.
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of the sides, the cast-on and the cast-off sides are picked up and worked plain, but

the other two sides are worked by picking up two stitches, then making a stitch by

picking one up from the row below and working it ; if this is not attended to, the

work would be too tight for the centre. Dress it in the same way as Shetland Shawl.

CLXIX.—A TRIANGULAR SHAWL, WITH SHADED BORDER.

This may be worked in the same way as the foregoing Square Shawl, by casting

on the stitches all at first, and taking it in at each side on the open row, (or every

other row,) until you have brought it to a point. Then pick up the stitches, for the

shaded border, at the two sides, working them the same way as the Square Shawl

;

in the second row, observe to let out one stitch at the beginning of the side, then

at the point, one before the point stitch, and one after it ; then let out one at the

end of the row ; this is only done every other row. When finished, dress it as

before described for Shetland Shawl. Any of the Feather Patterns in 1st Volume

or in this Volume, look well for this waving sort of border.
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CLXX.—SIMPLE AND PRETTY BLACK NET SCARF,

Worked in stitch as described in Receipt 101, Volume I. and Plate No. 4. This

Scarf is worked with black China silk, about the size of Tailor’s Persian cotton,

No. 10. When worked, damp, and stretch it out, leave it till quite dry ; draw up

the ends, add tassels to suit. About 3 ounces of silk, and 4 round meshes, Nos. 10,

12, 16, and 19, are required.

Cast on 550 stitches for the length.

Work with a No. 10 round mesh, 150 rows for breadth, according to the receipt

in Volume I. then continue and work the edges of it as follow:

—

One Row with Mesh No. 12, plain.

One Row with Mesh No. 16, plain.

One Row with Mesh No. 19, plain ; this finishes one edge.

Now return and work the other edge to the first row worked, as follows :

—

One Row with Mesh No. 12.

One Row with Mesh No. 16.

One Row with Mesh No. 19.
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CLXXI VERY SIMPLE AND ELEGANT KNIT BAG.

This Bag is worked in claret purse silk and gold beads, or any other colour pre-

ferred,—black and steel look very well. It is worked exactly as the Garnet or Jet

Bag in Volume First,—simply working three plain rows and a row with beads, as

following Receipt will show. Six hanks of common sized purse silk, 1 2 rows of

gold beads No. 10, and two wires No. 20, are required.

Cast on 80 stitches.

1st Row, plain, and 2 more rows.

4th Row, P2, Bs, edge—P3, Bs ; repeat to end of row—edge P.

5th Row, plain, and 2 more rows.

8th Row, P4, Bs, edge—P3, Bs ; repeat to end of row—edge P3
Repeat from first row, until you have 10 inches worked, which concludes the Bag,

after adding the three plain rows at the last, to correspond with the three first rows

;

join it up the sides. This Bag may either be drawn with rings when made up, or

with two cords and sliders, from which the Bag is suspended. Gold tassels and

cord, for a dress Bag, looks well.
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CLXXII—VERY PRETTY KNIT FRINGE FOR BED-COVERS, SHAWLS, &c.

The tail part of this Fringe is cut in lengths, to suit the taste of the worker
This receipt is written for G-erman wool, the head part in white, the tails coloured.

Cut the tails each about a quarter of a yard long, double it, but do not cut it ; the

one end of course forms a loop, the other two ends.

Cast on 6 stitches with white.

1st Eow, slip the first stitch, take one of the coloured tails, double it as described

before, pass the loop part of it between the pins to the back part of the

knitting over your forefinger of left hand, having the two ends of the tail

towards you ; knit one plain white stitch, then bring the coloured loop

from the back forward, then knit two plain stitches ; bring forward the

white wool, lift the coloured loop on to the right hand pin, and pass the

white wool again to the back, by this means it binds the coloured loop •

*2 plain white stitches.

* Id repeating the first row, you will perceive you have a coloured loop before the two plain white
*titches, therefore work it with the first plain stitch, in the same manner you would work a T.
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2nd Row, slip the first stitch, one plain white stitch, slip the coloured loop, 4 plain

white stitches ; repeat from first row.

The whole Fringe is knit as these two rows.

CLXXIII.—VERY PRETTY AND SIMPLE FRINGE FOR D’OYLEYS, SHAWLS, TIDIES,

BED-COVERS, &c.

This Fringe has a small open head, with cut cotton or worsted fringe part. If

worked in worsted for a Shawl, cut the fringe pieces about a quarter of a yard long.

Cast on 6 stitches for head part.

1st Row, S, 0, T ; then double one of the cut pieces, and hang the loop part of

it on the point of the right hand wire, leaving the two ends at the back,

then P2 ; now bring the two ends to the front, then P.

2nd Row, P2 ; then knit the loop part that was hung on the point of the pin and

the next stitch together, as you would work a T ; then P3.

Work the whole of the Fringe as these two rows.
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CLXXIV TIDY PATTERN IN ROWS OF DIAMONDS OF EYELET HOLES, AND OPEN
STITCH ALTERNATELY.

Two wires No. 13, and three hanks No. 24 Dutch cotton.

Cast on 116 stitches for this pattern.

1st Row, S, P, edge—plain and 2 more rows.

4th Row, S, P, edge, -f-P2, 0, T—P5, T, 0, P, 0, T, P4 ; repeat from mark f to

end of row, all but six stitches ; work them thus :—T, 0, P2—edge P2.

5th Row, S, P, edge—x, 0, B2—fB3, x» 0, B3, 0, j,, B4—B2, 0, x ; repeat

from mark
-J-

to end of row—edge P2.

6th Row, S, P, edge, fP2, 0, T—P5, 0, T, P, T, 0, P4 ; repeat from markf to

end of row, all but six stitches ; work them thus :—T, 0, P2—edge P2.

7th Row, S, P, edge—j, 0, B2, fB4, 0, x> 0, B, 0, Xi 0, B5—B2, 0, x ;
repeat

from mark
-f-

to end of row—edge P2.

8th Row, S, P, edge, fP2, 0, T—P2, T, 0, P, 0, T, A, T, 0, P, 0, T, P ; repeat

from mark f to end of row, all but six stitches; work them thus:—T,

0, P2—edge P2.
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9th Row, S, P, edge— 0, B2, 0, B3, 0, y, 0, B3, O, j,, B—B2, 0, T

;

repeat from mark t to end of row—edge P2.

10th Row, S, P, edge—fP2, 0, T—P2, 0, T, P, T, O, P, 0, T, P, T, 0, P ;
repeat

from mark t to end of row all but six stitches ;
work them thus :—T, 0,

P2—edge P2.

11th Row, S, P, edge—j, 0, B2, tB, 0, j,, 0, B, 0, j,, 0, B, 0, jj5 0, B, O,

O, B2—B2, O, jr ; repeat from mark t to end of row—edge P2.

12th Row, S, P, edge—+P2, 0, T—P2, 0, T, A, T, 0, P, 0, T, A, T, 0, P ; repeat

from mark f to end of row all but six stitches ; work them thus :—T, 0,

P2—edge P2.

13th Row, S, P, edge— 0, B2, 1B2, 0, y, 0, B3, 0, y, O, B3, B2, 0, j; ; repeat

from mark t to end of row—edge P2.

14th Row, S, P, edge—tP2, 0, T—P5, 0, T, P, T, 0, P4 ; repeat from mark t to

end of row all but six stitches ; work them thus :—T, 0, P2—edge P2.

15th Row, S, P, edge, 0, B2—1B4, 0, j,, 0, B, 0, j[, O. R5—B2, 0, j,; repeat

from mark t to end of row—edge P2
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16th Bow, S, P, edge— iP2, 0, T—P5, 0, T, A, T, 0, P4 ; repeat from mark tto

end of row, all but six stitches, work them thus :—T, 0, P2—edge P2.

17th Bow, S, P, edge—j^, 0, B2,t B5, 0, y, 0, B6, B2, 0, Lp ; repeat from mark

1 to end of row—edge P2.

ISth Bow, S, P, edge— |P2, O, T—PI 4 ;
repeat from mark t to end of row all but

six stitches, work them thus :—T, 0, P2—edge P2.

19th Bow, S, P, edge—j,, O, B2,t B14,—B2, 0, jq

;

repeat from markf to end of

row—edge P2.

Bepeat from 4tli row until you have worked half as much more than the square
;

finish with 3 plain rows.

Edging for Tidy or Insertion.

1st Bow, S, P2, 0, T, P, 0, T, B.

2nd Bow, S, P2, 0, T, P, 0, T, B.

Every row is the same.
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CLXXV.—TIDY OR TOILET COVER.

This Tidy is finer than the one given before in this Book, (but it may also be

worked for a fellow to this one, by adding to the former stitches 21 more,

and working with the same cotton and wires as this Receipt.) When worked, it

looks well lined with thin coloured Persian, and finished the same way as the other

Tidy. Three hanks of No. 24 Dutch cotton, and two pins of No. 13, are required.

If this Receipt is wished to be worked for a Toilet Cover, you must add stitches

in numbers of 12, (as it takes 12 stitches to form a leaf,) to suit the size of cover

required. It also makes a very pretty Bed-cover.

Cast on 117 stitches.

1st Row, S, P2, edge—plain rest of row ; edge P3.

2nd Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3.

3rd Row, S, P2, edge—plain rest of row ; edge P3.

4th Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3.

5th Row, S, P2, edge—P, 0, P3, Tr, P, T, P3, 0 ; repeat—edge P3.
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6th Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3.

7th Row, S, P2, edge—P2, 0, P2, Tr, P, T, P2, 0, P ; repeat—edge P3.

8th Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3-

9th Row, S, P2, edge—P3, 0, P, Tr, P, T, P, O, P2 ; repeat—edge P3-

10th Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3-

11th Row, S, P2, edge—P4, 0, Tr, P, T, 0, P3 ; repeat—edge P3.

12th Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3,

13th Row, S, P2, edge—P5, 0, A, 0, P4 ; repeat—edge P3.

14th Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row; edge P3.

15th Row, S, P2, edge—P, T, P3, O, P, 0, P3, Tr; repeat—edge P3.

1 6th Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3.

17th Row, S, P2, edge—P, T, P2, 0, P3, 0, P2, Tr ; repeat—edge P3.

18th Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3.

19th Row, S, P2, edge—P, T, P, 0, P5, 0, P, Tr ; repeat—edge P3
20th Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3.

21st Row, S, P2, edge— P, T, 0, P7, 0, Tr ; repeat—edge P3.
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22nd Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3.

23rd Rowr

,
S, P2, edge—T, O, P9, +0, A, 0, P9 ; repeat from mark thus t to end

of row—edge T, P2.

24th Row, S, P2, edge—pearl rest of row ; edge P3.

Repeat from 5th row until the work measures about a half more than

a square ; then finish as 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th rows.

CLXXVI.—OPEN STITCH FOR FOUR WIRES.

Cast on 6 stitches for each pattern.

1st Row, plain.

2nd Row, T, P, T, 0, P, 0.

3rd Row, A, 0, PS, 0.

4th Row, plain-

5th Row, P2, T, P2.

6th Row, P, T, 0, 0, 0, T.

7th Row, P3, B, P2.

8th Row, plain.
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9th Row, P, 0, T, P, T, 0.

10th Row, P2, 0, A, 0, P.

1 1th Row, plain round and *one more stitch.

12th Row, plain.

13th Row, plain.

14th Row, plain.

Repeat from second round. At the end of each wire, in repeating the pattern, you

will be deficient a stitch, in consequence of the plain round with the one more stitch,

therefore work it from off the following wire.

CLXXVII VERY PRETTY CROCHET EDGING FOR COLLARS, CUFFS, CAPS, PETTICOATS,

TIDIES, TOILET COVERS, &c.

AS ENGRAVINGS AT BEGINNING OP BOOK.

This Crochet Edging, (which is in appearance very like the open stitch Receipt

127, Vol. I.) I shall give as a useful Trimming for the bottom of a Petticoat,

* This one more stitch is merely to work the first stitch from off the wire next to that one which you

concluded the plain round on, and must be knit off on to the wire you have just concluded the plain

round on ; this is to make the pattern work in properly when it is repeated from the 2nd round.
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1 st Row, Cast on as many chain stitches as will measure the length you require,

with Taylor’s Persian cotton No. 4, and a steel hook gauging No. 19.

At the end and beginning of the chain stitch, or foundation row, sew on a piece

of tape about an inch wide, so as to form a good beginning and ending. Every

row of this trimming the thread must be cut off, so as to begin at the other end.

2nd Row, insert your hook through the first loop of foundation, which should be on

the tape ; then bring a loop through in the usual way, (of course, through

the tape also) ; then work another loop directly above it, also through

the tape, this is for the edge or beginning ; then *2 chain stitches,

without being on the tape ; then throw on a stitch on your needle by

casting the thread over it ; insert the hook into the third loop on the

foundation from the one before worked, (by this you pass two loops

without working) catching the thread in from behind, and pulling it

through
;
you have now three loops on your needle ; now throw on a

stitch on your hook, and pull it through the first loop next the point

of the hook, by this you have still three loops on your hook ; again
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throw on a stitch, draw it through the two first loops on the point of

the hook ; now throw on another, and draw it through the two remain-

ing on the hook ; by this you have now only one loop on your hook.

This finishes one stitch, recommence again from the *2 chain stitches,

and work exactly as above described to the end of the row.

3rd Row, insert your needle through the top and the tape loop that was worked on

the tape, work it, and then another stitch above it, on the tape, as you

did in the row before this ; then *2 chain stitches (not on the tape)

;

throw on a stitch on the hook, by casting the thread over it ; then, in-

stead of inserting the hook into the third stitch, as in the former row,

insert the needle through the first open part of the work, and work the

stitch over the two chain stitches of former row, in the following way :

—

Having inserted the needle in the large hole, catch the thread in from

behind, and pull it through the hole, by this you have three loops on

your hook ; throw on a loop on the hook, and draw it through the first

loop on the point of the hook ; then throw on another loop, and draw it
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through the two nearest the point of the hook, you have now two loops

on your hook ; then again throw on another loop ; draw it through the

two remaining on the hook, you have now one loop on the needle. This

finishes one stitch, recommence and work from the *2 chain stitches

exactly as above described.

4th How, exactly the same as 3rd.

5th Eow—for vandyke edge— insert your needle in the large hole, and work a double

tambour stitch round the 2 chain stitches of former row, then *7 chain

stitches ; attach them to the next 2 chain stitches of former row, by

working a double tambour stitch round them. This finishes one scollop

;

recommence and work every scollop from the *7 chain stitches as above

;

thus continue to end of row.

CLXXVIII CROCHET EDGING FOR BODY OF PETTICOATS.
AS ENGRAVING AT BEGINNING OF BOOK.

If this Edging is wished for the trimming of the body of the Petticoat, use Taylor's

Persian cotton No. 6, a coarse steel needle, and an ivory screw handle. Work only

as 1st and 2nd rows of the foregoing receipt, and finish with the 5th row.

'
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CLXXIX CROCHET EDGING FOR FINE HANDKERCHIEFS, CUFFS, COLLARS, &c.

AS ENGRAVINGS AT BEGINNING OF BOOK.

Work, as 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 5th rows of foregoing receipt, with Taylor’s Persian

cotton No. 12, and a fine steel needle with screw handle.

CLXXX—NARROW CROCHET BEADING, OR INSERTION.

AS ENGRAVING AT BEGINNING OF BOOK.

Work as 1st and 2nd rows of foregoing receipt ; if wished wider, work as 3rd

row. This looks well worked in No. 1 2 or No. 8 cotton.

CLXXXI—BABY’S SINGLE CROCHET-STITCH BOOT.

This Boot is worked exactly as the long and short Mittens for children, pages

31

7

—323. The top edge of Boot has two rows of blue, the little stocking is in white,

the foot or shoe part in blue ; when finished, it is turned out, the sole or side part is

then worked together, and a little piece of the coloured wool crochet, for a string to >

tie them with, which is drawn through the ancle part ; a little cut tuft is put

on the fore foot, if wished. They are very quickly made, as in a few hours a pair

^

YOI,. U. B
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could with much ease be accomplished ; and they are very pretty, comfortable,

and warm. One hank of white wool, four plies of fleecy, one of coloured, and a hook

gauging No. 8, are required. Cast on 22 chain stitches with blue, join them to form

the round, (the join is the back of the Boot
;) you have now 21 stitches only; then

work (very loose) as follows :

—

1st Round, with blue, plain single stitch.

2nd Round, with white, plain single stitch, and 4 more rounds.

7th Round, white, but take the part of loop which is next to you, as described in

the Mitten Receipts, (153rd Receipt of this Volume,) and six more

rounds.

Commence and let out for fore foot as follows :—

•

14th Round, 7 stitches, work the next stitch; then let out, by working it again

from the back part of the stitch,* mark it ; then five stitches, work the

next stitch, and let out from the back of it, as before—+mark it ; this

* Mark the made stitch while it is on the hook, in the same way as described for the marked stitches

in thumb of Mittens.

t Every out-let stitch should be marked.
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is the second outlet, (every row is let out in the same way,) then seven

15th Round, work 8 stitches, work the next stitch, (being the stitch before the first

marked one,) then let out from the back part, as before ; work on to the

stitch before the second marked one, work it, and let out from the back

of it as before ; then work to the back as 1st round.

16th Round, work on to the stitch before the first marked stitch, work it, then

let out from the back part, as before ;
mark it, then work every stitch

until you come to the stitch before the second marked one ; work it

and let out from the back of it, mark it, and then one stitch ; cut off

the white wool, leaving about an inch or little more at back. Then

Commence at the stitch before the first let out stitch that was worked

and marked in this row
;
pull through the thread from the back, which

makes a loop on the hook, then let out from the back of the stitch as

before ;
work onto the stitch before the second let out stitch which was

• In commencing, do not tie on the wool, but merely pull it through from the back leavmg about one inch

or more of an end ft the back ;
then let out from the back part of the loop as before.
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marked, work it, and let out a stitch from the back, mark it, then one

stitch. Now take the *loop and the following stitch to it, and work

them off as one stitch ; then work to the middle of back, which finishes

this round.

17tli Round, as 16th, always increasing a stitch before the first marked one, and

before the second marked one.

18th Round, same as 16th.

19th Round, work only from back to the stitch before the first marked stitch, work

it, and let out, as before, on it ; then work to the stitch before the second

marked stitch, work it, and let out from back, then one stitch ; cut the

thread off.

Now work shoe part in blue, as follows :

—

1st Round, commence with blue one stitch before the first marked one, then let out

• This loop is the last stitch that was worked ; before cutting off the thread, which must be worked off with

the next stitch to it, by taking them both on the hook at once, first the one beyond the loop, then the loop*

and work them off as one stitch
; if you take the loop on the hook first, then the stitch beyond it, it does not

look so well.
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from back of it ; work to the first stitch before the second marked stitch,

work it, and let out from back of it, then work all round to the first

stitch before the first marked stitch, work it, and let out as before, then

work to the stitch before the second marked stitch, work it, and let out

as before, then one stitch ; cut the thread off.

2nd Round, same as 1st, always increasing before the marked stitches.

3rd Round, same as 1st, always increasing before the marked stitches.

4th Row, commence at the second stitch past the first marked stitch at toe ; work
the first stitch from the back part of the loop, the rest of the row the

same as before ; work until you have only three stitches from the

second marked stitch ; cut off the thread. This is to bring: the toe to

a narrow point.

5th Row, commence at the fourth stitch past the first marked stitch, work the first

stitch from the back part of the loop, then work, as before, until you have

only five stitches from the second marked stitch
; cut the thread off.
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6th Bound, commence on the stitch before the first marked stitch, work it, and let

out a stitch from the back part of loop, work on to the stitch before

the second marked one ; work it, and let out from the back part of it, then

work round to the middle of the back. Now turn the Boot out to the

wrong side, and join the two sides of sole part together. Observe to take

hold of the same part of the loops as you would had you been working

on the right side—(they, of course, are not the parts of the loop next you,

but those that are on the right side of work ; if this is not attended to,

the join will be very apparent in the right side)—work as follows,—take

hold of the inside loop of the stitch next to the one the thread is at-

tached to, and also the one opposite to it on the other side of sole, then

work them off as one stitch. Continue working in this way until you

have only eleven stitches left for toe part, do not break off the thread,

but leave the loop ; square down the eleven toe stitches, having the

last loop you worked on the sole exactly in the centre of them, (or

the middle stitches exactly opposite it ;) now crochet them together as
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you did the sole, so as to form a square toe, by beginning at the part

nearest your right hand. Eun all the ends neatly in, which finishes.

CLXXXII—CROCHET STOCKING WITH COLOURED SHOE, FOR CHILDREN.

These Stockings are worked exactly like little Boots, (only much larger in the

white leg part) and with the same materials.

Oast on 26 stitches, join them to form the round ; you have now 25 stitches.

Work exactly as top of the foregoing Boot down to the 13th round ; now *take

in at the back part of the Stocking for four successive rounds. Then work five

rounds without taking in ; now continue from 14th round of Boot receipt until the

whole is finished.

CLXXXIII OVERALL CROCHET GAITER, FOR CHILDREN.

Cast on 26 stitches, join them to form the round
;
you have now 25 stitches.

The leg part is worked precisely the same as the above Crochet Stocking receipt..

-f Take two stitches on the hook at once, and crochet them off as one stitch.
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When you have worked all the white part, finish with two plain rounds in colour,

letting out at the stitch before the marked stitches : this concludes the Gaiter.

Add a little strap, same as the other Knit Gaiter in a former receipt of this volume.

Note .—I have much pleasure in stating for those who may use this book with a view to emolument,

that the Crochet Mittens given in this volume, and the three foregoing Crochet Receipts, alone were

sufficient to support a large family, who worked them for several shops in town.

CLXXXIV GENTLEMEN’S KNIT NIGHT-CAP.

Cast on 340 stitches with darkest shade of wool ; work with 5 wires No. 18.

This Cap is worked in succession of shades, in the same way and stitch as the Bag

receipt, No. 162 of this volume. Pink and white alternately, look well. Work about

two inches, three pearl and three plain; then about eight inches or so of the shaded open

pattern, according to the taste of the wearer ; then begin to take it in every alternate

round, at the beginning and middle of each wire, by which you take in eight stitches
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in the round, always continuing the shades as usual, only working them without a

pattern. The round next to the round taken in, is always worked plain. Repeat until

you have only a few stitches on each wire ;
draw them up ; fasten them neatly

on the wrong side ; add a soft tassel or tuft at top.

CLXXXV VERY USEFUL CROCHET NIGHT-CAP FOR GENTLEMEN.

This Cap may either be worked all white, or in Turkey-red and white cotton,

which takes off the common appearance of the white Cap. It is all worked in the

same stitch, and taken in, in the same way as the Mitten. About a quarter pound

of Dutch cotton No. 6, and a hook (gauging) No. 12, are required.

Cast on 150 stitches with Turkey-red.

Work one round in single stitch ; and 2nd and 3rd rounds, in the stitch, taking hold

of the under part of the loop.

4th Round, plain.

5th Round, with white, plain, and one more round
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7th Round, with red, plain.

8th Round, with red, taking hold of the under part of the loop, and one more round.

10th Round, with white, taking hold of the under part of the loop, and eight more

rounds.

19th Round, with red, taking hold of the under part of loop, and one more round,

21st Round, with red, plain.

22nd Round, with white, plain, and one more round.

24th Round, with red, plain.

25th Round, with red, taking hold of the under part of the loop, and one more

round.

27th Round, with red, plain. This finishes the turn-up part of the Cap. You
must now turn the Cap on the wrong side, and work back the next row,

so as the turn-up part, when the Cap is finished, may show the right

side. Now work, with white, as follows :

—

28th Row, with white, taking hold of the under part of the loop.

Work on as this last round until the Cap measures from this round up nine
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inches ; then take in, as in the Knit Cap, eight times on each alternate round, until

you have about 40 stitches only
;
draw them up with a needle (thread with the same

cotton,) and fasten it on the wrong side ; add a soft tassel, mixed with both colours,

at the top of the Cap. If wished, you can introduce an open row in red, about two

inches apart, throughout the white part of Cap, which looks very well.





APPENDIX.

DIRECTIONS AND REMARKS
FOR WORKING IN

EMBROIDERY OR WORSTED WORK, RAISED CUT WORK, TATTING, NETTING,
KNITTING, CROCHET-WORK, &c &c.

-•

Work Frame for Tapestry, Embroidery, &c.—The Frame I recommend as

preferable to all others in use, is a Frame standing from the ground, with two upright

pillars and feet, and a stretcher across the foot to correspond. The top, and most

essential part, has two rollers and two stretching swords, with holes down the side

for the four pegs, to keep it extended. The frame should be strong but neatly made,

and may be ornamented, if preferred. The most useful size for working Chairs,

Screens, Stools, Ottomans, &c. is a three-fourths.
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Inserting the canvas in the frame.

—

First mark the exact centre of it before

commencing to sew it in—(I always prefer beginning every piece of worsted work in

the centre) ; then turn down about halfan inch of the canvas, and sew it to the rollers.

You may over-edge the canvas before sewing it to the rollers, to prevent its un-

ravelling, though it is not at all necessary ; but be particular that it is sewn in exactly

even by a thread, otherwise the work cannot he even. Roll up each roller with

the canvas, until you have left about three-eighths of canvas exactly in the centre.

Put in two pegs at one of the rollers ; stretch the other roller as far as it -tfill go,

to make it quite tight ; then put in the other two pegs. Observe, before putting in

the other two pegs, that the number of holes from one roller to the other on both

sides count the same, otherwise the work will not he even. Now lace the selvage

side over the stretching swords with a fine hemp cord, which is stronger than any

other, and, having no elasticity in itself, it keeps the work quite tight. Never take

your stitches further apart than half an inch ; and take hold of about eight threads of

the canvas inside the stretching sword. Worsted work, when finished, is much im-

proved by being damped and ironed on the wrong side ; for this purpose take an old
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cambric handkerchief, dip it into cold water, wring it, then lay it on the back of the

work, and iron it, which sends the steam through to the right side, and brightens

and refreshes the work very much.

Framing cloth and canvas together.

—

In stretching canvas and cloth together,

let your cloth be smaller than the canvas you are going to work on, for as cloth

stretches more to the width than the length, allowance must be made for that.

Suppose, for instance, you are going to put a three-fourth square of canvas on the

top of the cloth to work your pattern on, the cloth should be one and a half inches

less in the width, and one inch less in the length than the canvas. In order to

make your cloth quite even at each side, double your canvas up, first long ways,

then broad ways ; the thick or middle corner of which will be your centre. Do

the same with the cloth. After marking both, unfold them, and tack the cloth

and canvas exactly together in the centre
;
then pin the cloth and canvas exactly

round the edges, stretching the cloth, of course, at the same time as you pin it round

;

sew them together. By this you will see the canvas looks full on the cloth. Turn

down the canvas and cloth about half an inch, and sew it to the strapping on the
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roller ; this must be done by a thread, to make the work stretch even. Never turn

it in at the lacing side, because it would be impossible by any means either to make the

work even or pleasant to work, as it would always be loose in the centre, owing

to the four plies of material which would consequently be round the edge of the

roller when rolled up. In lacing the canvas and cloth over the stretching swords,

take hold of the cloth and canvas about eight threads in from the edge. Be careful

not to exceed half an inch between each stitch of lacing, as the closer it is laced

the more even it makes the work. If the work is done in cross stitch, the threads

draw more freely than in tent ; but, any way, it is a tedious operation. The cutting

off the threads is certainly the quickest way ; but great care is requisite that none

of the threads are seen at the edge of the work ; to avoid which, unravel and take

away all the' threads at the side that run the other way of the canvas to those that

you wish to draw. Have a sufficient length either to hold in the hand, or, a better

way still, take a pair of pliers or pincers, and pull the thread tight with the left

hand ; then take a pair of scissors, and cut it quite close up to the stitch ; it will

then draw in under the stitch. This should be done in the frame after the lacing
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strings have been removed, and the pegs of one of the rollers also removed down a

hole, so as to set it a little free.

Stretching leather for embroidery.

—

Stretch a piece of unbleached linen on

the frame first
;
paste the linen ; then lay the leather on this

;
and let it stand until

quite dry.

Working a small piece op embroidery' on a large piece op material.

—

If a

small piece of embroidery is to be worked on a large piece of satin, or any other

material, first stretch a piece of stiff muslin in your frame, then lay on the piece

of satin with the design drawn on it, and stitch it evenly all round the design ; when

embroidered, cut the stiff muslin neatly array round the edge of the embroidery.

Grounding a piece op yvoric in cross stitch.

—

Begin at the one side of the frame,

and work one half of the stitch all along ; then return the other way, and finish the

row. You can begin either at top or bottom of the piece of work, provided you

gradually do the whole piece in the same way. I always put as much worsted on

the Yvrong side as the right, which is perfectly opposite to the German mode ;
but

I prefer the first mode much.
c cVOL. II.
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Grounding in Petit-Point.—I invariably begin at the left hand, and work along

to the right, at the same time putting as much worsted at the back as in front

;

thus :—Suppose you wished to have 10 threads of canvas left for a margin round your

work, insert your needle up through the space in the canvas, just above the 11 threads

from the bottom ; draw it through ; then pass it down to the back, of course in a

slanting direction towards the left hand, through the space just above the 10th

thread from the margin at bottom and side. Work the whole row in this way-

When this row is finished, commence the next row above, beginning at the left hand

as before
; continue working successively every row the same until the whole is finished.

Grounding on the hand in Cross-Stitch.

—

Work from the top of the work in a

straight line downwards, always finishing each stitch before commencing another.

You will observe, when you finish the last crossing of the stitch? the needle must

pass 4 threads straight down behind, in order to give you two new threads to work

on, as in the first stitch. When this row is finished, commence again from the top.
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Guide in choosing Oanyas for working Petit-Point or Tent-Stitch, with one,

two, or three plies Berlin wool, on English canvas of the following numbers;—the

first of which is for those who work tight, the second for those who work rather loose.

Eos. 50 and 48, may be worked in one ply German wool.

Nos. 30 and 28, may be worked in two plies German wool.

Nos. 26 and 24, may be worked in three plies German wool.

Coarser than those would not be sufficiently covered.

Guide in choosing Canvas for working Cross-Stitch, in one, two, or three

plies Berlin wool, on English canvas ofthe following numbers ;—the first of which are

for those who work tight, the second for those who work rather loose.

Nos. 50 and 48, may be worked in one ply German wool.

Nos. 32 and 30, may be worked in two plies German wool.

Nos. 20 and 26, may be worked in three plies German wool.

Coarser than those would not be sufficiently covered.
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Working of Berlin Patterns.—For a flower-piece, I prefer cross-stitch on

fine canvas, and petit-point on coarse canvas. Figures look much better worked

in petit-point stitch, as faces appear softer in this stitch, the slanting stitch

blends so much better than the square. Some prefer the dress in cross-stitch,

and the face in petit-point ; but then the face has still the same objection, that

is, of a square stitch, for there must be four petit-point stitches worked in the

face for every stitch marked in the pattern, so as to have it on the same scale as

the dress. Sometimes the Berlin pattern is painted cross stitch for the dress, and

small stitch for the face ; then only one stitch is required to be worked, as the face

is painted on a smaller scale of design paper, which looks much more like painting.

Much, however, depends in choosing the proper tone of colour for working faces ;

as the best of workers may here be defeated by ill-assorted face colours. I have seen

many pieces of work completely ruined in consequence. Tapestry stitch has been

much worked for some time ; as it is a stitch I never did admire, I therefore cannot

comment on its merits : to me it has always the appearance of something woven.

The stitch is simply two single stitches : each single stitch takes two threads in
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height, and one across the canvas. There are an endless variety of fancy stitches,

too numerous and useless to name. The only stitches I recommend for any piece

of work of any consequence, is cross or tent stitcli. The cut work has a very rich and

good effect in working Birds and Animals. Flowers look very well when the leaves

are worked in cross or embroidery stitch, which give relief and lightness to the raised

flowers. Some prefer the flowers to be cut in the form of the leaf
;
but I never think

they look well. That which I recommend, is merely to cut the work all round the edge

a little closer to the canvas than the other part of the work. Birds may be cut out

very beautifully, but they require the skilful hand of the most experienced worker

to do justice to them in throwing out their various forms.

MODE OF WORKING RAISED WORK FROM A BERLIN FATTERN.

The canvas may either be silk or not, according to the taste of the worker ; if

silk, use the size which suits one ply of wool in cross stitch. Stretch it in the frame

as before mentioned. There are several ways of executing the work,—I shall men-

tion a few, and leave to choice which is thought preferable. Suppose the pattern you
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are going to work were flowers ; work the green leaves in cross-stitch, and the flowers

raised. The green leaves must all be worked first ; then thread as many needles as

there are shades in the flower, each with a different shade ; every row in the flower

must be worked in its various shades according to the pattern, beginning at the left

hand, and proceeding to the right, working each row over a mesh gauging No. 18 in

breadth, and No. 11 in thickness. Every row must have a mesh, as they all re-

main until the whole flower is worked before withdrawing them. The back of the

raised work is gummed all over with dissolved gum-dragon, which must be left

until dry ; then withdraw the first mesh, and cut the row with a pair of sharp

pointed scissors ; and, as I have before mentioned, it would be well to cut the edges

a little down, (I only mean round the edge of the flower, not the edge of the leaves.)

The mode of working this stitch, which is exactly the first half of a cross-stitch,

is this :—'Suppose the first three stitches in the patterns you are going to work

were three of the lightest shade, take the needle with the light shade, lay the mesh

over the two threads you intend to work on, and work over the mesh as follows :

—

Insert your needle from the front side of the work through to the back part, (at the
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side of the mesh next to you,) leaving your thread a little higher than the mesh

;

then pass the needle down two threads quite straight from that ; draw it up to the

front ; then pass over the mesh in a slanting direction, and insert your needle to the

back again down two threads apart from the first time of inserting your needle to

the back, then pass the needle down two threads quite straight from that ; draw it

up to the front. This concludes two stitches, work another stitch as last described,

which finishes the three ; cut off the thread a little higher than the mesh. Every

shade is worked in the same way. When you have concluded that row with its

various shades in succession as they are marked, begin the second row, and work

exactly as before, inserting the needle down to the back, in the same hole you

drew the needle up to the front, in first row. Every row is worked in this way.

If this has been worked as I have described, the stitches in the wrong side will

all be straight down the canvas, having two threads visible between each stitcli

along the canvas. Before withdrawing the meshes after it is gummed, cut all the

ends, as they are, of course, irregular in length where you began and ended with

each shade ; then withdraw each mesh in regular succession, and cut the work,
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by inserting the point of the scissors through the loops made over the mesh. I

think this the most simple way of working.

French or Parisian Mode.

—

This stitch is worked every row as foregoing

receipt, from left hand to right, with this difference,—it is all worked over one thread,

having two threads left between each stitch along the canvas, and one thread be-

tween each stitch down the canvas, as will be seen on the wrong side, after having

worked as following directions. Lay your mesh along the thread intended to work

on, then insert your needle from the front side of the work through to the back

part, then pass the needle down a thread quite straight from that, draw it up to

the front ; this finishes one stitch ; then pass over the mesh, and insert your needle

from the front side of the work through to the back part ; two threads apart from the

first time of inserting your needle to the back part ; then pass the needle down one

thread quite straight from that ; draw it up to the front ; this finishes the second

stitch. Every shade is worked in the same way. The second row is worked exactly

as the first, leaving one thread of canvas between the rows ; and every row is worked

the same, having one thread between the rows, and two threads between each stitch.
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I prefer this way to any other, as it does not require to be gummed. I have seen

some very handsome pictures of figures (after the Old Masters, as large as life)

worked in this stitch.

Another Mode.—This stitch, which is a sort of cross-stitch, beginning at the

left hand and working to the right, differs from the others in being exactly like cross-

stitch, with this exception,—after it is worked you pass the thread round the mesh.

Mode of working :—Lay the mesh over the two threads below those you intend

working. In commencing a shade, leave a longer piece than the width of mesh,

and have it on the side of the mesh next to you, with the mesh on the top of the

end ; cross over two threads in a slanting direction to the right hand, exactly

like a half cross stitch, by inserting the needle from the right side to the back part

of work
;
put up the needle from the back part of work two threads straight down

from that, then cross the stitch to the left hand, (in a slanting direction,) two

threads across, by inserting the needle from the front part of work down to the back,

then insert it from the back up to the front two threads straight down from that

;

now pass it quite round the mesh ; this finishes one stitch. Second stitch, cross
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over two threads in a slanting direction, exactly like a half cross-stitch, to the right

hand, by inserting the needle from the front to the back part of work, then put up

the needle from the back part of the work two threads straight down from that

;

then cross the stitch to the left hand, (in a slanting direction,) two threads across

;

then put up the needle from the back two threads straight down from that ; now

pass it round the mesh
;
this finishes second stitch. When a shade is commenced)

it must be worked as first stitch.
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COMMON TATTING EDGING,
AS REPRESENTED IN ENGRAVING AT BEGINNING OF BOOK.

After threading your tatting needle with the size of cotton you intend to work
with, tie a knot on the end ; take the knot and put it on the forefinger of the left

hand, then so extend the second, third, and fourth fingers, as to form a loop round

them, by passing the thread round the back of them and bringing it round to the

forefinger again, over the knot ; hold them tightly down with the thumb. As the

thumb and forefinger are never moved during the forming of the scollop, bring the

tatting needle and thread toward you, straight across from the forefinger and thumb,

between the second and third fingers ; insert the needle from the back of the finger

loop up through the centre between the thread you have on the needle and that round
the fingers, always observing to have the thread (on the needle) between you and
the needle after it is drawn through. Hold the needle and thread tightly extended

from the right hand to the left, and the loop round the fingers loose, as the stitch is

made with the loop round the fingers, and not with the part of the thread nearest the

needle
; then withdraw the second finger, so as to allow the loop round the fingers,
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to form round the thread ; insert the fingers again, and with the second finger form

the stitch, by drawing it up to its place, which is close to the thumb ; this finishes

one stitch, and 20 more like this form the scollop. Draw the thread attached to the

needle tight, so as to pull up the scollop when completed; nosv commence another

scollop. If the Tatting has not been properly worked, this scollop will not draw.

All Tatting stitches must be formed with the loop round the fingers. 21 stitches

form a pretty scollop with Taylor’s Persian cotton No. 8.

I do not think any person who has not seen Tatting done can accomplish it by any

description.

STAR TATTING,

AS REPRESENTED IN ENGRAVING AT BEGINNING OF BOOK.

A very pretty trimming may be made by six scollops of Tatting being worked

and drawn up quite close to form a star. When you have got enough worked, sew

them together length ways. If wished to form a deep trimming for the bottom of a

petticoat, another star may be added below between every other star of those already

worked, which forms another pretty Vandyke trimming.
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TATTING OPEN STITCH, SCOLLOP BOBBIN TRIMMING,
FOB THE EDGING OF PETTICOATS, &C. &C. ; AS REPRESENTED IN ENGRAVING AT BEGINNING OF BOOK.

This is worked with fine bobbin, such as is used for children’s caps. Seven long

loops form a pretty scollop.

The loop round the fingers is formed as before described in foregoing receipt ; so is

the first stitch ; next stitch, throw the thread over the back of the hand, instead of

bringing it towards you as in the first stitch, and insert the needle down through the

finger loop between the first and second fingers ; draw it up through between the two

threads over the back of the fingers, and with the second finger form the stitch as

before ; next stitch as first, only leave it long, so as to form a long loop ; then again

the stitch over the back of the hand. Repeat the long loop and the one over the hand

alternately, until you have the seven loops ; then draw up the thread to form the

scollop. Plain Tatting may also be done in the same manner as the second stitch

here described.
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FRENCH BOBBIN LOOM USED FOR HAIR CHAIN, &c. &c.

The First figure in Engraving shows the Holding of the Loom
,
with the two loops on the points of it ; the Second, the Loom with a

Piece of Chain Worked, the top of this being an exact representation when the Two Stitches are Worked.

Place the broad flat part of the loom between the forefinger and thumb of your left

hand
;
put the end of the silk through the small hole ; hold the silk in your right hand ;

cast a loop on each of the points, first on the one farthest away from your right hand,

then one on the point next your right hand ; then turn the loom quite round with

your right hand, and bring the thread above the loop that is on the point now next

your right hand ; with the forefinger and thumb of the right hand lift the loop that

is below the thread (being the loop on the point next your right hand,) quite over

the thread and the point of the loom, which makes a stitch and encloses the thread,

and leaves it on the point of the loom ; again turn the loom quite round with your

right hand, and work a stitch as before, which makes two stitches. The whole

Chain is done in this way. This receipt is only a help to the memory, as it would

almost be impossible to work this without seeing it done. One hank of second sized

silk is required for a Chain. A very beautiful Chain, which is worn in two plies

round the neck, may be worked with the third size.
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DIRECTIONS FOR GUIDING THE PROPER SIZES OF SILKS AND MESHES
USED FOR PURSES IN NET WORK,

AS REPRESENTED IN T1IE SIX ENGRAVED DESIGNS FOR NET WORK IN BEADS, AT BEGINNING OF THIS VOLUME.

These designs are used for Parses, Eeticules, Mittens, &c. &c. If wished for a

very fine Purse, use extra fine purse silk, a No. 22 mesh, and beads No. 5. For

a fashionable sized Purse for a lady, cast on about 120 stitches. If worked in

third-sized purse silk, which is the next size coarser, use a No. 20 mesh, and beads

No. 7. The coarsest sized mesh that looks well with the third-sized silk, is a No.

18, with beads No. 9 or 10. Wherever beads are used, a treple long darning needle

must be taken instead of a netting one, and as fine as will admit the beads to pass over

freely—as in Working every bead-stitch, the bead is thread on previous to working

each stitch.

N.B.—The number of stitches here are meant for the long way of the Purse, as I always prefer

Netting worked in this way, when the pattern will admit of it. Any of the patterns, as represented in

the engravings, for net purses done in beads, looks well with a stripe of open stitch alternately, as ex-

plained in 104th Receipt of Volume I. and represented in plate No. 6 of that Volume, headed “ Grecian

Net.” The leaf pattern, as 107th Receipt, Vol. I. and plate No. 9, looks well.
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REMARKS ON NETTING.

All Net Work looks and hangs much better by being net the contrary way to that

which it is intended to hang ; for instance, for Window Curtains and Purses, they

should be worked long ways, the stitches being all cast on at once. If netted other-

wise, the stitches all run together. Netting should be damped and stretched out

until thoroughly dry ; if a small piece of work, such as a Purse, it can be done on

the purse stretcher.

Make a Stitch in Netting, is to work two stitches in one loop.

To Take-in or Diminish, is to take two stitches on the needle instead of one.

Bead Stitch.—In working Beads in Netting, you must use a long treple darning

needle to net with. Work the stitch thus :—Thread a bead on to the thread you

are netting with
;
bring it up in front of the mesh, and keep it there until you have

made the knot ; then bring the needle and thread down at the back of the mesh, and

pass the point of the needle up through the bead that is on the front of the mesh;

draw up the needle and thread through it, which pulls the beads quite up to the
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knot you have just made. All beads in Netting should be worked in this way,

otherwise they will move about on the thread.

Gold, silver, or coloured beads, have a very good effect worked on the back of

dress mittens. Any of the engraved patterns for net work may be arranged for that

purpose. For the forming of the mitten, see any of the receipts in Volume I.

Netting with Shade Silk,—I mean those long shaded silks, such as blue, graduat-

ing from dark to light, then falling imperceptibly into fawn, from light to dark, or any

other colours. You should ascertain how many yards it will take to work one row

of what you wish to net ; then thread your netting needle with the quantity required

to work the number of rows measured for. When you have worked this needle-

ful, again measure the quantity as before, but be careful to thread that end of the

silk on to the needle first that was just cut off from the reel, otherwise the shades

will not join in properly. Suppose, for instance, that your first needleful ended with

blue, of course the last stitch must be blue, and that which is wound last on your

second needleful must end in blue, so that the blue part ties on to the last stitch

that was net with the first needleful, which I before supposed to be blue.

VOL. II. n d
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REMARKS ON KNITTING.

Having so frequently commented on Knitting in the various Receipts, it only

remains for me to say, that all Knitting should be worked rather loosely than other-

wise, and for the same reason given as to Crochet Work, namely, that it is more

elastic, and wears much better. Knitting is much improved by being damped and

stretched, when the shape of the work will admit of it ; when not, it may be placed

under a weight, so as to smooth it.

Any of the receipts in either this or the 1st Volume, written for four wires or

rounds, may also be worked on two wires. Take, for example, the 49t,h Receipt

of this Volume, and work as follows :—1st Row, work it in the usual way, as it is

written ; 2nd Row, work as it is written, but begin at the right hand of the line, and

work to the left ; at the same time you must transpose the terms, from plain or

front stitches, to pearl or back stitches, thus : in the 2nd row you would work, B2,

0, B3, 0, 134, B4, j,, B4, 0, B2 ; 3rd Row, exactly as there written ; 4th Row,

transpose the terms in the same way as in the 2nd row.

In teaching any person to knit, they should be instructed, as the more elegant mode, to told
the thread over the forefinger of the left hand, and not in the right, as most people do.
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REMARKS ON CROCHET, OR TAMBOUR STITCH.

All Tambour or Crochet should be worked rather loose than otherwise, as it is

apt to cut when tight. Crochet Work depends a vast deal on the size of the hook or

needle used, as that forms the size of the stitch ; therefore, great care should bo

taken in having the needle properly gauged, according to the size given in the

receipts. In using the gauge,* to ascertain the size, pass the neck part of the hook

or needle just above the hook, through any of the front slits of the gauge. Many
ladies, in using the gauge, erroneously suppose that the round holes are the test,

instead of the slits. Now, suppose a No. 10 hook is mentioned ;
try if it goes easily

through the slit in front of the No. 10 on the gauge ; if it goes in, then try if it

will go in to the slit in front of No. 11 on the gauge; if it does not, then this

must be a No. 10.

* The Gauge used by me, and mentioned in my Work on- “ Knitting, Netting, and Crochet Work,"
is the Standard Wire Gauge, used by all jewellers, wire-workers, &c.—I would recommend every

lady who is a knitter or netter to be provided with one. They can be had at the instrument-makers.

I am not aware if the fancy-work shops keep them generally, although it is an article which I sell.

They may be had either round or oblong squares ; the round is certainly the neatest looking instrument.
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Edge stitch.

—

This Stitch is worked by drawing a loop through the first loop or

stitch on the row or round, then another loop through the one just made. This

forms the edge stitch ; then work on according to the pattern. If the edge stitch

of every row were not worked in this way, you would lose a stitch each row. It is

not necessary to work an edge stitch on a round, but only where the work requires

to be turned to the wrong side, in order to work round the other way.

To carry on a thread or threads in double crochet stitch.

—

When a pattern is

worked in more colours than one, the colours not required in front must be carried

on, so as not to make long loops at the back. Work them thus :—Lay those threads

that are not then required, along the forefinger of your left hand ; insert your crochet

hook or needle into the stitch in the usual way ; let it go below the threads you are

carrying on, and draw the thread you are crocheting with down at the back of them,

through the loop you have inserted the hook into ; then make the finishing loop in

the usual way, which is taken over the threads, and draw it through the two loops

pn the needle. This makes one stitch.
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Neatest way of joining the thread.

—

Before the thread you are working with

is quite exhausted, lay the end of the thread you wish to join on the forefinger of*

left hand, the end part towards the point of the finger ; the ball will then be towards

the other end of the finger. Work about 6 stitches over it, in the way explained

for carrying on the threads ; now lay the thread you have been working with over

the forefinger of left hand; then work with the new thread that has just been

worked over, (of course working with the ball part,) over the thread now on the

finger, for about 6 stitches ; cut off the ends, and continue working with the new
thread.

Make a stitch, let out, or increase.

—

This is done by first working the stitch as

usual, then again working the same stitch from the back part of the loop. This is

to prevent making a hole.

Take in, reduce, or diminish,—Is worked by taking two stitches on to your

hook or needle at the same time, and work them off as one stitch.

Bead stitch.

—

When you work in beads, the beads must be all thread on before

commencing
; and when a Bead stitch or stitches are mentioned in the receipt or
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the pattern you are working from, you simply pass a bead down to the last stitch

worked, then work your stitch as usual, which fastens in the bead ;
but this will be

to the wrong side of the work.

Bead stitch in the right side of work.—Work it thus, of course having the

beads thread on before:—Bring the thread you are crocheting with to the front, still

having it on the finger of your left hand, with the bead on it, keeping it in front ; then

insert the needle from the back of the stitch you are going to work, and pull the

thread through to the back.; now make the finishing loop in the usual way ; by this

the bead will be on .the right side. (I have only seen one piece of work with the

beads worked in the right side.)

Almost any piece of Dress or Covering for Furniture may be worked in Crochet,

by having a paper pattern cut to the form required, and letting out in the usual way,

by casting on stitches where the pattern requires, or diminishing by taking two or

more stitches together.

END.



LIST OF PATRONESSES AND SUBSCRIBERS, ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

HER MAJESTY TIIE QUEEN DOWAGER.
Her Royal Highness the Duchess ol' GLOUCESTER.
Her Royal Highness the Duchess of CAMBRIDGE.
Her Royal Highness the Princess AUGUSTA CAROLINA.

Argvle, Her Grace the Duchess of Carnegie, Lady of Southesk Marjoribanks, Lady Carter, Hon. Mrs
Atholl, H. G. the Duchess of Carnegie, Lady Jane M‘Ivenzie, Lady Muir Cheape, Hon. Mrs
Buccleuch, H. G. the Duchess of Cathcart, Rt. Hon. Lady Mary M‘Kenzie, Lady Douglass, Hon. Mrs, Strathenday
Gordon, H. G. the Duchess of Cathcart, Rt.Hon. Lady Augusta M‘Neil, Lady J. Douglass, Hon. Mrs, Broughton
Leeds, H. G. the Duchess of Clinton, R. H. Lady, Devonshire Milton, Right Hon. Lady Drummond, Hon. Mrs Stratli-

Northumberland, H. G. the Colville, Lady Milne, Lady allan

Duchess of Cumming Gordon, Lady Moucrieff, Right Hon. Lady E. Dundas, Hon. Miss
Roxburgh, H. G. the Duchess of Dalrymple, Lady Adamina Moncrieff, Lady Hamilton, Hon. Miss Ninewar
Douro, M. N. the Marchioness of Douglas, Lady Christian Montague, Right Hon. Lady Hope, Hon. Mrs Carridon
Lothian, M. N. Marchioness of Douglas, Lady W. Grangemuir Murray M‘Gregor, Rt. H. Lady C. Kerr, Hon. Miss, Cambridge Ho.
Tweeddale, M. N. Marchioness of Drummond, Lady, of Hawthorn- Murray, Lady Keith, Ochtertyre Kerr, Hon. Miss M.
Dalhousie, Rt Hon. Countess of den Panmure, Right Hon. Lady Lindsay, Hon. Mrs
Grey, Rt. Hon. the Countess of Duudas, Right Hon. Lady Mary Ramsay, R. H. Lady. A. Wardlaw Lumsden, Hon. Mrs
Hopetoun, Rt. Hon. Countess of Duudas, Lady Dunira Ramsay,Dowager Lady, Balmain Macnab, Hon. Miss
Morton, Rt. Hon. the Countessof Dundas, Lady, of Beechwood Richarason, Lady Maule, Hon. Miss
Strathmore, Rt. Hon. the Coun- Dalrymple, Lady Ferguson Riddell, Lady, Ardnamurchan Murray, Hon. Miss

tess of Elibank, Right Hon. Lady Sinclair, Hon. Lady of Ulbster Murray, Hon. Miss
Wemyss, Rt. Hon Countess of Gifford, Right Hon. Lady Sinclair, Hn. Dow. Lady. Ulbster Murray, Hon. Miss Frances
Arbuthnott, Rt. Hon. Viscoun- Gleulyon, Rt. Hon. Dow. Lady Stewart, Right Hon. Lady S. Ramsay, Hon. Mrs of Barn ton

tess Gomm, Lady Donibristle Russel, Hon. Mrs, Barrington
Melville, Rt. Hon. Viscountess Greenock, Right Hon. Lady Strange, Hon. Lady Sinclair, Hon. Mrs Patrick
Arbuthnott, Lady Jane Hay, Right Hon. Lady Mary Suttie, Right Hon. Lady Harriet Stirling, Hon. Mrs, Ardoch
Balfour, Lady E. Hope, Right Hon. Lady Frances Taylor, Lady Jane Strange, Hon. Mrs
Barrington, Rt. Hon. Lady Ca- Howick, Right Hon. Lady Torphichen, Right Hon. Lady Stuart, Hon. Mrs, Eaglescarne

roline Keith, Lady, Ravelstone Wood, Lady M. Young, Hon. Mrs, Linnituden
Blantyre, Rt. Hon. Lady Kerr, Right Hon. Lady Robert Abercromby, Hon. Miss Addison, Miss, Liff

Campbell, Lady of Succoth Kinloch, Lady Gilmerton Baillie, Hon. Mrs Agnew, Miss, Manor Place
Campbell, Lady Hume Lockhart, Lady Norman Bosville, Hon. Mrs Agnew, Miss, H. Manor Place
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Aitchison, Mrs of Drummore
Aitchison, Mrs, Alderston

Ainsworth, Mrs, Invenghty' Ho.

Aitchison, Mrs, St Vincent St.

Allan, Mrs of Glen

Allan, Miss, Hillside Crescent

Alexander, Mrs, Ballochmyle

Allan, Mrs Murray, Moray PI.

Alexander, Miss, Allan Park

\lves, Mrs, Royal Terrace

Anderson, Mrs
Anderson, Mrs of St Germains

Anderson, Miss, George Street

Anderson, Miss, Moredua

Andrews, Mrs, London
Armstrong, Miss, Rankeulor St.

Arnott, Mrs, Wemyss Place

Aufrere, Mrs
Aytoun, Mrs C. Abercromby PI.

Aytoun, Miss do.

Babington, Miss, Rutland Street

Baird, Mrs, Bellfield House

Baird, Miss, Shotts

Baillie, Mrs, Kirkaldy

Balfour, Miss, Heriot Row
Barnslie, Miss Arthur

Barton, Mrs, Yorkshire

Barstow, Mrs, India Street

Bayne, Mrs, of Kiris, Fife

Bayne, Mrs, Dalglish, Dura

Beck, Miss, Stafford Street

Bell, Mrs W. Queen Street

Bell, Miss, Duke Street

Bell, Mrs B. Forth Street

Bell, Miss G. Queen Street

Berrie, Miss, Hope Street

Bertram, Mrs J. Walker Street

Berwick, Mrs, Regent Terrace

Betson, Miss
Binny, Mrs Stewart
Blackwood, Miss, Newington
Blackwood, Miss, GreatStuart St.

Blair, Miss, Charlotte Square

Bonar, Miss, Ratho
Bonar, Miss, Kiinmergham
Bonar, Miss A. C.Kimmergham
Bonar, Mrs Thomson, Princes St.

Bonner,MrsW . EasterWarriston
Boswell, Miss, Queen Street

Bowes, Mrs, Coates Crescent

Boyd, Mrs, Great King Street

Boyle, Mrs, Charlotte Square

Brand, Miss, Aberdeen
Briggs, Miss. Glasgow
Brodie, Mrs Princes Street

Brooke, Mrs, Yorkshire

Brown, Miss, Atholl Place

Bruce, Mrs, of Kennet
Bruce, Miss, of Kennet
Bryce, Mrs, St Andrew Square

Buchanan, Mrs, Darnaway St.

Buchanan, Miss W . S. AinsliePl.

Buchanan, Miss Snodgrass

Buchanan, Miss C. S.

Buchanan, Mrs
' Buchanan, Miss, Catrine Bank

Burn, Miss, George Street

Burn, Miss I. Rutland Square

Burnett, Mrs, Heriot Row
Callender, Mrs Burn
Campbell, Mrs, Bellevue Cresc.

Campbell, Mrs, of Ederline

Campbell, Mrs R. Northumb. St.

Campbell, Mrs, of Kilberry

Campbell, Mrs, Great Stuart St.

Campbell, Mrs J. A. Albyn Place

Campbell, Mrs, of Ross, Ravel-

stone

Campbell, Mrs, of Southall

Campbell, Mrs, Bellevue Cresc.

Campbell, Miss, of Craigie

Campbell, Miss, Park Place

Campbell, Miss, Heriot Row
Campbell, Miss, Albany Street

Cameron, Miss Matilda
Carnegie, Miss, Stafford Street

Carnegie, Miss, Atholl Crescent

Carr, Mrs, Yorkshire
Casey, Mrs, Inverleith Row
Christie, Miss, York Place

Christison, Mrs, Great Stuart St.

Clark, Mrs, Coates Crescent

Cleghorn, Mis9, Castle Street

Cleugh, Miss, York Place

Clunie, Mrs, Carlton Place

Cockburn, Mrs H. Charlotte Sq.

Cockburn, Mrs Robert, London
Colquhoun, Mrs, of Luss

Colquhoun, Miss, of Luss

Colquhoun, Miss, Rossie

Collier, Miss of Cormiston House
Crommelin, Mrs, Coates Cresc.

Crooks, Miss Agnes
Corrie, Miss, St Andrew Square

Corrie, Miss M. St Andrew Sq.

Coventry, Mrs, Moray Place

Cox, Mrs, Hope Street

Craig, Miss Gibson, ofRiccarton

Crawford, Mrs J. Windsor St.

Cranstoun, Miss, Castle Street

Crow, Miss, Blackness

Cumine, Miss, Ann Street

Cunningham, Mrs G. C.

Cunningham, Mrs C. G.

Cunningham, Misses, Barton

Cunninghame, Miss S. Kilmar*

nock
Cunningham, Mr, of Logan
Cunningham, Mrs, of Logan
Cunninghame, Mrs, Moray PI.

Currie, Mrs, Lint Hill

Curl, Miss, Kelso

Dallas, Mrs
Daun, Mrs James
Davidson, Miss, of Muirhouse

David, Miss, Bellfield House

De Laney, Miss

Dempster, Mrs, of Skibo

Dick, Mrs, Stafford Street

Douglas, Mrs, Queen Street

Douglas, Miss, Moray Place

Drummond, Mrs
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Drummond, Mrs Harley Forsyth, Miss, Royal Circus Hay, Mrs, Berwick Jones, Mrs, Shandwiek Place
Duncan, Miss, Bellfield Abbey Fotheringham, Mrs S., Aber- Hay, Miss, St Bernard’s Crescent Kay, Mrs, London
Dundas, Mrs, St Andrew Square cromby Place Hay, Miss, of Nunraw Keay, Mrs, of Sneagow
Dundas, Mrs H. Fullerton, Miss, Melville St. Hay, Miss Dalrymple Keay, Miss, St Colme Street

Dundas, Miss, Yorkshire Furlong, Mrs, Charlotte Square Hay, Miss Susan Dalrymple Kellie, Miss, Heriot Row
Dundas, Miss, of Dundas Fyfe, Mrs, Albany Street Hay, Miss G. H., Dunbar Kennedy, Miss M., Gt. King St.

Duff, MissesWharton, Orton Ho. Gardener, Mrs, Dundee Hawthorn, Miss, Princes Street Kent, Miss
Dunlop, Mrs Hugh Gibson, Mrs, of Queenmore Henderson, Miss, London St. Ker, Mrs, of Gateshaw
Dunlop, Miss, Great King Street Gillespie, Miss, York Place Henderson, Miss, Warriston Ho. Ker, Miss, of Woodburn
Durham, Mrs, Calderwood Gilmour, Mrs Little, Inch House Herbert, Mrs Kerr, Mrs, Loraine
Edmonstone, Miss C., Walton Gloag, Mrs, Perth Hogg, Mrs, of Newliston Kinloch, Mrs, of Logie

Hall, Goodsir, Mrs, Queen Street Home, Miss, York Place Kinloch, Mrs, Colonel
Edmonstone, Miss H. do. Gordon, Mias Hope, Mrs, Wardie Kinnear, Mrs, Northumberland
Edmonstone, Miss B. do. Graham, Mrs, Carlton Street Hope, Mrs James, Rutland St. Street

Ellerton, Miss, Aberdour House Gordon, Miss, India Street Hope, Miss, Moray Place Knight, Miss
Elliot, Miss, Wolflee Graham, Mrs James, Atholl PI. Hope, Miss, Moray Place Knight, Mrs G. of Jordenstone
Erskine, Mrs Wm. of Blackburn Graham, Miss, Albany Street Horne, Mrs, Great King Street Laing, Mrs, Rosemount
Erskine, Mrs, Pitt Street Grayham, Mies, of Mossknowe Horne, Miss J. York Place Laird, Mrs, Strathmartin
Erskine, Miss, Alva Street Grant, Miss Macpherson, of Bal- Houston, Miss, Heriot Row Lamont, Mrs, Rutland Street

Falkner, Miss, Coates Crescent lindalloch Houston, Miss J. Lamont. Mrs, Royal Circus

Farquharson, Miss, of Ballogie Grant, Miss I. Macpherson Hozier, Mrs J., St Enoch’s Hall Law, Miss, York Place

Farquharson,Miss,ofInvercauld Grieve, Mrs, Randolph Cliff Hume, Miss Agnes, Moray PI. Learmonth, Miss, Rutland St.

Farquharson, Mrs Gunson, Mrs, Ainslie Place Hunter, Mrs, of Hofton Learmonth, Miss, Royal Circus

Faulder, Miss, London Haig, Mrs, Blair-Hill Hunter, Mrs, Abercromby PI. Leslie, Miss, Melville Street

Ferme, Mrs, of Braidwood Haig, Mrs George, Bonnington Hutton, Mrs Lindsay, Miss, Portobello

Ferrier, Mrs, Albany Street Haig, Mrs William Inglis, Mrs, Redhall Lindsay, Misses, Warmiston
Ferrier, Miss, Nelson Street Hagart, Mrs, Atholl Crescent Inglis, Mrs, Albany Street Lizars, Mrs, York Place

Ferrier, Miss E. York Place Hamilton, Mrs, Rutland Square Inglis, Mrs, North Walker St. Lock, Mrs, Ann Street

Fielding, Miss, St Enoch’s Hall Hamilton, Miss, St Andrew Sq. Inries, Mrs, Queen Street Lockhart, Mrs Elliot

Foljambe,MrsH. J. GhentLodge Hamilton, Miss A. St Andrew Sq. Jackson. Miss ’ Long, Miss, London
Forbes, Miss, Dean House Hamilton, Miss, King Street Jerdon, Miss Jane, Bonjedward Lyell, Mrs, of Kinordy
Forbes, Miss, of Medwin Harvey, Miss, of Castle Semple Johnstone, Mrs Hope Lyon, Mrs, Rankeillour Hope
Forbes, Miss Frances, Alva St. Hay, Mrs, of Seggieden Johnstone, Miss, ot Alva JVf‘Dougai, Mrs,
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M‘Dowal, Mrs, Great King St. Maxwell, Miss, Kirkconuel Outram, Mrs, Circus Place • Ruscell, Mrs James, Queen St.

Macdonall, Mrs, Moran House Menzies, Mrs, Gt. King Street Outram, Mrs James Russell, Miss, Shandwick Place
Macfarlane, Mrs, Charlotte Sq. Menzies, Miss, Great King St Pattison, Miss, Forth Street Russel, Miss, Ashystiel

Macfarlane, Mrs, Donavourd Menzies, Miss M., of King Street Perreau, Mrs, Dysart Russell, Miss M. Rutland Sq.

Macgregor, Mrs, Portobello Mercer, Mrs, of Gorthy Piper, Mrs E. Hope Crescent Russell, Miss A. Shandwick PI.

Mackintosh, Mrs, of Geddie3 Methven, Mrs Pitcairn, Mrs, Dalhousie Grange Rutherford, Miss, Glendovan
Mackay, Mrs T. G. Albyn Place Milne, Mrs, York Place Pringle, Mrs, sen. Charlotte Sq’. Rybott, Miss, Carlton Street

Mackenzie, Mrs Hay Mitchell, Mrs, Bruntsfield Links Rae, Miss, Esk Grove Sandt’ord, Mrs, Randolph Cresc.

Mackenzie, Mrs, Charlotte Sq. Moncrieff, Mrs James, Moray PI. Ramsay, Mrs, Charlotte Square Sands, Mrs Hastings, Royal Cir-

Mackenzie, Miss Muir, Delvine Moneypenny, Miss, Moray Place Ramsay, Mrs, Melville Street cus
M‘Kenzie, Mrs, Inverness Moodie, Mrs, Dr. lnveresk Rattrey, Miss Clarke, Princes St. Sarjeant, Mrs, Rutland Street

M‘Kenzie, Mrs T. of Applecross Morrison, Miss, Bellevue Cresc. Reid, Mrs Joseph, Mansfield PI. Scott, Mrs, sen. of Millany
Makgill, Mrs, Manor Place Mowbray, Miss, Cockairney Reid, Miss, Cheswick Scott, Mrs, of Millany
Macknight, Mrs, London Street Mower, Mrs Renny, Miss Scott, Mrs, Coates Crescent
Mackilliean, Mrs, of Relugas Munro, Mrs,CraiglockhartHouse Rhind, Miss Scott, Miss, Great King Street

M‘Neil, Mrs, Melville Street Munro, Miss F. Richardson, Miss of Pitfour Seaton, Miss, Coates Crescent
Maconochie, Mrs, of Meadow- Muir, Miss, Cecil Lodge, Herts Robertson, Mrs, Callendar Seaton, Miss, Ann Street

bank Muir, Miss, sen. Albyn Place Robison, Mrs Hugh, Rutland St. Simpson, Dr, Hope Street

Maconochie, Miss Muir, Miss ” Robertson, Mrs, of Strowan Siddons, Mrs Henry, Maitland
Macritchie, Miss Murray, Mrs, Tnveresk Robertson, Miss, Heriot Row Street

Mactier, Mrs, of Durris Murray, Mrs, Castlehill Robertson, Miss, Scotland St. Sinclair, Miss Cath. George St.

Macvicar, Mrs, Manchester Murray, Miss, Whitehouse Robertson, Mrs, E. M. Callendar Slate, Miss, Melville Street

Macwhirter, Mrs, Ainslie Place Murray, Miss, Ochtertyre Robertson, Miss, George Street Sligo, Mrs George, Seacliff House
Mair, Mrs, Shandwick Place Murray, Miss, of Polmaise Robertson, Miss M.Dumfermline Smith, Mrs, Melville Street

Mair, Miss, York Place Nairne, Mrs C. Henderson Row Rollo, Mrs, Forres Street Smollett, Miss, Gloucester Place

Maitland, Mrs, George Street Nasmyth, Mrs, George Street Rose, Mrs, George Street Smythe, Mrs, Methuen Castle

Maitland, Miss, George Street Nasmyth, Miss, George Street Rose, Miss, Deanbank House Smythe, Miss, of Methven
Maitland, Miss, S. E. Circus PI. Neaves, Mrs, Queen Street Ross, Mrs, of Woodburn Speus, Mrs, lnveresk
Marshall, Mrs, Fettes Row Nicoll, Mrs, Costerton House Ross, Mrs, Lawrence Park Spens, Mrs, Drummond Place

Marshall, Mrs, Claremont Ogilvie, Mrs, Heriot Row Ross, Mrs, of Rossie Castle Spens, Miss, lnveresk
Marshall, Miss, Fettes Row Ogilvy, Miss, Atholl Crescent Ross, Mrs, Great King Street Spens, Miss C. lnveresk
Martin, Mrs Ogilvy, Miss, Manor Place Ross, Miss C. Inverleith Row Spens, .Miss, Walker Street

Maxwell, Miss, Polmaise Osmer, Miss, Atholl Crescent Roy, Mrs, Drummond Place Spens,Miss,Ditton Park,Windsor
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Speirs, Miss Helen, of Elderslie Thomson, Mrs, of Chadeton Walker, Mrs, Stafford Street Whitehead, Miss
Sprott, Miss, Rutland Square Thomson, Miss C. Charleton Walker, Mrs, of Bowland Wilson, Miss, Melville Street

Steele, Mrs, Lyndoch Place Tod, Mrs John, Ainslie Place Watson, Miss, Queen Street Wilson, Miss Anna, Blackford.

Stein, Miss, Kilbagie Tod, Miss, Ainslie Place Watson, Miss, Royal Terrace Wodurope, Miss, of Dalmernock
Stewart, Mrs, Tallantire Hall Tod, Miss C. Drygrange Wauchope, Mrs G. Moray Place Wood, Mrs, Darnaway Street

Stewart, Mrs, of Sandford Tower, Mrs, Alva' Street Wauchope, Mrs, of Edmonstone Wood, Mrs, Great King Street

Swinburne, Mrs, Royal Terrace Tritton, Miss, Portobello Wauchope, Miss, George Square Wright, Mrs, Whitley Park
Swin ton, Miss, Inverleith Place Trotter, Mrs, Mortonhall Webster, Mrs, London Wright, Mrs Guthrie
Swinton, Miss, Gloucester Place Turner, Miss Wedderburn, Mrs Scrymgeour, Young, Mrs C. Great King St.

Taylor, Mrs, Abercromby Place Vans, Miss Maria, Shrubhill Abercromby Place Young, Mrs, Great King Street

Thatcher, Miss, Picardy Place Waddell, Mrs, Melville Street 1 Weir, Mrs, Elder Street Young, Mrs, St Vincent Street

Thomson, Mrs, Canaan House
ADDITIONAL NAMES.

Dowager Duchess of Leeds Anderson, Mrs, Wilton Lodge Campbell, Miss, Heriot row Dowal, Mrs M. sen.

Duchess of Leeds Atkinson, Mrs, Pilgrim street, Campbell, Mrs, Charlotte square Douglas, Mrs Admiral, Charles

The Duchess de Coigny Newcastle Carmichael, Mrs Shanson, of street, Berkley sq. London
The Countess of Stair Aufrere, Mrs Eastend Dunlop, Miss M. Tolcross

Lady Jane D. Hamilton Barnes, Mrs T. Whitburn Cumming, Mrs, Gt. King street Durham,Mrs General,Murraypl.
Lady C. Lascelles Harewood, Baird, Miss, Park, Stirling Curry,Mrs S. Landsdowne place, Draycott, Miss

Leeds, Yorkshire Bain, Robert, Cumberland st. Cheltenham Edmonstone, Mrs, Gt. King st.

Lady Catherine Cavendish, Binning, Mrs Munro, Inverleith Crooks, Miss E. Levan, Gree- Ellis, Mrs, E. Viewfield, Trinity

Burlington house, Picca- house nock Farquharson, Mrs Ross, of Jn-

dilly Brodie, Mrs, Clarkson, Miss Hester, Doctors vercauld

Lady Kinnaird Bush, Miss, Gt. Cumberland Commons. London Ferguson, Mrs, Alva street

Lady Massey Stanley, Haggers- place, Hyde park, London Clarkson, Miss Rosetta, do. Ferguson, Miss
ton, Berwick.on-Tweed Brodie, Miss, St Vincent street Clifton, Mrs, Lytham hall, Lan- Ferguson, Miss Jane

Lady Nicolson, William street, Brown, Mrs Harvie, Quarter, by cashire Ferguson, Lady
London Denny Dalziell, Mrs,Castle st. Dumfries Forbes, Miss, Ainslie place

Hon. Mrs Leslie, Inverleith ter- Bonar, Miss E. Scotland street Dalzell, Miss C. do. Files, Mrs, Kailgie, Peebleshire

race Blackburn, Miss Denniston, Miss, Albany street Gordon, Miss, 23 Inverleith row
Hon. Mrs Mackenzie Hay, Carl- Blackburn, Mrs, of Killean Dennistone, Mrs, Circus Gordon, Miss, Kiddveksley

ton place * Boyle, Mrs, Howard place Douglas, Mrs, Stirling Grey, Mrs, Newcastle

¥
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Hamilton, Miss, Gt. Stuart st.

Hazlewood, Mrs, No. 43, Minto
street

Haig, Mrs James, Bonnington
Honnymau, Miss, Shanwick

place
Howden, Miss, No. 3, William

street

Horsburgh, Mrs, Lochinalony
Johnstone, Mrs W. Hope,

Moffat,

Kerr, Mrs Loraiue, Bath street,

Glasgow
Kirsop, Miss, Newcastle
Lawson, Miss

Lea, Mrs,Brunton, near Hexham
Lindsay, Miss, 17 Forth street

Livingstone Learmonth, Miss, of
Park house

Mackenzie, Mrs, Somerset place,

Glasgow
Macnie, Mrs, Cumberland place,

Glasgow
Mackenzie, Mr J. H.
M‘Craken, Miss, Rutland street

M‘Inroy, Mrs Leven house,
Greenock

M‘Call, Mrs, of Daldowie
Mowbray, Mrs, Grangewood

house, Leicestershire

Murray, Mrs, White-house,
Fisherrow

Ogilvy, Mrs, Perthshire
Orred, Miss, Chester
Osmar, Miss, Clairmont, Glas-

gow
Pogson, Miss,Devonshire place,

Edgeware road
Reddie, Miss, Dysart
Robertson, Miss, Brandon pi.

Glasgow
Ross, Laing, Balnagown
Rollo, Mrs, 88 Great King st.

Richardson, Mrs, North Berwick
Abby

Ritchie, Mrs
Scott, Mrs, Charlotte square
Scheviz, Mrs, Brandon place,

Glasgow
Slackie, Miss, Landsdowne pi.

Cheltenham
Small, Mrs, Grey st. Newcastle
Syme, Mrs, Charlotte square
Tod, Mrs John Robert, Melville

street

Tompinson, Miss, Dolford-hall,
Nantwich, Cheshire

Twizell Wawn, Mrs, Newcastle
Welden, Mrs, Dunse
Wyse, Mrs, Salisbury place

Edinburgh
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